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Abstract. 

This study aimed to examine four different cultural groups in 

Darwin, Australia, to discover whether the group's identity 

and self image remained consistent over time or whether this 

adapted to the changing circumstances. The study covered 100 

years but focused on specific events such as the federation of 

Australia, the economic downturn of the 1920s, the bombing of 

Darwin during World War II, Cyclone Tracy and finally the 

achievement of self government in the Northern Territory. The 

cultural groups included the Aboriginal people known as the 

Larrakia, but this group gradually changed to include people 

from other tribes and people of mixed descent. Sometimes other 

Aboriginal people were also considered because of the policies 

of the Commonwealth government which lumped all 'Aboriginal' 

people into this general category but then divided it into 

'traditional' and 'Aborigines of mixed descent'. Another group 

was that of the Chinese which included people from mainland 

China, Hong Kong and Singapore as well as the later arrival of 

those from East Timor. The Greeks formed another group of 

people who firstly came from Kastellorizo, but later, others 

came from Kalymnos and Cyprus. The last group considered was 

the Anglo-Australian. It included people who firstly came from 

Britain, but later from different parts of Australia but who 

shared cultural roots from England. The study found that on 

the whole the Chinese and the Greek groups tried to remain as 

stable as possible but did have to adapt to the changing 

circumstances. The Aboriginal group was first separated by the 

policies of the Anglo-Australians but towards the end of the 

period there were instances where Aborigines were trying to 

join together again and overcome differences within the group. 

The Anglo-Australian group was split by class between the 

administration and the workers and this was gradually reduced 

but another division appeared between those whose loyalties 

were in Darwin and those whose loyalties were in Canberra. 

The study made comparisons between the manner in which the 

groups interacted, whether consistently or changing according 

to the perceptions of the culture of the group. It was found 



that the Aboriginal group was most controlled and restricted 

and the only one where an internal division was created by the 

policies of the Anglo-Australians. It was concluded that this 

was due to the conflict over land which both the Aborigines 

and the Anglo-Australians claimed was legitimately theirs. The 

Chinese were also restricted because of their race and culture 

but these restrictions gradually eased. The Greeks were 

restricted during the 1920s but not since then. Both the 

Chinese and the Greek groups have been able to partake in the 

commercial development of the Northern Territory and have 

gained considerable wealth and power from that base. The 

Aboriginal people have been denied access to such development 

and have not enjoyed the same measure of commercial success 

and financial independence. The Anglo-Australian group 

remained the most transient and has mostly been involved in 

administration. 

The study showed that even though it is not common to make 

comparisons between cultures, when one does, it brings about 

greater understanding of the manner in which the groups 

responded and were acted upon and the interaction between 

cultures. The study found that through this comparison it 

became evident that the Chinese and the Greek groups could be 

called 'ethnic groups' but that the Aboriginal group was a 

'first nation' group trying to hold onto its homeland white 

the Anglo-Australin group was a new nation' group trying to 

claim that same land as its own. 
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1. 

Content and Context: 
Writing up the History of Marginalised People. 

Within the discipline of history, new questions are being 
asked about the lives, the thoughts, the expectations, 
opportunities and frustration of people who were illiterate or 
of another culture and who left very few records of their own. 
The records are so scarce that the selective nature of 
historians becomes apparent. Historians can never be objective 
observers, but always must be active participants in the 
narrative. 

Historians not only participate in a dialogue with the human 
agents1  but also participate in a dialogue with the text of 
historical documents or artefacts. 

The terms CONTEXT and TEXT. . . serve as a reminder that 
these are aspects of the same process. There is text and 
there is other text that accompanies it: Text that is 
'with', namely the con-text. This notion of what is 'with 
the text', however, goes beyond what is said and written: 
it includes non-verbal goings-on - the total environment 
in which the text unfolds. So it serves to make a bridge 
between the text and the situation in which texts 
actually occur.2  

Historians become active agents in reading the 'context' of 
the text. According to Sahlins, 

the mythical distortions of historians and the static, 
purist models of anthropologists were inadequate f or 
comprehending the intercultural encounters that made 
colonial history and anthropology possible.3  

When cultures come in contact with each other the content of 
the situation means that historians among others search for 
new methods to find meaning in the data. Sahlins demonstrates 
such a new approach. In analysing the situation which occurred 
when the ships Resolution and Discovery anchored in the 
Sandwich Islands in 1778, Sahlins saw the opportunity to 
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observe how interactions between Hawaiian and English were 
ordered by their respective cultures.4  

Windschuttle criticises this assertion by Sahlins in his work 
The Killing of History. He claims that Sahlins' view implies 
that 

an important event can actually synthesise with a 
structure, although always on the structure's terms. Such 
events are accommodated in the existing culture, but, in 
the process, they help produce a new, modified structure 
through which future events will be perceived. History is 
thus eternally subservient to structure. 

Windschuttle rejects this idea using the work of 0beyesekere6, 
where he says it is revealed that the theory is 'patronising' 
and 'latently racist' and where ethnohistorians have tried to 
make the evidence fit their theory.7  He goes so far as to 
warn, "anyone who adopts structuralist theory or methodology 
abrogates the claim to be working as an historian."8  Burke, 
however, argues that the approach Sahlins uses 

suggests that events bear distinctive cultural 
signatures, that they are ordered by culture, in the 
sense that the concepts and categories of a particular 
culture shape the ways in which its members perceive and 
interpret whatever happens in their time.9  

The writing up of the contact between different cultural 
groups requires careful reassessment of traditional 
methodology. Can historians engage in making comparisons and 
suggesting reasons for differences when they have already made 
interpretative judgements about the narratives they are using 
as sources? According to McBryde, history and ethnography are 
not mutually exclusive but rather complementary as "they apply 
different sets of questions to the evidence to illuminate 
different aspects of the past."°  

The very nature of the narratives, that they describe 
different cultural groups viewed over time and through the 
eyes of informants, necessitates the consideration of a 
methodology which uses some of the skills of the ethnographer 
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as well as those of the historian. In this way some allowance 
is made for the context of the narratives. 

Burnstyn explores the writings of feminist historians and 
identifies particular difficulties that they encounter. One is 
that male historians operate with an a priori construct 
relating to their historical data. They share a structural 
concept of society which is not questioned, particularly 
relating to the structure of power relationships. Historians 
of women discover that they do not share the same structural 
concepts and need to include theory derived from the social 
sciences." 

This debate raised by some feminist historians is relevant to 
the historian of marginalised cultural groups. In trying to 
fill the gaps by finding the history of 'previously 
insignificant' people the techniques mentioned above become 
important. Sahlins takes up the point that "different cultural 
orders have their own modes of historical action, 
consciousness and determination" .' 

Historians select material and 'facts' for inclusion because 
to reconstruct the whole past is impossible. That selection 
already involves them in some form of interpretation. This 
selection is subject to the structural understanding of 
historians, a point raised on several occasions by Aboriginal 
informants who want to have Aboriginal history written by 
Aboriginal people. There is a need for this history to be 
written but it is not the definitive history. Burke maintains, 

historical narrators need to find a way of making 
themselves visible in their narrative, not out of self 
indulgence but as a warning to the reader that they are 
not omniscient or impartial and that other 
interpretations besides theirs are possible.13  

Historians, having been made aware of the gaps in the record 
of the past, examine what can be recovered through oral 
sources. Prins argues that "oral testimony, whether collected 
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on tape or by field research is closer to the fountain-head 

(even though it) may be subjected to the invention of 

tradition".14  Keesing, demonstrates how the oral record of the 

assault on the vessel Young Dick in 1886 complements the 

archival record and gives "meaning, motive and 

comprehensibility to an otherwise flat record of the labour 

trade in which natives were always objects, never subjects."5  

Memories of the older generation are being recorded with 

enthusiasm now that oral history has gained some measure of 

'respectability' as an historical source. Gottschalk reminds 

us that "of the emotions, ideals, interests, sensations, 

impressions, private opinions, attitudes, drives and motives 

of an individual, only that individual can give good 

testimony" 16  

In this way he agrees with Burnstyn that "the narratives of 

individual women, have to be given a place in women's 

history"." Thompson states that every person's history is 

true and valid history. He goes so far as to claim that the 

use of oral history can be a "means for transforming both the 

content and the purpose" of the historical record.18  The 

'individual narratives' or the 'testimony of one individual' 

can still fulfil the overriding aim of the historian, which 

according to Walsh is "to build up an intelligible picture of 

the human past as a concrete whole, so that it comes alive for 

us in the same way as the lives of ourselves and our 

contemporaries" 19  

Even so there remains doubt regarding the use of oral material 

as an authentic source of historical data for many historians. 

But it is by using this source as well as the documents that 

the history of ethnic groups can be written. However, the 

difficulty remains that when historians of one culture write 

about another, they assume a structural framework which may be 

different from that which is familiar to the subjects of the 

narrative. 
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To return to Sahlins' approach to the contact between the 

British and the Hawaiian cultures, he argues 

the experience of human subjects, especially as 
communicated in discourse, involves an appropriation of 
events of a priori concepts. Reference to the world is an 
act of classification, in the course of which realities 
are indexed to concepts.. .Formal classification, is an 
intrinsic condition of symbolic action.2°  

Sahlins argues that all human activities have cultural 

concepts which are necessary for those activities to have 

meaning. Beare et al maintain that language needs metaphors to 

make sense of the world. This is done by comparing one thing 

with another, by classifying and by linking qualities.2' 

This study examines four different groups of people living in 

Darwin from 1880 to 1980, the Anglo-Australian, the 

Aboriginal, the Chinese and the Greek. The study looks at 

these different groups by focusing on individuals who belong 

to those groups. The groups are divided from each other 

primarily by 'culture', but 'culture' is a term that has been 

very difficult to define. 

Milner argues that 'culture' has become problematic "in the 

nature of socio-cultural modernisation itself, and in 

particular in the rise to dominance of a distinctively 

capitalist mode of production" .22  He clarifies that not only 

is capitalism about the production of goods and services in a 

competitive market but also the dominant form of organisation 

of modern cultural production. For him cultural producers 

include writers, artists, priests and teachers and he adds 

that cultural production is problematic as regards its 

autonomy. Because the culture has such power, intervention in 

the form of political and religious censorship and/or subsidy 

occurs, and education has been used in an endeavour to 

implement new ideas. 



Utilitarianism developed in Britain as the industrial 
revolution progressed in that country, and with British 
imperialism spread across much of the 'modern' world. 
Nevertheless, according to Hartz who expounds the theory of 
'fragmentation', once the fragment leaves Europe there is a 
separation from both the past and the future and the fragment 
develops in a way which would be inconceivable in Europe.23  
Therefore, although the origins of the society which developed 
in Darwin were in other places and other times, the 
development of them is independent from many of the influences 
that dominate in the homeland. 

The groups in Darwin and their presence in one location 
brought the idea of capitalist economy into an environment 
where previously it had not existed. The mode of production 
had to be examined in coming to some understanding of the 
interplay between the groups. 

Utilitarianism has provided the single most powerful 
justification for the forms of social organisation 
characteristic of modern capitalist society. . . In its most 
recent manifestation, as 'economic rationalism' it has 
provided the major analytical framework for the policy 
making of government in Britain, the United States, 
Australia and New Zealand.24  

This aspect is considered because the policies of government 
played an important role in the events in Darwin. Not only 
governments but also different religious orders came to Darwin 
to practice their particular philosophies intending to 
influence the population and bring about change or maintain 
the status quo. 

There is another understanding of 'culture' which developed in 
Britain but rather than concentrating on the mode of 
production, it brought about the development of the study of 
'English' in particular and education in general as a means to 
instil in the working classes an understanding of the 'finer 
aspects of the culture'. It is a philosophy which began with 
intellectuals and is called culturalism. This developed as a 
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reaction to utilitarianism. Here culture is understood to 
incorporate both a literary sense and an anthropological sense 
where culture is a 'way of life'. 

Williams argues that 

The analysis of culture ......is the clarification of 
the meanings and values implicit and explicit in a 
particular way of life, a particular culture. Such 
analysis will include the historical criticism in which 
intellectual and imaginative works are analysed in 
relation to particular traditions and societies, but will 
also include analysis of elements in the way of life 

the organisation of production, the structure of 
the family, the structure of institutions which express 
or govern social relationships, the characteristic forms 
through which members of the society communicate.25  

In this way he includes the intellectuals, the working 
classes, the trade unions, and the middle classes. But he goes 
further and later expands the idea of the individual. 

There has developed one new mediating description, that 
of the 'social character'. This offers to describe the 
process by which social behaviour becomes part of an 
individual personality ......by a shaping process which 
can include many kinds of relationships. The 'social 
character' is a selective response to experience, a 
learned system of feeling and acting in a majority of the 
community into which the child is born. The family is 
then the community's agent in creating this desired 
social character in the individual.26  

I mention William's ideas here because they become relevant to 
my approach of using the experiences and behaviour of 
individuals in the group as an example of that group's learned 
responses in Darwin. His ideas are also relevant to the 
events in Darwin where there was a concerted campaign to 
educate one group of people away from their original language, 
beliefs and values and to endeavour to convince them through 
schooling and legislation that they should adopt the dominant 
group's language, beliefs and values as their own. 

Both Durkheim and Levi-Strauss explored the idea of a 
'collective consciousness' . Structuralism distances itself 



from both utilitarianism and culturalism and sees itself as a 
science inhabiting a theoretical present. Durkheim wrote that 
"the collective consciousness has the effect of disengaging a 
whole world of sentiments, ideas and images which once born, 
obey laws all of their own"27  Durkheim's ideas differed from 
those of Burnstyn and Sahlins who argue a priori concepts. 
Durkheim insisted that categories are formed through thought 
systems which are socially variable. Durkheim and later 
Saussure both argued that the relevant aspect of structuralism 
is the social power of discourse, the power of the system of 
signs. Seen in this light, even though structuralists are 
anti-historical, there is some agreement between their ideas 
and those of Sahlins who maintains, as noted above that 
'classification is a symbolic action' 

When considering the groups in Darwin, the manner in which 
classification and symbolic actions influenced events and 
consequences is important in understanding the interaction 
between the groups. In this light the examination of the four 
groups does not cover a continuous 100 years but rather 
highlights certain events which had powerful consequences for 
the people involved. Often these events are not the same for 
each group. For example, the passing of the Immigration 
Restriction Act (1901) had very particular consequences for 
the Chinese group because it directly affected their numbers 
and their ability to maintain the group. It also affected the 
manner in which the culture was maintained. Its effect on the 
Aboriginal group was, by comparison, negligible. 

When trying to understand the maintenance of culture in Darwin 
within the four groups studied, the child-rearing practices in 
the homeland were examined using reports from other 
researchers. These were compared with those practiced in 
Darwin by the different groups. The influence of the 
grandparents was also considered as it became evident that 
this was relevant to the culture that was maintained and 
transmitted to the new generation. Not only child-rearing 



practices but also the formal education of culture and 

language was examined. 

That children should learn the language and manners of the 

cultural group into which they are born is not a foregone 

conclusion when one lives in a multicultural society. There 

are a great many factors that become important if the cultural 

traditions and world view are to be passed on to the next 

generation. The home, the community and the child-rearing 

practices need to reinforce each other if one is to pass on 

aspects of culture which are not necessarily agreed upon by 

the host culture as being of any importance. 

An examination of the four groups in Darwin, the Anglo-

Australian, the Aboriginal, the Chinese and the Greek, reveals 

that boundaries are not always negotiated by those involved. A 

clear example was the introduction of the Immigration 

Restriction Act (1901) when Anglo-Australians in other parts 

of Australia desperately wanted to limit the number of Chinese 

coming into Australia but the Anglo-Australians in Darwin were 

aware that the Chinese had built the town and maintained 

services that made life more tolerable on the frontier. 

Nevertheless the border was firmly established with the 

passing of the legislation that confined and restricted the 

Chinese people. In this case both the Chinese and the Anglo-

Australians fought the bill but both lost. 

The study looks at four groups of people in Darwin from 1880 

to 1980. By compiling narratives of the groups over time, the 

nature of culture and cultural maintenance as they influenced 

the actions of the particular people in Darwin might be 

revealed. 
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2. 

New Masters: 

Where are all the People? - The Chinese Solution. 

Larrakia tribesmen stood at ease, right toe on the left knee 
making the human figure four as they leant on their spears.' 
They had good reason to be at ease. Their country was 
beautiful and bountiful. The points at either side of the 
strait stood sentinel duty to a magnificent harbour with sandy 
beaches, abundant bird life - the ibis, Torres Strait pigeons, 
the yellow orioles, rufus-banded honeyeaters and trillers.2  A 
wide variety of plants grew on the sandy soil - pandanus, 
acacia, hibiscus, casuarina and grevillea in many varieties.3  
The mangrove along part of the shore provided abundant food 
for many varieties of fish but the barramundi was particularly 
favoured for any feast. There were many myths told of 
Barramundi, also by the Wagaidj people to the west and the 
Woolna who lived in the east, tribes that the Larrakia 
intermarried with and shared many language similarities.4  

Barramundi was looking for his Dreaming place, tasting 
the waters and rejecting one place after another. Finally 
he found his place and changed into a rock at the mouth. 
His Dreaming place can be seen at low tide.5  

Old Man Rock had special significance, watching over the land 
which was good to the Larrakia, who being well satisfied paid 
attention to all the ceremonies that were important. Elders 
initiated boys and girls at an early age, perforating the 
nasal septum and inserting a small sharpened bone of a 
kangaroo to mark the occasion. Cicatrices were proudly 
displayed by the men, and women had two joints of their right 
forefinger removed 6  

The men were looking out to sea because although the Larrakia 
knew their own country which was all around this great 
harbour, and although they knew and traded with the Wagaidj 
and the Woolna, there had been occasions when outsiders had 
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ventured to their place. They knew of the praus which brought 
the soft speaking 'Malays'. These made annual visits to 
harvest the trepang but mostly they operated further to the 
west. Sometimes as many as sixty praus carrying a thousand men 
made the journey from Macassar in the north.7  Larrakia was a 
Malay word for these people who called themselves according to 
their Dreaming.8  

I'm a woman of the paperbarks. We're called the Paperbark 
People. The name for the paperbark tree is ponga tjuda. A 
forest of paperbarks is ponga ponga. There are ponga 
ponga tjudas in my bk (land) . 

The 'Malays' had been coming for hundreds of years,'°  but 
there had also been other visitors in different kinds of 
ships, tall ships with white sails and men with strange 
clothes and strange actions. Some had just sailed past the 
mouth of the harbour. Others had come ashore at the river 
which was the border of the Larrakia country and the country 
of the Woolna.1' They had stayed a while and then disappeared 
again. The Larrakia did not realise that these gradually more 
frequent sightings of tall ships were the signs of great 
change. 

After the initial British occupation of the Australian 
continent, the colonial authorities began the process of 
claiming all of it, including the Northern Territory. There 
was a belief that Australia could be attacked from the north 
by one of the populous groups from Asia or claimed by other 
interested colonial powers such as the Dutch or the French. 
The northern coast was the only part that had relatively close 
neighbours. The British proposed to stake their claim by 
establishing a settlement, Fort Dundas on Melville Island. In 
so doing, they were hoping to defend the trade routes at each 
end of the Dutch East Indies. They established Singapore at 
one end and the settlement of Fort Dundas was to protect the 
other route at the eastern end of the archipelago.'2  

Negotiations took place between the Sultan of Jahore and the 
British for the establishment of Singapore but with Fort 
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Dundas, they had perceived the 'native'  population to be 

without culture and made no attempt to negotiate. This belief 

was based on the observations of early settlers and explorers 

in other parts of Australia. They found no dwellings or 

agriculture and assumed the 'natives' to be too primitive to 

understand such things. They perceived no evidence of monetary 

exchange or commercial activity. 

The attitude towards the indigenous people in other parts of 

the Australian continent had also undergone a change. Governor 

Philip's instructions were quite specific regarding the 

treatment of 'the natives' . When he arrived in Botany Bay in 

1788, he was instructed "to conciliate their affections, 

enjoining all our subjects to live in amity and kindness with 

them".13  By 1822, however, it was very clear at least to 

Macquarie that the 'black natives' were not being well 

treated. In a dispatch to Earl Bathurst he wrote, 

Considering the poor Black Natives or Aborigines of the 
Colony entitled to the peculiar protection of the British 
Government, on account of their being driven from the Sea 
Coast by our settling thereon, and subsequently 
occupying their best Hunting Grounds in the Interior, I 
deemed it an act of justice as well as Humanity, to make 
at least an attempt to ameliorate their condition and to 
endeavour to civilize them in as far as their wandering 
habits would permit.14  

Macquarie called a meeting of all 'the natives' who were 

prepared to participate at Parramatta and there held 

discussion about them becoming settlers. 'Natives' were able 

to acquire land and Macquarie started a school for twenty four 

children to help 'civilize them'. 

After Macquarie's recall, it was clear that attitudes in the 

colony had altered again when more and more settlers crossed 

the mountains to take up land there. By 1824, Governor Darling 

was forced to declare martial law in the Bathurst region so 

that the settlers could be protected from the attacks by the 

local Aboriginal people. It was no longer viewed that the 
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Aboriginal people had a right to the land or to hunt there. 

Now the settlers had all the rights and the garrison had a 

duty to protect them so that they could settle the land.  15  

Meanwhile in northern Australia, the French sent two 

exploration vessels into the region to carry out survey work 

along the coast.16  The presence of the French made the 

establishment of some kind of settlement essential. Trade 

prospects were also employed to induce the Colonial Office to 

send the necessary regiment of marines, settlers, convicts and 

a commandant to administer the settlement. Fort Wellington was 

established at Raffles Bay on the mainland and a third attempt 

was made at Victoria in Port Essington on the Cobourg 

Peninsula. These first three settlements attempted by the 

British were all failures,'7  were abandoned and the British 

left the region. Nevertheless, their claim had been 

accomplished and they no longer needed to maintain a presence. 

More than a decade later, the government of the colony of 

South Australia proposed annexing the Northern Territory. It 

perceived the additional territory to be valuable land that 

could bring wealth to the South Australian people. For this 

reason it applied to the Colonial Office to have the region 

annexed. At the same time there had been a number of other 

boundary changes between Queensland and New South Wales and 

between Western Australia and South Australia. The Colonial 

Office preferred Queensland to take over the control of the 

Northern Territory'8  but that colony was not interested at the 

time. This encouraged the Pastoral Association of South 

Australia to hold a special meeting in 1862, to pronounce 

their claim firstly, on the grounds of exploration after the 

successful crossing of the continent by Stuart from south to 

north and secondly because of the need to expand the pastoral 

industry.19  The claim was supported and the region became part 

of the colony of South Australia in 1863.20 
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It was immediately apparent to the government in South 
Australia that it would need to establish a settlement in the 
Northern Territory but before it dispatched their 
representative Finnis and his expedition to locate a suitable 
site and survey the northern capital, it passed the Act (1863) 
which was to regulate colonisation and set aside half a 
million acres to be sold before settlement or survey so that 
the Territory could pay for itself. Ambitious land sales were 
prepared in both London and Adelaide. Most of the land was 
sold to speculators rather than serious settlers and even 
though the site for the northern capital, Palmerston, was 
eventually established by the Surveyor General of South 
Australia, Goyder, the speculators wanted their money back. In 
the interim Finnis had attempted to establish a settlement at 
Escape Cliffs on the mouth of the Adelaide River, but that 
too, had failed. There had been two further expeditions by 
different explorers before Goyder chose a site which had 
greater potential. He carefully studied the accounts of 
Captain Stokes of the Beagle when they had visited the 
magnificent harbour on the north-western extremity of the 
continent and called it Port Darwin and pronounced it 
tbeautifulT •21 A permanent settlement was surveyed with town 
blocks and land in the hinter region for agricultural and 
pastoral development. A government resident and a team of 
administrators were sent to the settlement, but the 
speculators took the South Australian government to court and 
won, causing the government to repay over seventy eight 
thousand pounds •22 

The South Australian government had considerable difficulty 
encouraging people to settle in the Northern Territory. The 
administration believed that the people of Asia were much 
better adapted to hard labour in the tropics than were South 
Australian colonial workers who found the conditions very 
severe. The idea of bringing labourers from Asia had first 
been suggested by the British when they were struggling to 
establish their settlements on the northern coastline but the 
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settlements were abandoned before any labourers were brought 
to the region.23  

It was after the discovery of gold by construction workers 
engaged in building the overland telegraph line, that the 
South Australian government thought its problems of populating 
the Territory would be solved. However, the rush for gold as 
experienced by the eastern states in the 1850s, 1860s and 
1870s did not happen. The gold deposits at Pine Creek were not 
alluvial gold but were instead reef gold. This required a much 
greater investment of capital to extract the gold. Pine Creek 
was very far away and the difficulties to be overcome in 
reaching the gold fields were considerable. The cost of 
freight was exorbitant and the working period was restricted 
to the Dry because when the Wet began the miners would find 
their mines flooded by the torrential rains.24  These 
conditions were exacerbated by unscrupulous brokers and mine 
owners at the Adelaide Stock Exchange who relieved investors 
of their money and then failed to stake real claims or work 
real mines. Investors lost confidence in the venture and 
withheld their capital.25  To overcome the labour shortage, the 
South Australian government decided to arrange for Chinese 
coolies to come to the Northern Territory as indentured 
labourers 26  

Queensland had experienced difficulty in attracting labour 
when that area was being 'opened up'. Initially the land 
developers had had the services of convicts. This came about 
after the Bigge Report which investigated colonial conditions 
and argued that transportation required 'increased 
retribution'. Convicts assigned to private masters would 
replace Macquarie's system of using convict labour on public 
buildings and so keeping the convict labourers in the towns 
and funded by the government. With the report, the opening up 
of the newly discovered Darling Downs region was enabled by 
the assignment of convicts which were a labour force not 
requiring any wage.27 
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Assignment was abolished after 1841, and the Queensland land 
owners had to look for a new source of labour. "Exiles", or 
convicts who had undergone part of their servitude in Britain 
and elected to transfer to New South Wales, were tried but the 
scheme put forward wanted to encourage the families of exiles 
to accompany them and that land be made available for purchase 
after three years of residence. This system was short lived as 
the land owners wanted servile and cheap labour.29  In 1844, 
pastoralists imported Indians from Calcutta despite 
prohibiting regulations from the Indian government. The Indian 
labour took the form of indentured labour. 

In order to develop the agricultural industries of sugar and 
cotton growing, the Queensland owners wanted to establish the 
plantation system which involved "an exclusive wealthy elite, 
a numerically small technical and supervisory staff of Britons 
and thousands of legally 'servile' coolies.1129  Actions by the 
Indian government prevented large numbers of Indians from 
coming to Queensland so the land owners looked to the Pacific 
Islands. By 1884, over 14,300 indentured labourers (Kanakas) 
had come from various islands. 

Chinese were imported to construct drainage canals and tramway 
tracks but were not cheap as they commanded the same rates of 
pay as white labourers. Japanese were also introduced as 
domestics, laundrymen and skilled mill workers.3°  This manner 
of recruiting labour, however, was not popular with Liberals 
in New South Wales who argued that indenture was closely 
related to slavery and transportation, both of which had been 
abolished. Nevertheless, the South Australians needed a labour 
force and despite the problems in Queensland elected to import 
Chinese coolies from Singapore. 

The initial migration of Chinese as indentured labourers began 
in 1874. Even at this stage, there were mine owners who 
although having agreed to take on Chinese coolies because of 
the high costs of establishing and maintaining their mines, 



found themselves almost bankrupt and could no longer continue 
their workings. It was necessary for the Government Resident 
to employ some of the coolies to work on public buildings. 
This relationship which developed between the Chinese and the 
government was very positive and at the end of the contracted 
period most of the Chinese elected to remain in the Northern 
Territory. Word travelled to China, Singapore and Hong Kong 
that there were great opportunities for Chinese in Palmerston. 
See Kee claims that before the turn of the century there were 
over 7000 Chinese in the Northern Territory, and the ratio of 
Chinese to European was as high as 7:1.31 

The Chinese transformed Palmerston. They built comfortable 
buildings, they provided shops and imported goods, they 
provided services.32  They made it possible for administrators 
to emulate the behaviour of their counterparts in Singapore, 
where the British and the Chinese had established a similar 
relationship.33 They were willing to help the government 
develop Palmerston and Mau Fong Lau, a wealthy merchant, 
suggested that Palmerston should be a free port with free 
access to labour, duty free goods and shipping. In such an 
atmosphere, he said, the whole Territory would flourish.34  The 
South Australian government saw the advantage of a rail link 
and built a railway from Pine Creek to Palmerston to 
facilitate the movement of gold. But like so many other 
ventures of the South Australians it was built too late to 
really benefit the miners or mine owners.35  Many Chinese 
worked on the construction of the rail link. 

The Chinese in Palmerston filled vacant positions that Anglo-
Australians could not be encouraged to fill. Some worked hard 
as employees and gradually acquired the position of mine 
owners and/or merchants owning their own businesses. Sowden36  
remarked after an official visit in 1882, with a South 
Australian Parliamentary Delegation, that the Chinatown 
section of Palmerston boasted many stores including a 
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bootmaker, tailor, baker, hairdresser, garden produce stores 

and even butchers. 

Apart from developing the goldfields and the commercial 

activities in Palmerston, the Chinese were involved in much 

more. They had extensive market gardens, and were the sole 

source of locally grown fresh fruit and vegetables. They grew 

rice at the old Police Paddock at Stuart Park and at the 

Chinese Rice Gardens later called Esmeralda Station. They ran 

piggeries, and engaged in fishing which was salted and dried 

and exported to Hong Kong. Because some of the first coolie 

arrivals had been set to work on public buildings, there was a 

need for skilled tradesmen. Carpenters, stone masons, cabinet 

makers, boiler makers and fitters helped to construct the town 

buildings and railway.37  Others remained employees in mines, 

on the wharves as waterside workers or as cooks on the 

telegraph line. 

The Chinese lived in a segregated part of town known as 

Chinatown where they had their places of business fronting 

Cavenagh Street and their places of residence above or behind 

the businesses.38  By the turn of the century other 

opportunities such as trading and the provision of services 

became available to innovative and hard working Chinese. They 

became successful merchants and market gardeners in 

Palmerston, and mine-owners and miners in other parts of the 

Territory, as well as railway workers and construction 

workers. The South Australians39  formed the Administration. 

Some were merchants or hotel owners, while outside Palmerston 

some established themselves as pastoralists. Aboriginal 

people were not viewed as a potential labour force and were 

discouraged from entering the town. Even those whose country 

had originally been on the site of Palmerston were exiled to 

fringe camps. 

In this early period, from 1874 to 1900, the major groups in 

Palmerston were the South Australians who although in the 



minority represented the political authority and the Chinese 
who developed a commercial power base. There existed a 
boundary between the groups as differences were acknowledged 
and separation was politically neutral. 

The South Australians and the Chinese formed two separate 
groups. They differed in membership, in cultural background 
and language. Each group was, however, not entirely 
homogenous. For example, the South Australian group consisted 
of members who had been born in Britain as well as those who 
had been born in South Australia. But they shared a common 
language and cultural values and norms. The Chinese were also 
not a homogenous group as the original indentured labourers 
had been recruited in Singapore but as the news of the 
opportunities in Palmerston for Chinese people spread, others 
came from mainland China and Hong Kong. Nevertheless they too, 
shared a common language and common cultural values and norms. 

The Larrakia were the indigenous people who originally 
inhabited the Darwin area. Very soon after the arrival of the 
South Australians and the beginning of the pastoral industry, 
however, indigenous people began coming to Darwin as they were 
pushed off their own land. The indigenous people became not 
one tribe but people from many tribes. The way they felt about 
the invasion of the South Australians can be summed up in the 
words of Vai Stanton. 

Our stories are that this land has a song. The stories 
from my people are that this place we walk on, here, 
this bk that we all walk on, is inhabited by all sorts 
of people, all sorts of animals, birds, - different uses 
by different people on this bk. We're also told that 
there is a bk up here and that bk is very important. 
We're taught that there is a bk below us, and it's the 
domain of different "beings" - different "beings" use 
the bk above and different "beings" use the bk below. 
We have stories about the Creation and the Creation Song, 
and our word for song is koowaruk. When I talk about the 
land and its song, I know other people hear it ... The 
stories about the pioneering days of this country talk 
about the people who came here, and they fought the land, 
they battled it, they had tribulations every inch of the 
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way. They failed to hear the song. They got dispirited 
and left the land after they tried to do things with it 
and it didn't return them. It was left damaged and 
broken, and still they didn't hear the song.4°  

The indigenous people were called by the general term, 
'Aborigines'. The South Australians were unconcerned about the 
classifications used by the different people according to 
where they were born and the Dreaming which was appropriate to 
them. They thought these people so primitive as to be of no 
value in the new town and they were discouraged from entering 
the town area. They remained on the outskirts and the 
restrictions between them and the South Australians and the 
Chinese was more severe as they were subjected to limitations 
on their movement as a group on the basis of their culture. 
Their exile was politically aggressive. 

In the period from 1874 to 1900, the social interaction 
between the South Australian group and the Chinese was defined 
by the appearance or race of each group and by their 
occupations. The South Australians were customers of the 
Chinese and the commercial development in which they engaged 
was encouraged. The Chinese were politically dependent on the 
South Australians who were primarily engaged in administrative 
duties, some commercial development and pastoral development 
as well as some mining activity. The presence of each group 
was advantageous for the other. They were not directly in 
competition with each other and their activities complemented 
those of the other group. 

The situation for the Chinese changed due to events in other 
parts of Australia which began its history of labour with the 
transportation of convicts. This was a system which provided 
free labour to settlers and it set a precedent for the 
desirability of cheap labour. Transportation of convicts was 
gradually abolished to all colonies. This created a need to 
find labourers. To fill their need for cheap labour willing to 
work in remote places, employers turned to Asia and the 
Pacific. Pastoralists in the colonies of both New South Wales 
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and Victoria brought Chinese coolies as indentured labourers 
to be employed as shepherds tending the flocks.41  With the 
discovery of gold in the 1850s many more Chinese travelled to 
Australia to search for the elusive yellow metal. Their 
numbers increased rapidly causing a reaction by the free 
settlers and emancipated convicts. This was eventually to 
influence the fate of the Chinese in Palmerston more than 
forty years later. 

Newly emancipated convict labourers saw the indentured Chinese 
labourers as competition. They advocated new ideas from 
Britain concerning the rights of the working class to earn a 
decent wage. First slavery had been abolished and then 
transportation, but they saw the advent of indentured labour 
as a new variation of the same theme, exploitation of the 
powerless by those people who controlled the wealth and 
resources. Activists within the working class organised and 
demanded decent conditions but the organisation at this stage 
was weak. It gained power during the labour shortage that 
followed the discovery of gold. Workers, en masse lay down 
their tools and made their way to the fields to find their own 
fortunes. Dislike of the Chinese, changed from anger at their 
undercutting wages to envy at their success on the diggings.42  

The presence of thousands of Chinese on the go1df1e1ds43  in 
New South Wales and Victoria brought about the second major 
reaction against the Chinese. It was based on racial fear and 
the fear of being 'swamped' by the Asian 'hordes'." The 
Chinese lived separately on the gold fields and maintained 
their difference. Their appearance was different, they dressed 
differently and they spoke a 'strange sounding sing song' 
language. There seemed to be little common ground where the 
diggers could meet. The Chinese also seemed to be successful 
gold miners and this was the spark that inflamed the passions 
of the mobs at a number of mining fields. Probably the worst 
riot was at Lambing Flat in New South Wales in 1861.45 
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Passions could often be inflamed in the Colonial Legislative 
Councils when the question was raised regarding the 
restricting of Chinese. As early as 1855 in New South Wales 
and 1861 in Victoria, laws were enacted to impose a special 
tax on every Chinese immigrant. Even at that time the Colonies 
were warned by the Duke of Newcastle "that exceptional 
legislation intended to exclude from any part of Her Majesty's 
dominions the subjects of a State at peace with Her Majesty is 
highly objectionable in principle".46  The South Australians, 
therefore followed the example of New South Wales and Victoria 
and imposed higher licence fees for Africans, Asiatics and 
Chinese and fees for mining rights or a business to be ten 
pounds. It was also argued that this did not hinder the 
integrity of the treaty signed by the British in Pekin in 1860 
which declared " Chinese are at liberty to enter into 
engagement with British subjects for service in British 
colonies." 

Labour relations between the Chinese and the developing 
working class deteriorated further in 1878, when the Union 
Steamship Company put of f British colonial48  seamen to employ 
Chinese seamen who were willing to work for less wages. At the 
same time there was a movement right around the Pacific in 
Canada, in the United States of America, in New Zealand and in 
the eastern colonies of Australia to stem the tide of Chinese 
flowing into the region4' even though at the same time the 
Chinese were still welcome in Palmerston in the Northern 
Territory. 

At the inter-Colonial Conference in 1890 measures were 
discussed to restrict the number of Chinese coming into the 
colonies. The South Australian delegates wanted an exemption 
for the Chinese coming into Palmerston claiming that they were 
essential for the development of the Northern Territory, but 
they were outvoted by the other colonies' delegates who wanted 
restrictions. This had been attempted by placing a poll tax on 
Chinese immigrants in 1888.'°  Similar measures were negotiated 
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in the other countries but when Queensland wanted to pass a 
bill which denied Chinese entry, the British Colonial Office 
objected because of a treaty which the British had signed with 
the government of China.5' The Colonial Office was able to 
prevent the bill being ratified by the British government 
until it was modified. 

This episode gave impetus to discussions all through the 1890s 
about the possible federation of the Australian colonies into 
a Commonwealth of Australia, independent of the British 
Parliament.52  The idea rapidly gained momentum when 
politicians like Sir Henry Parkes reminded the Australian 
public that there was the 'yellow peril' just to the north of 
Australia.53  This fear of the Chinese was used as one of the 
driving forces for the federation of the colonies. It was 
argued that only through federation would Australia be able to 
defend itself. 

During the debate of the Immigration Restriction Act, Prime 
Minister Barton "was emphatic on the subject of Asian races, 
but more guarded in respect to the Kanakas."54  In Queensland 
the importation of Kanakas as indentured labourers had begun 
again and the sugar plantation owners claimed their labour was 
necessary. The Labor Party in Queensland campaigned against 
the immigration of coloured labour and in 1899 had urged for a 
vote of federation to overcome the reluctance of the 
conservative Queensland government to abandon coloured 
labour.55  The election results, where Labor held the balance 
of power, gave a clear message to Barton about trifling with 
the exclusion issue. It also meant that as well as giving 
priority to these bills, he forced the departure of the 
Kanakas quickly. 56  

The Immigration Restriction Act (1901) or as it became known, 
the 'White Australia Policy' was specifically designed to 
exclude Chinese but was later used as a means to discriminate 
against any who were considered undesirable for any reason. 
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The intending immigrant had to pass a dictation test to be 
able to gain entry into Australia. If they were 'undesirable' 
they would receive a test in a language which was unknown to 
them. In this way no reason need be given than failure to pass 
the dictation test.57  As its name suggests the ideology 
insisted upon an Australian country populated by white people 
who shared similar cultural beliefs from England.58  This piece 
of legislation was political, economic and cultural in intent 
and synonymous with Australia's birth as a united political 
and cultural entity. 

With the passing of the Immigration Restriction Act (1901) the 
boundary between the group which must now be called 'Anglo-
Australians'59  and the Chinese in Palmerston changed from a 
mutually negotiated boundary to a discriminatory barrier which 
was politically aggressive and enshrined in legislation and 
which brought the Chinese into a similar category as the 
Aborigines who had been restricted in their movement. It made 
specific the regulations regarding the rights and obligations 
of the Chinese who were cast in an unequal and dominated role. 
This suggests that boundaries are subject to change and that 
this has little to do with numbers but rather political power. 
It also makes clear that events in other parts of the nation 
can influence the social interaction in the local region. 

The Chinese before 1901, had no vote, no voice. In the eastern 
states there had been a considerable campaign to fight the 
passing of the Immigration Restriction Act (1901) by the 
larger communities of Chinese in Sydney and Melbourne. Some 
Chinese leaders, such as Quong Tart, travelled to Palmerston 
to speak in public lectures informing the people of the 
contribution of the Chinese to the development of Australia" 
but those who made the decisions were not listening. 

The existence of approximately 30,000 Chinese residents in 
Australia at the time of the passing of the Immigration 
Restriction Act (1901), meant that Australia was not able to 



totally exclude non-Europeans. The Act expressly permitted the 

entry of Chinese wives and children of Australian residents.61  

The loophole permitting the entry of wives and children into 

Australia was repealed in 1905 after which the entry of wives 

and dependent children was severely limited. The initial 

certificates of exemption were for six months and could 

sometimes be extended for another six months but not further. 

After 1913 the Department of External Affairs maintained that 

the wives and children of Chinese "of reasonably good 

standing" could come for twelve months, later extended to 

three years and then to five years, with a three year break 

between visits.62  

There were also restrictions imposed by their village of 

origin which forbad Chinese men from bringing their families 

to Australia as the village would lose that family. So 

initially only men travelled to Palmerston to look for gold 

and build up the city. With increasing prosperity, however, 

many found ways of being united with their wives and children. 

With the passing of the Immigration Restriction Act (1901), 

those who had not already found a way of bringing their wives 

and children to Palmerston were further restricted. 

Those who had remained employees were hardest hit with the 

passing of the Immigration Restriction Act (1901) which 

affected their movement. The Workers' Union prohibited them 

from seeking employment where they had previously been welcome 

and many had little option but to return to China if they 

could, or move to other parts of Australia where there were 

more opportunities •63 

The Chinese were encouraged to leave Palmerston. At the same 

time the Aboriginal group became more visible. Previously 

there had been attempts to train 'full-blood'64  Aborigines by 

the Jesuit missionaries who came to Palmerston. The Jesuits 

came from Austria and were encouraged by the Pope to minister 

to the Aborigines. They established a mission at Rapid Creek 
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in 1882 among the people of the Larrakia and the Woolnas, 

groups whose original country had been close to the site 

chosen. 

A Catholic priest had attempted to teach Aborigines earlier 

when the British had the settlement of Victoria. Father 

Confalonieri, a Swiss priest had arrived in Port Essington, 

after the vessel on which he was a passenger sank in the 

Torres Strait in 1846. He was rescued by a passing vessel and 

brought to Victoria where he started his ministry to 

Aborigines. He realised the need to learn their languages and 

within a short time was able to converse with them. He 

translated some prayers and New Testament readings and 

compiled the first dictionary of an Aboriginal language in 

that part of Australia. In 1848 Father Confalonieri suffered 

an attack of fever and died. At the time of his death, his 

followers numbered about 400. The British abandoned the 

settlement of Port Essington in 1849.65 

The Jesuits, who settled in Palmerston more than thirty years 

later, cleared land and established a farm but soon found the 

corrupting influences of Anglo-Australians particularly those 

who introduced alcohol to tribesmen, bothered the rapport 

between the Larrakia, the Woolna and the priests. In his 

report to the Administrator in 1888, Rev. Father S.J. McKillop 

wrote 

In August last we made a departure which now promises 
more than we dared hope for. We had noticed that natives 
away from their own country are far more tractable than 
when under the traditional influences of their tribe. We 
prevailed upon a small Daly River tribe to send their 
young men to Rapid Creek. We are more than satisfied with 
their progress.6' 

In the same Report the Government Resident commented on the 

behaviour of the "Larrakeeyahs (who) are apparently invincible 

against christianising influences"." 



In 1891 the Rapid Creek Mission was closed and the Jesuits 

concentrated their efforts at another mission at the Daly 

River. Massive floods wiped them out in 1899. The Jesuits left 

the region altogether and later mission activity by the 

Catholic Church was in more remote regions. The Jesuits had 

tried to learn the languages of the Aborigines but had also 

tried to instil their own cultural and religious ideas into 

the young people by separating the young from their country 

and their own parents and elders. 

The administrators were also concerned at the negative 

influence that the Anglo-Australians and the Chinese seemed to 

be having on the Aborigines. They had created the position of 

'Protector' and incorporated it into the position of the Chief 

Medical Officer. In 1899, Dr Goldsmith, who served in this 

position expressed his concern about the problem of 'half-

caste' Aboriginal children. He advocated that they be removed 

from the camps and accommodated and educated in special 

schools. Nothing came of his recommendations at this time. The 

South Australian government had finally accepted that their 

attempt to use the Northern Territory as a benefit for South 

Australians had back-fired disastrously. The Territory had 

never been able to pay for itself and had been a continual 

drain on the resources of the South Australians. With 

federation, the South Australian government negotiated with 

the new Commonwealth government to take over the 

administration of the Northern Territory. 

The Commonwealth of Australia came about with federation in 

1901 but the handing over of the Northern Territory did not 

come about until 1911. By the time the South Australians 

withdrew from the Territory the groups in Palmerston were 

clearly separated by barriers which restricted the movements 

of the Chinese and the Aborigines. The Anglo-Australian group 

was still very small and its movements were not restricted. 

The number of Chinese was diminishing as they left the 

Northern Territory travelling to other states within Australia 



or returning to their places of origin. The Aboriginal group 

was changing its membership as more children of mixed descent 

were born. As the South Australians withdrew, no definite 

decisions had been reached on how to tackle what they saw as a 

looming problem of 'half-caste' children. The Aborigines were 

still discouraged from entering the town. The manner in which 

the Aboriginal group was to be dealt with was partly addressed 

by the Aboriginal Ordinance (1910) but its implementation was 

left for the incoming representatives of the new Commonwealth 

government. The Medical Officers under the South Australian 

administration had witnessed the deterioration of the well 

being of the Aborigines and were concerned. Their numbers were 

markedly reduced by such factors as diseases introduced by the 

people coming into the area, injury caused by pastoralists' 

reprisals after stock had been speared, poor diet due to 

competition f or food supplies resulting in generally weakened 

condition and grief caused by the loss of their country and 

sacred sites. 
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3. 

New Masters - New Rules: 

Anglo-Australian workers and Greeks develop Darwin. 

The changeover from South Australian to Commonwealth 

administration was not accomplished smoothly. In 1911, the new 

administration changed the name of Palmerston to Darwin and 

this heralded in many more changes. In 1913, the Fisher Labor 

government issued a Ministerial instruction that only European 

workers were to be employed at the wharf and the sorting 

sheds.' This was to overcome the problem of competition by 

Chinese labourers and was in line with the 'White Australia 

Policy' which aimed to replace all Chinese labour with 

European. 

In Darwin, the Chinese were encouraged to repatriate to China. 

Some miners found work on the tunnelling for the Kowloon to 

Canton railway, and although these workers possessed permits 

to return to Australia, it is not recorded whether or not any 

did.2  Others suffered great hardship and deprivation. They 

were denied the chance to earn their living but depended on 

what they could scrounge.3  The administration finally provided 

the fares for some elderly coolies who could not afford their 

passage.4  The Chinese who remained were not as numerous5  and 

they were well established as merchants and a few were market 

gardeners 6  

My grandfather came to Darwin at about 17 or 18 as a boy 
in search of work and a fortune in about 1880. He was 
illiterate when he first came here... but he was lucky 
enough to have befriended a man Mr Chin Fon who could 
read and write and he offered him (my grandfather) a 
position in the store as a secretary and gave him a fifth 
share in the business. The business was very successful 
through the generations - my grandfather had four sons 
and three daughters. Initially it was a tailor shop but 
we ended up as an importer/exporter, clothing trade and 
general store. The family got too big and we had to 
branch out. The original name was Fang Cheong but we 
changed it to W.G. Chin and Co. and my mum, she ran 
another business Sue Wah Chin Pty Ltd. in Cavenagh 
Street. Mr Chin's son Harry Chan had a store in Fanny 
Bay and another grocery store in Smith Street.7 
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In their own way they managed to maintain a position of 

considerable commercial power in Darwin and they learned to 

manage their lives around the Immigration Restriction Act 

(1901) and the other restrictions placed upon them 

particularly by the union movement. 

With the Chinese excluded, the Anglo-Australian workers formed 

the Darwin Amalgamated Workers' Association and received 

affiliation with the Australian Workers' Association in North 

Queensland. This later became the North Australian Workers' 

Union. 

In 1914, the giant British conglomerate, Vestey Brothers began 

work on a huge enterprise. They aimed to establish a meat 

processing plant in Darwin with adjoining yards for stock and 

access to the wharf for export overseas. Gilruth, the 

Administrator, was very keen to promote the construction of 

the meatworks which would boost the potential of the pastoral 

industry. Gilruth had studied the industry at first hand 

during extensive travelling in the Northern Territory in 

1911. Another company, Bovril, a British meat company with 

pastoral interests in the Northern Territory, was interested 

in building the meatworks but negotiated a deal with Vesteys 

whereby Vesteys would erect and equip a slaughter house, a 

freezing works, and an extract plant. Bovril, for their part, 

would provide cattle from their Victoria River Downs estates 

at a guaranteed price. The government, for their part, would 

complete the railway to Katherine, provide the site for the 

freezing works, provide rolling stock and facilities as well 

as convert the Vestey's permits for Wave Hill into leases.9  

Vestey's success as global meat producers was based on two 

principles. These were never to live on current income and to 

own all the links in the chain between producer and consumer. 

They owned cattle stations, meatworks, refrigerated ships and 

butcher shops. They also had a policy of paying the least 

amount of tax possible and were secretive about their 
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intricate business structure.'°  In 1914 when they began their 

expansion into the Northern Territory, Vesteys were poised to 

reap huge profits from the provision of British troops. At 

war's commencement they owned cold storage facilities in 

Britain, Russia and China and a fleet of seven ships. By war's 

end they owned cattle stations, packing houses and cold stores 

in Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, Madagascar, France, 

Spain and Portugal and their Blue Line Shipping Company had 

increased its fleet to twelve. Massive meatworks were under 

construction in Zarate in Argentina and smaller facilities at 

Darwin.'1  It became clear that although Darwin desperately 

needed Vestey Brothers, the Darwin meatworks were but a small 

cog in the global Vestey strategy. 

The construction of the meatworks and the extension of the 

railway to Katherine were two huge enterprises that both 

required considerable labour. This was at a time when 

Australia was providing troops for the conflict in Europe and 

patriotic fervour forbad any return to considering the 

possibility of imported labour from Asia. Workers were in 

demand in industries stimulated by war and so Anglo-Australian 

workers had to be lured by free passage north and high wages, 

almost eight shillings more for similar work in southern, 

eastern or western states. It was not until the workers 

arrived that they discovered that the cost of living in Darwin 

was higher than in other centres, the accommodation was very 

poor and the climate was very different from conditions in 

more temperate zones. 

Those making up the Anglo-Australian group arrived firstly in 

the capacity of administrators to establish a strategic 

centre. Their numbers were small but they enjoyed political 

power and access to the power of the Commonwealth government. 

After 1914, larger groups of Anglo-Australian workers arrived 

to work on the construction sites of Vestey Brothers' meat 

works or the railway extension to Katherine. These workers 

were of a different class from those who made up the 



administration but they were of a culture with the same roots. 

The Workers' Union gradually became more powerful and there 

was considerable strife between these two factions which 

represented different politically powerful organisations, even 

though both these factions could be said to belong to the same 

cultural group. What was becoming increasingly more evident 

was that class actually divided this group into sub-cultures. 

The differences were so great that their was no consensus of 

values. The working class had one consensus of values and the 

middle class had different values. 

With Asian workers excluded, and as Anglo-Australian workers 

were both disaffected and expensive, a number of schemes were 

suggested. The Vestey Brothers, on one hand, wanted to import 

Patagonians while Gilruth proposed to import Maltese. Small 

numbers of Maltese workers did arrive'2  but the largest group 

of arrivals apart from the Anglo-Australians, were Greeks. 

Greeks, although not Anglo-Australian were acceptable to the 

union and were tolerated as 'European' •13 

These Greek men were responding to an ancient migratory 

pattern based on push and pull factors. Most of them who came 

to Darwin were originally from the islands off the coast of 

Greece in the Aegean Sea. Many of these islands were 

infertile, rocky landmasses which offered little for the 

people to sustain their existence. Traditionally when times 

had become unsettled in the region or there were strong 

attractions f or men to travel and explore the opportunities 

elsewhere, the men of Greece had often been eager to travel to 

far away places.'4  It was such a time of economic unrest and 

people were prepared to go wherever there was work. 

Some men had travelled from Kastellorizo after the island had 

been bombed during World War I. The Dodecanese island of 

Kastellorizo was a small barren island but it was very 

strategically placed between the Middle East and Europe. There 

was a particularly imposing harbour and the town consisted of 
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over a thousand double storeyed houses crammed between the 

cliffs and the sea. 

During World War I, Kastellorizo was occupied by French forces 

and the German troops just across the narrow strip of water in 

Turkey were able to bombard the island with shells. The 

frightened inhabitants were forced to take refuge in caves. 

Between 1910 and 1917, seventy seven per cent of the entire 

population migrated from the stricken island. Many of those 

found their way to Australia.15  

They began arriving in Darwin from 1915, joining a small 

nucleus of fellow islanders who had already settled there. 

Migrations of Greeks were usually in the form of 'chain 

migrations' where family members travelled to a new country 

and after having experienced the conditions there, sponsored 

other family or village members.16  Greeks as a community, 

rather than individuals came to notice in Darwin as waterside 

workers.17  This was in contrast with the activities of Greeks 

in other parts of Australia at that time. Tsounis pointed out 

that most Greeks preferred to work in their own business, in 

restaurants, coffeehouses, fruit and vegetable shops or 

seafood shops.'8  Most worked for other Greeks until they 

started up for themselves. This was partly due to language. 

Few Greek men who first came to Australia could speak English 

and it was much easier to work for another Greek where the new 

arrival could be helped by the 'old hand'. The 'chain 

migration' system also encouraged the tendency to stay 

together. 

In Darwin it had not been possible to establish these small 

businesses because of the particular position of the Chinese, 

although some enterprising Greeks were able to establish small 

businesses which did not compete with the Chinese such as the 

salt works and the Greek cafe. 
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Brothers George and Kyriacos Haritos recall the salt works 

their father established. "My father was from Mosko Nisi near 

Lesbos.1119  "He was involved with the sea. He used to produce 

salt from the sea and did quite a bit of fishing as a boy".2°  

Being able to set up his own salt business and build a home 

for his wife and children, meant that the Haritos family could 

settle in Darwin. 

Other Greek ilinnigrants who arrived were acceptable labourers. 

They were 'European' and 'white' but they were still different 

and when they were working on the wharves or on the 

construction of the rail extension they were housed separately 

and fed in their own canteen with their own cook, an 

arrangement due to union prejudice rather than Greek 

preference.21  The Greeks were able to find work under Anglo-

Australian foremen. 

Alcorta and Christie described an incident on the wharf which 

reflected the atmosphere of industrial strife in 1916. The 

situation where a man was accidentally struck by a sling 

causing him to fall in the water was quickly blown up to be an 

industrial incident. The mostly Greek workers walked off the 

job when they understood the captain of the vessel was 

overheard to say that it 'served the man right' . The Greeks 

wanted an apology from the captain who decided not to bother 

with Darwin any more, took up anchor and departed with over 

900 tons of critically needed supplies still on board. 

An article in the Northern Territory Times pointed out that 

those who insisted on the apology were Greek but those who had 

to suffer from the lack of supplies were the 'British 

residents' •22 This inflamed already short tempers and a full 

scale riot ensued in Cavenagh Street between the Greeks and 

the Anglo-Australians. Neither group won a victory and wanted 

a return bout on the next weekend but when they turned up with 

augmented 'troops', the armed Cable Guard took up positions 

between the 'warring' groups and while the soldiers stood 
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their ground, the 'armies' threw missiles and insults until 

each side just gave up. 

It appeared that even though the Greeks were tolerated by the 

union, the Anglo-Australian group was still determined to 

impress their difference from the Greek, who although 

'European' were establishing themselves as a fourth group in 

Darwin. 

Christie placed a wider connotation on the events of those 

particular weekends in Darwin in 1916. He cited them as an 

extension of general anti-Greek feeling across Australia due 

to the position of Greece in the war in Europe. Greece had 

been split between those loyal to King Constantine who was 

sympathetic to the Germans and the Veneselists who followed 

the Prime Minister and wanted an alliance with Britain. Police 

were asked to collect information about Greeks in Australia. 

Christie argued that anti-Greek riots erupted in all major 

centres of Greek population in Australia and that these riots 

could be directly linked to newspaper reports of the actions 

of King Constantine whose troops had fired on British 

soldiers.23  Both Christie and Alcorta mentioned that the Greek 

community in Darwin tried to assuage anti-Greek feeling by 

donating a large sum of money to the Red Cross for "the care 

of wounded and sick Australian soldiers"24  and "included a 

letter along with the money, that praised the wounded 

Australian heroes who have fought f or the freedom and liberty 

of the world."25  

This showed that as early as 1916, the Greeks considered 

themselves as a 'separate and distinguishable community'. 

They acknowledged their differences and preferred to maintain 

them even to the point of such open aggression. By sending the 

donation to the Red Cross it also showed that they understood 

the broader connotations of actions of their countrymen in 

Europe. It showed that the group of men and women in Darwin 
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who made up the Greek community were still very closely linked 

to the Greek nation on the other side of the world and what 

occurred there was still able to influence both their actions 

and the way others reacted to them. Most of the Greeks in 

Darwin during this period had come originally from 

Kastellorizo, a small island in the Aegean Sea, but they were 

traditionally Greek and their own island had been bombarded by 

the Turks during World War I. 

In April, 1918 after it had become clear that Vestey Brothers 

preferred to withdraw from the Territory and close their 

meatworks, the waterside workers of the North Australian 

Workers' Union decided to bar Greeks from working on the 

wharf. This preceded a wave of anti-Greek feeling against the 

Darwin Greeks, as it was claimed that they were not Greeks at 

all but came from the Turkish controlled island of 

Kastellorizo. Kastellorizo had been Greek but had been taken 

over by Turkey during the 1914-1918 War. Turks had been 

responsible for the deaths of hundreds of men in the 

Australian Imperial Forces at Galipoli in 1915. 

The union then, which had first preferred the Greeks over the 

Chinese workers, now used actions on the other side of the 

world as an excuse to ban Greeks. They were banned from the 

jobs that they had been originally welcomed to fill. 

It was not just the union that discriminated against Greeks. 

While many Greeks waited for visas to travel to Australia, the 

Secretary of State for Colonies in 1918, received a secret 

cablegram from the Minister of External Affairs: 

in connection with advice that there are a large number 
of Greek immigrants from Castellorizo awaiting passage to 
Australia, Ministers, after consultation, have decided 
that in view of the situation created by the war the 
admission of Greeks into the Commonwealth at the present 
time cannot be permitted.. . . the Ambassador and Consular 
officers are to be advised that passports and visas for 
Greeks to Australia are not to be granted. Exceptions to 
this rule are to be restricted to the wives and children 
of persons already in the Commonwealth.26 
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What began as a tolerated difference and separateness when the 

Greeks first arrived gradually developed into an aggressive 

discriminatory barrier where both local prejudice and 

government policy were used to restrict Greeks. The 

establishment of the barrier was influenced by events in 

Greece and the war being fought there, events in other places 

in Australia where anti-Greek feeling was experienced and 

events in the local region where changed employment 

opportunities encouraged exclusion of the Greeks. With the 

closure of the meat works at the end of the war many were left 

with little option but to leave the region. 

The Chinese had learned that there was no safety in numbers 

and that they were subjected to the consequences of events 

over which they had no control or which took place in other 

parts of Australia. In the same way the Greeks learned that 

they too were subjected to the consequences of events both in 

Australia and in Europe over which they had no control. In 

both these cases the cultural groups of the Chinese and the 

Greeks were acted upon by those who held the political power. 

These included both the government administration and the 

union which had initially been welcoming but had changed its 

attitudes. 

The Commonwealth administration also introduced specific plans 

to control the Aboriginal population. In his report of 1912, 

Baldwin Spencer recommended that reserves be set aside for 

'full-blood' Aboriginal people so that they could live in 

their 'traditional' way. By the time the reserves were 

established, there was little chance for these Aborigines to 

live their traditional hunter and gatherer lifestyle because 

of the encroachments of the pastoralists and the allurements 

of alcohol from the towns and food hand outs from the 

missions. 

When the reserves were set up there was a belief among many 

Anglo-Australians that the Aboriginal people were 'a dying 
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race' . It was partly for this reason that little was done to 

bring the so-called 'full-blood' Aborigines into the 

mainstream sphere of white occupation. Nevertheless some did 

find employment with Anglo-Australians or with Chinese and the 

administration adopted the Aboriginal Ordinance (1910) to 

regulate the conditions for Aboriginal employees. This 

Ordinance was first introduced by the South Australians just 

before they withdrew but was later modified by the 

Commonwealth government in 1918. 

As well as regulating the employment of Aborigines, the 

representatives of the Commonwealth government empowered 

Professor Baldwin Spencer to come to the Northern Territory as 

the Protector of Aborigines and make a full report with 

recommendations on how to deal with Aborigines. Spencer was a 

professor of anatomy and was considered to be an 

anthropologist as well. He spent much of his twelve months in 

the Territory touring to as many locations as possible. He had 

some admiration for the Aborigines in their traditional 

setting and felt that much should be recorded before they 

'died out'. He had little regard for those Aborigines who had 

come in contact with the Anglo-Australians. 

The report he produced became the backbone of Aboriginal 

policy until the late 1930s. It was a document which favoured 

strict control. A compound was to be established in Darwin, 

where Aborigines were to be accommodated when they were in 

town. A curfew was to ensure that all Aborigines were returned 

to the compound by sunset, when the gates were locked.27  In 

the Annual Reports of the Administrator of the Northern 

Territory from 1915 to 1919, the crime that most Aborigines 

were apprehended for was 'being in a restricted area,  . Many 

found themselves in Fanny Bay Gaol rather than Kahlin 

Compound. 

'Half-caste' Aboriginal children were to be removed from their 

mothers and brought to a 'Half-Caste Home' in order to be 
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educated. 'Half-caste' was a term used by the Anglo-Australian 

administrators and was mainly decided by skin colour. The Home 

for these children was to be separated from the compound and 

the schooling the children were to receive was to train them 

as servants for the households of the Anglo-Australian group. 

The employment of Aborigines was set out in the Aboriginal 

Ordinance (1910). The Administrator was empowered to make 

regulations for the effectual carrying out of the Ordinance by 

granting licences to employers. The licence required that for 

each employee there be an agreement setting out both the terms 

of contract as well as a medical review. This latter was 

carried out on commencing and ceasing employment or when 

withdrawing money from the trust fund set up under the 

agreement. 

In country districts it was not usual to make agreements with 

Aborigines unless there was a specific term of employment or 

special circumstances such as a need for drovers. It was 

official policy that the Aborigines be free to leave without 

notice at any time. Along with the issue of a licence there 

were obligations for the employer which were set out by the 

Protector of Aborigines. The employer was required to assist 

the local protector, usually a police officer, to prepare a 

record of identity and relationship of every individual 

Aborigine, including children living in the station camps, to 

muster and present for medical examination all Aborigines 

living in station camps whether employees or not and to 

provide food and shelter for all Aborigines employed and for 

all their dependents.29  Spencer's Report made specific 

reference to employment of Aborigines by Chinese. It became 

illegal for Chinese to employ Aborigines in their mining 

operations. Spencer had a deep prejudice against the Chinese 

and this was mainly to disadvantage them but it also 

disadvantaged the Aborigines by closing another avenue of 

employment. 
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Employment of Aborigines in country districts did not always 

require payment of a cash wage. An issue of beef, flour, tea, 

sugar and tobacco was considered sufficient. An annual issue 

of clothing and blankets made up the required remuneration. 

Cash wages for Aborigines were actually discouraged in country 

districts as the authorities and the employers argued, there 

was no acceptable use that Aborigines had for money which 

tended to lead to gambling. 

In Darwin, Aboriginal female adults were available as domestic 

servants in the homes of the government employees. If the 

employer sought permission it was possible for these women to 

be granted permission to reside at their place of employment 

and not be required to return to the compound each evening. 

This was often the case where Aboriginal women were employed 

to care for Anglo-Australian children.30  Initially, when the 

recommendations of Spencer's Report were adopted both male and 

female Aboriginal infants who were light skinned were taken 

from the camps into the Half-Caste Home which was established 

beside the Kahlin Compound, set up to house Aboriginal people 

in Darwin. 

At the Half-Caste Home as the accommodation became inadequate 

for the increasing numbers of children, the boys were 

discharged earlier. Eventually, male Aboriginal children were 

left in the camps to be brought up by their mothers. 

According to the recommendations of the Report, the Aboriginal 

children were to be removed from their mothers at about five 

years of age and brought to the Home in Darwin. There they 

would be trained in order to become domestic servants to the 

Anglo-Australian families. This meant that it was easier to 

place female Aborigines in employment in the town. This also 

fulfilled a very specific need as very few other women came to 

Darwin. The Greek women remained working at home, supported by 

their husbands as was the custom in Greece and the Chinese 

women worked in their own homes and in the businesses of their 
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husbands. Most Anglo-Australian women who came to Darwin were 

wives of the administrators, nurses for the hospital or 

teachers. Some working class wives came with their husbands 

but these were very few and they did not seek employment as 

domestic aides in the homes of the government officials, but 

were sometimes actually able to employ an Aboriginal girl for 

their own homes. 

The Aboriginal male was ineligible to join the North 

Australian Workers' Union but could be employed in the 

pastoral industry under the terms imposed by the Aboriginal 

Ordinance (1910). In this capacity he was less in competition 

with the Anglo-Australian workers who were employed in the 

town. 

Conditions were worse for the Aboriginal male who was 

discharged early from an institution, being partly educated 

and living in a town district he only had recourse to casual 

unskilled work or long periods of unemployment. Aboriginal 

females were in a much better situation. They had little 

difficulty finding work as domestic aides in the homes of the 

Anglo-Australian group. Also they had no competition from any 

other group of females. They did not have to be union members 

and the conditions of their employment came under the 

Aboriginal Ordinance (1910). 

The 'half-caste' Aboriginal male continued to be subject to 

the Aboriginal Ordinance (1910) as an Aborigine until he 

reached the age of twenty-one years when he became a full 

Territory citizen entitled to electoral enrolment and eligible 

to join the union. As such he would be free to enter any 

employment at award rates of wage. However, in actuality, his 

citizenship opportunity and conditions of employment were 

restricted by job scarcity and lack of skill. The female 

'half-caste' Aborigine remained under the Aboriginal Ordinance 

(1910) unless she married a man of substantially European 

origin and continued to live with him, or gained exemption.3' 



The 'full-blood' Aborigine had no opportunity of becoming a 

citizen or working under any other system than the Aboriginal 

Ordinance (1910) . Other Aboriginals were being offered an 

incentive to become members of the Anglo-Australian group but 

not on equal terms. Although it was theoretically possible for 

a 'half-caste' Aboriginal male to become a citizen, the 

opportunities were very few because of the implied threat to 

the jobs for unskilled Anglo-Australian men. There was an 

intolerance of 'coloureds thinking they were white.'32  

The membership of the Aboriginal group changed quite markedly 

after the Commonwealth government representatives adopted the 

recommendations of Spencer's Report. By removing some 

Aboriginal children from their mothers at an early age and 

'educating' them at the Half-Caste Home there developed a 

faction of the Aboriginal group which lost touch with the land 

from which they came, and the language of their group. Some 

did not even know who their parents or what their true names 

were. 

The Aboriginal children came from different parts of the 

Territory, from the different pastoral property camps. Many 

had no knowledge of Darwin and the journey to such a strange 

place was a terrifying experience. They did not belong to the 

group whose country was Darwin but they were forced to remain 

in that place. They were also denied the opportunity to learn 

those things which the Aboriginal people thought were 

important but instead had to learn the things which the Anglo-

Australian group thought they ought to know. This was not an 

education that was similar to that which was offered in the 

school for the Anglo-Australian, Chinese and Greek children 

but rather a modified schooling which only prepared them for 

menial jobs. 

In this way, as well as there being restrictions on the 

movement of Aborigines, there were restrictions of employment 

opportunity resulting from an inadequate preparation for any 
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other than the least skilled jobs. This prevented the 

Aboriginal people from developing a commercial base as the 

Chinese group had done. Unlike the Greeks they had no 

opportunity to become members of the union. Aborigines in more 

remote areas had little opportunity to pursue their original 

lifestyle because the land had been taken over by the Anglo-

Australians or the Chinese. 

The Aboriginal group became the most controlled of all the 

groups. They were initially not viewed as a labour force but 

as very few other women came to the area, some women were 

encouraged to gain employment with government employees as 

domestic servants. Very specific labour conditions were 

enacted to govern the employment of Aborigines which kept them 

away from those areas occupied by Anglo-Australians, Chinese 

or Greeks. The pastoral industry was open for some of them but 

under conditions which did not guarantee any wage. 

The Chinese and the Greek groups were originally encouraged to 

come to Darwin to work and were offered a social relationship 

whereby their cultural differences were tolerated to the 

mutual benefit of both groups as well as the Anglo-Australian 

group. With the arrival of the Commonwealth administration, 

the Aboriginal people were subjected to severe legislation 

which was applicable only to them and which denied them access 

to other forms of labour contracts. The restrictions were 

established with the clear aim of controlling the Aboriginal 

population. It must be pointed out that in this early period 

when the Commonwealth administration was establishing its 

rule, there were quite small numbers of Aboriginal people who 

were controlled in this way. Many had yet to see a white 

person. They continued to live outside the areas which had 

been taken over by the Anglo-Australians. 

During this early period in the Northern Territory from 1874 

to the end of World War I in 1918, although there were 

representatives from many different nations, there were major 
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groups of people from four different cultures living in 
Darwin. These were the Aboriginal, the Anglo-Australian, the 
Chinese and the Greek. Conditions f or these four groups varied 
considerably. 

The boundaries separating the four groups varied during the 
period. In the case of the Chinese and the Greeks the 
differences were acknowledged but they did not at first 
prevent the groups from developing relatively harmonious 
living conditions. The situation changed mainly because of the 
consequences of events in other parts of Australia, the 
progress of the war in Europe, the increase in political power 
by the Workers' Union and the changed labour opportunities due 
to the closing of Vestey Brothers' meat works. The group with 
the most political power was least affected. The individual 
actors within the administration changed but the political 
power of the Anglo-Australian administrative group remained 
intact. Without large employers, the Workers' Union lost 
power and its members gradually drifted away. 

The legislation to limit the Chinese had come in 1901 so by 
1918, those who remained had learned to live with the 
Immigration Restriction Act (1901) and the presence of the 
Workers' Union. They had established their own businesses and 
had maintained a considerable commercial power in Darwin. The 
social and political restrictions which were established after 
the passing of the Immigration Restriction Act (1901) came 
into effect at a time when those who had already developed 
businesses could not be harmed by the activities of the 
Workers' Union. They had employment for their numbers within 
their own organisation. 

The Greeks had enjoyed union membership but with the closure 
of the meat works they found themselves rejected by the union 
as well as the administration. Most had not been able to 
develop businesses of their own and so had little alternative 
but to leave. They were still able to be reunited with wives 
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and children but their number could not be greatly increased 
due to the restrictions placed by the Commonwealth government. 
The social and political restrictions were not as drastic as 
the closing of the meat works which took away their employment 
opportunities. In this way their situation was not greatly 
different from the Anglo-Australian worker, although they were 
more open to restrictions being imposed by the Anglo-
Australians with more political power. 

The Aborigines had no political power or business ownership 
and were subject to discriminatory legislation which prevented 
them from entering into any social interaction on an equal 
level. The discriminatory restrictions placed on them were 
most severe. 

The Anglo-Australian group was not restricted in its movement 
but employment opportunities were restricted to those members 
of the group who had obtained an education. The restrictions 
then for the Anglo-Australians were class based. 
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riu 
Different Cultures - Different Ways 

The Chinese, who had established themselves in Darwin over the 
first half century of settlement, brought from China and other 
Chinese centres such as Singapore, their particular cultural 
values and beliefs which differed, often radically from those 
of the other groups. 

In the Chinese world view, there was a division of space 
according to four cardinal points, each presided over by an 
animal. The space contained between each cardinal point was 
divided into two parts resulting in eight divisions 
corresponding to eight compass points closely connected with 
eight powers. These were the earth and the sky and in between 
were mists, clouds, emanations; another power was fire, heat, 
sun, light, lightning. The next power was thunder then wind 
and wood. Water, river, lakes and the sea made up another and 
mountains completed the eight powers. Under these a great 
number of other things were classified - species of creatures, 
events, attributes, substances and accidents. 

In addition another classification distributed things under 
five elements - earth, water, wood, metal and fire. Everything 
was connected with the elements and the powers according to 
the substances of which they were composed or according to 
form. This classification was linked to the other because each 
element was localised in one fundamental division. 

The four seasons also corresponded to the four regions and 
these were then sub-divided into six parts giving the twenty 
four seasons of the Chinese year. To complete the reckoning of 
time two cycles were constructed - one of twelve divisions and 
one of ten divisions. Each division had its own name and 
nature so that any moment of time was represented by binomial 
characters taken from the two different cycles. After five 
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revolutions of the twelve and six revolutions of the ten, the 

same binomial characters would return exactly to qualify the 

same period of time. Just like the seasons, the two cycles 

with their divisions were linked to the points of the compass 

and to the five elements. The twelve years of the cycles were 

further connected with twelve animals, divided three by three 

between the four cardinal points - so the division of time was 

linked to the overall system. 

This classification of regions, seasons, things and animal 

species was the principle of fung-shui and through it could be 

determined the orientation of buildings, the siting of towns, 

houses or tombs and the timing of certain events or tasks.1  

There was a further classification which was tied into the 

relationships of clans. The Li-Chi - The Record of Rites 

taught that the universe comprised two souls, the 'yin' and 

the 'yang'. These animated every being and thing and they 

constituted the soul of man.2  In birth these souls were 

infused and in death they were dispersed. 

The good nature of the ancestors came from the adjustment 

between generations. Ancestor worship was the bond holding the 

family members together, and the main support of morality and 

decency in family life. Rites which were connected with 

ancestor worship were conducted by the head of each family and 

the objects of worship were the spirits of the dead who were 

still regarded as members of the family to which they 

belonged. 

For the Chinese, any external sign of hostility between 

parents and children indicated a lack of family solidarity. 

The neglect of ancestors and rites would bring about 

supernatural retribution as the lack of solidarity would cause 

moral decay and eventual disintegration of the family. 

Ancestor worship was a unifying force of stability and 

overlapped with social relationships.3 
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Ritual structure closely followed the social structure of the 

lineage and both were closely related to the economic 

structure, this often being the ownership of land.4  There were 

other factors such as mutual aid and protection, prestige and 

sentiment which helped to maintain solidarity among Chinese 

kinsmen. At the lowest level, a person shared in the ancestral 

property left by the father. 

The Chinese were bound together by this kinship system which 

was a structure based on hierarchical lineage. The lineage was 

made up of people who were related by genealogy through the 

father's line but also connected to the mother's. The basis of 

the family was the elementary family of father, mother and 

children and this unit established the next generation for the 

family and orientated them into their correct place in the 

lineage thus making known the correct patterns of behaviour 

that were appropriate for each member.5  The whole clan 

operated as a censor against inappropriate behaviour as the 

whole clan would suffer a loss of prestige. The available 

marriage partners were clearly defined ensuring the 

procreation of the next generation of the family.' 

For the Chinese, the maintenance of traditional Chinese 

cultural behaviour was very important.7  In Darwin, sons of the 

Chinese families, some of whom were born in Australia, 

journeyed to China seeking wives8 and in this way they 

maintained links with the clan in the village of origin. 

Other Chinese married the daughters of the families in 

Darwin.' Family members helped in the running of the 

business 

The Darwin community established three Chinese temples and 

maintained their beliefs according to their village of origin. 

Even though a considerable number of the Chinese were of 

Australian birth, they spoke Chinese, maintaining the dialect 

from the village of origin.1' After 1901 the wife and children 

had to return to China according to the dictates of the 
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Immigration Restriction Act (1901) but after an absence of 

three years, they could return to Australia. Such Chinese were 

issued with a certificate of exemption from the dictation test 

of the Act.'2  

There were two major dialects spoken by the Chinese of Darwin. 

These were Sze Yup and Hakka as most of the Chinese who 

originally came to Darwin came from the provinces of Kwangtang 

or Fukien, both located in southern China. Some came from Hong 

Kong and others from Singapore where these dialects were also 

spoken. 

Fong Ding, for example, had travelled to Darwin in the 1880s. 

He came by sailing ship from Hoy Ping, in Kwantung Province, 

China, looking for work as a miner. At that time there were 

many Chinese travelling to Darwin and then continuing on to 

take part in the gold digging at Pine Creek. Fong Ding married 

a Chinese girl in Port Darwin and moved to 'the Brock's Creek 

area. Their son Foong Fook Lim, later known as George Lim 

married Lo Su Gee from Yam Creek in 1921.13 

The group had a clear sense of their history, present day 

informants naming their village of origin in China. They were 

familiar with their home territory and sons journeyed to China 

to receive an education and to find a bride. After 1901, 

children and wives also travelled to China. 

The cultural behaviours were intensified by the policies of 

the union which forbad Chinese membership. The Chinese 

employed family members in their businesses and lived in a 

separate environment from the other people in Darwin. Each 

year Chinese New Year was celebrated with a street parade with 

a 'dragon' that had been blessed at one of the temples. More 

privately the 'Moon Festival' was celebrated. The Chinese 

buried their dead at the old cemetery at Garden Point. Their 

businesses were adorned with their 'characters' outside on 

long banners and inside the dim, cluttered shops there were 



Chinese imported delicacies such as salted plums and ginger 
confectionery. The people wore traditional dress. Merchants in 
long robes and 'pigtails' conducted business with officials. 
Women wore trousers and jackets and many had their feet bound 
from an early age. 

There was a measure of cohesiveness in the Chinese group in 
Darwin but there were also some differences. For example, the 
factions from different original clans maintained their own 
dialect and their own temple. 

There were two factions, members of the 'War On' or 
Chinese Peace daily answer the mellow brass gong of the 
Joss House, smoke their water pipes on the pavement, 
adorn their shopfronts with the shrines of Chang and Wang 
and Li, with offerings of incense and sweet vinegar and 
little bowls of honey-coloured tea, placed in honour of 
Kwan Yin, Mother Goddess giver of many sons. The other 
faction, the Kuo Min Tang celebrate their marriages, 
first at the Registrar's office and then under a maze of 
streamers in their meeting hall, affixing their 
signatures to the certificate with brush writing and 
scented inks.'4  

The businesses of each faction were mostly in competition with 
other Chinese businesses which encouraged an element of 
separateness within the group. Nevertheless, the Chinese 
groups had more in common with each other than with the other 
non-Chinese groups. There was evidence of consensus as, to the 
outsider, the group appeared to conduct itself in uniform 
manner obeying the rules of their own Chinese culture. 

This group, then, did have many commonalities. The languages 
they shared were dialects of a common language. The 
fundamental cultural values such as ancestor worship were 
shared. Their social structures were based on the clans and 
this structure of hierarchical lineage was consistent with 
patterns in China. This kinship structure gave each member a 
place and appropriate behaviour f or that place. Although there 
were variations according to clan and clan origins, there was 
consensus about the overall behaviour of the group. 



The lifestyle of the Darwin Chinese included many aspects 
imported from the homeland. They were unique to it and not 
previously practised in Darwin. The Chinese festivals, the 
temples, the language and its 'characters', the wearing of 
'pig-tails' for men and the binding of feet of female children 
were all practices which emanated from mainland China and 
which the members of the Darwin group considered so important 
they continued to practise in Darwin. Many of these visible 
aspects of Chinese cultural practices were dropped after the 
war. Many, however, were continued in the privacy of the 
family. Alec Fong Lim described how he had wanted to return to 
school in the 1950s but his elder brother became ill and his 
father made it very clear that he was expected to give up his 
education in order to run the family business. The family was 
more important than the individual.15  They were, however, not 
the only group which thought practices from the place of 
origin were important. 

The Greek group shared fundamental cultural values which 
differed from those practiced by the Chinese, although like 
the Chinese, the Greek extended family was traditionally 
linked by communal ownership of land. The leader of the family 
whether father or brother was a trustee not an owner. The 
family struggled to become self-sufficient and each individual 
was committed to the well-being of the unit and at least 
theoretically, responsible for the conduct of each other 
member.16  In the Greek village a newly married couple would 
live with the husband's parents, unmarried siblings and 
married brothers, their wives and children. The Greek kinship 
system was structured so that a man had relations to the 
family of origin of his father and the family of origin of his 
mother. 

This equality of importance of both families, may be traced to 
the fact that both husband and wife contributed to the wealth 
of the elementary family they established. It was from the 
corporate property and wealth of the families of origin that 
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the son and daughter had to be endowed. Daughters received 
their portion in the form of a dowry when they married but the 
son would continue to live with the extended family and not 
set up his own household until all the sisters of his family 
had been married, then there could be the partition of the 
joint household property, so that each son received equal 
shares of assets.17  This equality of contribution of wealth, 
membership and prestige meant that the children of the new 
family would maintain close relations with their maternal 
cousins as well as their paternal cousins. This wider kin 
group was not necessarily involved in the communal ownership 
of the extended family properties but they were kin and as 
such had particular rights and obligations. 

The elementary family was an earthly reflection of the 
Heavenly Family of God the Father, the Mother of God and 
Christ. It was partly because of this religious model and 
partly because of the very harshness of the environment that 
the family had a strong need to become such a unit, 
economically, morally, socially and psychologically. The head 
of the family had to bear very heavy burdens of responsibility 
and he could only do this in the knowledge that his role as 
family head was exalted by the faith, and supported by the 
family and kin. 

The corporate family properties were necessary for the 
survival of the extended family whose joint labour made the 
business economically viable. Family loyalty was fundamental 
in this setting and norms of conduct offered rewards for those 
adhering to them but severe punishment was the only result for 
those who broke with the code of conduct. Unconditional 
loyalty was demanded of each member to ensure the absolute 
unity of the family.18  

Even with such a unified backing, survival for the village 
family in Greece was not possible without the support of the 
wider kin, the neighbourhood and the wider community. This 
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supportive network was known as the in-group. Each family 
established links of interdependence with as many families as 
they could by exchanging small gifts, gradually extending to 
economic, social and moral support in times of crisis. Every 
new person a man had dealings of any importance with was 
viewed as a potential in-group member. The in-group 
relationship between two families was established gradually 
through successive approximations, such as repeated exchanges 
of gifts and minor favours, testing each other's readiness to 
reciprocate indicating a perception of communality of 
interests. Once this communality was sufficiently tested and 
established then the relationship graduated into one of trust 
and intimacy, sustained through a ritual of offerings and 
counter offerings and often sealed with a spiritual kinship 
bond whereupon the one man would act as a wedding sponsor at 
the other man's wedding or his son's wedding, or he would 
become a godfather of one of the other's children.19  These 
families could be of the same community or they could be 
outside it. Sometimes the families could be separated by half 
a world but the ties would remain and relatives who had 
emigrated many years previously would come to the family's aid 
in times of need. 

These relationships had to be of equal benefit to both 
families. The interdependence had to be of equal strength, 
otherwise the advancement of one family would be achieved only 
by retarding the development of the other. In this way the 
relationship was positive for both families and they co-
operated closely with each other. Other families in the 
community with whom no such relationship had been developed 
were members of the out-group. With these families relations 
were negative and one could practice all the cunning, 
aggression and competitiveness which was necessary to further 
the security of one's own family and in-group against the 
advancement of the other group. 
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Relationships of this nature were tied to material necessity 

but because of the way they developed they became interwoven 

with notions of honour, bravery and generosity which 

integrated the economic, social and emotional investment into 

a process which enriched the lives of these people with 

excellence, pride and passion.20  The relationships were not 

stable and fixed, they were flexible and where a man knew the 

whole in-group would support him in an action he had to think 

very clearly about his actions. If he acted against the 

community values then the community would evaluate his actions 

and abandon him if his conduct required condemning. His whole 

family would suffer. The tradition of prestige and honour 

rested on the opinion of kin and friends where the membership 

of the in-group was clearly separated from the out-group who 

were enemies and whose opinions mattered in quite a different 

way. The out-group acted as censor in cases of individual 

weakness while the in-group acted in the supportive role. The 

very close kin were the only ones who would actually reprimand 

an individual but this would be done to protect the whole 

group from the meanness of the out-group who were only waiting 

for an opportunity to bring down their opponents. This kept 

the whole community in a state of constant readiness to defend 

their own and to grab what they could while they could from 

their enemies. 

Kinship relations for the Greek were personal rather than 

corporate. The kin group was not the property holding group, 

only the extended family. Not descent but filiation of a man 

or woman to his or her family of origin was the factor which 

determined status, categorical rights and obligations.2' The 

marriage eligibility was clearly defined by the kin group. A 

person could not marry within its limits. When a couple 

married their two families of origin were unrelated but by 

contracting a marriage the couple extended their kin in a 

wider circle. The only potential marriage partners were in the 

wider community not in the kin. This meant that people who 

were of the out-group were also potential marriage partners. 
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In this way a contract of marriage was the only way that two 
unrelated families could be brought into a positive co-
operative relationship. 

The Greek members of the kin group were brought to Darwin and 
new elementary families were formed through marriages. A 
consensus operated as the men gathered together and the women 
carried out their role as they would have on the island of 
origin. They established their own church and celebrated their 
own Saint 's Days. They shared the same language with slight 
variations depending on the island of origin. The major social 
structures were the Church and the family and both of these 
were quickly established. 

The group had a sense of their history as most had travelled 
from the home territory. Even though the group's presence in 
Darwin was f or only a short period the members had worked 
quickly to establish the structures and traditions which were 
important to it. This indicated that there were very strong 
cultural traditions and values which the group felt it was 
necessary to establish as soon as possible. These included the 
Greek Orthodox Church and bringing together of wives and 
children with the husband and father so that the family could 
function as a whole social unit22  as well as kin from the 'in-
group' 

In Darwin, particularly from 1915 to 1919 there were parts of 
town known as 'Greektown', and 'Salonika', where the people 
put together makeshift shacks and whitewashed them in the 
traditions of the Mediterranean. The Greek Church and the 
Greek cafe were popular meeting places for the hundreds 
strong23  Greek population. After work, the Greek men liked to 
gather in the cafe, drinking coffee and talking. Here they 
could talk in their own language. Most had come from 
Kastellorizo but others were from Kalymnos or Lesbos. A Greek 
Orthodox Church was built and as early as 1915 the first 
double wedding was celebrated there. An elderly priest, Father 
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Chrysanthos was persuaded to travel from Perth to perform the 
marriages in the traditional Greek way with the exchange of 
crowns.24  The sisters sharing their wedding day had been 
brought to Darwin by their brother Louis Harmanis who had 
arrived earlier and appreciated the opportunities that existed 
in Darwin. He had also brought his widowed mother to Darwin. 
In this way the basis of their particular Greek kinship system 
was established. Other Greek families acted as the 'out-group' 
for them, there being dozens of families established during 
this time of expansion in Darwin. The Greeks saw the family as 
something which could not be understood as only a unit of 
kinship but rather a location where production and 
redistribution took place.25  

There were also sizeable Greek communities in the southern, 
eastern and western states and the Darwin Greeks maintained 
some contact with them.26  Passenger lists of local shipping 
show considerable coming and going of Greeks between Darwin 
and the other centres particularly at Christmas and Easter. 
Contact was also maintained with family members in Greece or 
on Kastellorizo. As union members, the Greeks were regular and 
reliable workers. Greek men carried heavy responsibilities. 
Most men had to supply a dowry for their sisters in Darwin or 
those still in Greece, before they themselves could marry. But 
in Darwin, money was made quickly and men were able to carry 
out such responsibilities in a short time.27  The Greeks in 
Darwin had a strong sense of the extended family. It was next 
of kin who usually provided the first line of support 
emotionally and economically. For the Aborigines in and around 
Darwin, however, kinship had an even more profound 
significance. Their kinship system was one of the most 
important factors of the Aboriginal viewpoint and was in 
itself part of a wider relationship. 

When everything was new, great spirit personages walked 
the earth. They created people and natural species and 
put them in their right places, in their proper 
territories. They laid down the rules for everything and 
everyone: what languages they speak, their marriage and 
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mating rules, how they should behave in relation to one 
another. And they left instructions about what people 
must do, if life as they know it was to continue."28  

The significant quality about the Aboriginal viewpoint was 
that the rules were sacred and given by spirit beings. The Law 
that resulted was based on religious and spiritual 
connotations. It was also tied very closely to land. Most 
people inherited rights to particular land primarily through 
their fathers and forefathers, although there were examples of 
people who inherited through the descent line of the mother.29  
People also were connected through a 'local descent group' 
which was connected to the country or land by the pre-
existence in spirit homes of all who belonged to the group and 
the belief that the spirit returned to these places after it 
left the body.3°  

For Aborigines, the land had a spiritual identity which was 
tied to their identity. The Aborigines in Darwin were in the 
process of being removed from their land and were, after the 
coming of the Commonwealth government, denied access to it. It 
must be appreciated that this denial of access by the 
administration would have drastic consequences for those 
Aboriginal people. 

The whole world was classified as belonging to one of two 
moieties. Everything and everyone belonged in one or the 
other. The new generation belonged to the same moiety as their 
fathers. Everything and every living creature belonged in the 
moiety to which it was assigned 'in the beginning' by the 
spirit beings. There was another kind of division which was 
often called the 'section system'. A person's section 
classification was determined before birth. A husband and wife 
had to be of different sections, and their children were 
different from both of them as the next step. However, the 
section could be further divided into the subsection system 
which had eight categories instead of four, made by dividing 
each section into two forms - one for males and one for 
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females.3' Most Aboriginal communities had a variation of 

these basic principles,32  which defined the social interaction 

of the group and made clear for all members of the group who 

were the appropriate marriage partners for each new 

generation. 

The local descent group was closer to an extended family but 

everybody knew the rest of the kinship group. To survive in 

the harsh physical environment was risky so relatives co-

operated with each other. The pattern of obligations and 

responsibilities applied even more widely than to the local 

descent group. The people had an intimate knowledge of the 

natural environment as well as seasonal fluctuations and the 

social environment and had a very good idea where particular 

people might be at a particular time of the year. 

During big gatherings people focused on ceremonial and ritual 

matters but also found time to arrange betrothals and exchange 

gifts. Even here they were able to understand who had rights 

over what and where and who had obligations to whom. This kind 

of shared knowledge meant that everyone knew if a particular 

person was not fulfilling his/her obligations. All were aware 

that this could necessitate another person, of the correct 

category such as mother's brother, intervening or arranging 

for supernatural intervention. A framework was provided for 

almost all circumstances.33 One of the purposes of the 

kinship system was to enable every Aboriginal person to work 

out exactly where they stood in relation to every other person 

in the group, providing a mental map of social relationships 

and behaviour. These relationships were cemented by the act of 

gift giving. The important thing was not the economic value of 

the gift but that it fulfilled an obligation and so reinforced 

social bonds. 

This intricate system worked very well for the Aboriginal 

groups over many thousands of years but as more people of 

other groups arrived in Darwin, the framework was being 
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destroyed. On pastoral properties many men were killed by 

pastoralists after finding their cattle speared. This meant 

that the women no longer had the appropriate partners to 

marry. 

At the same time, most of those of the other groups, 

particularly the Chinese and the Anglo-Australian who came 

into Darwin were men. Many of these men made sexual use of the 

Aboriginal women. These actions resulted in children being 

born who were removed from the camps and taken to Darwin to be 

raised in an institution. The ties to the kin group and the 

land were broken. 

A significant aspect of the kinship system was that the group 

was relatively small. When conditions were harsh clan groups 

split up even further, as it was much easier to find and 

gather food for a small number rather than a large number. The 

group which has been called a tribe by some, or a language 

group by others usually consisted of no more than five hundred 

people in all.34  These usually only came together for 

ceremonial and ritual activities. All of these people formed 

part of the kinship system. 

People outside the group were also regarded as related and the 

kind of relationship had to be ascertained so that the two 

persons would know how to behave. These groups did sometimes 

intermarry with clan groups who lived in border territories.35  

In Darwin the Larrakia people had a close relationship with 

the Wagaidj and the Woolnas. 

In Darwin, after 1911, the Aboriginal group was controlled by 

a discriminative legislation which restricted their movement 

and their ability to remain with their kin group. The 

restrictions were further complicated by the presence of 

pastoralists and administrative officers who invaded the 

territory of many Aborigines. 



The Aboriginal bond to the land was so close and of such a 

spiritual nature that it could not be replaced. The Aboriginal 

group in Darwin, consisting mainly of Larrakia people had 

difficulty retaining the relationship with their land because 

the township of Darwin occupied it. They were forced onto the 

fringes of the settlement and endeavoured to maintain contact 

with particular sites there. At the same time their group was 

augmented by other people who had lost members of their group 

and access to their land. These were now, after 1911, all 

accommodated together in Kahlin Compound regardless of the 

relationships they had to one another. 

Aboriginal children were being brought into Darwin and 

accommodated in the Home which was separated from the compound 

by a wire fence. These children came from many different 

groups from different 'countries' and they were given no 

opportunity to know who they were or where they came from. 

This meant that although the Chinese and the Greek groups were 

in many ways able to overcome differences in village of origin 

or dialect, the commonalities were enough for the people to 

identify with each other and claim membership in the same 

cultural group. The Aborigines, however, were being torn 

asunder by the new regulations of the Commonwealth government 

which came into operation after 1911. Their group consisted of 

members who did not have the framework to be able to overcome 

differences and merge together as one group. At this time, the 

differences were too great, the divisions too raw so that they 

were unable to heal them. 

Aborigines were separated from the rest of the population by 

the Aboriginal Ordinance (1910) which was legislation 

specifically designed to accommodate the particular ideas of 

the Anglo-Australian group. On the reserves and in the camps 

of pastoral properties other clan groups were sometimes able 

to keep parts of the kin group together. A problem f or those 

Aboriginal children having been removed from their mothers and 
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to receive the very detailed instructions that mothers passed 

on. They did not know who their fathers were, therefore they 

did not know their moiety. They did not know their home 

territory so they remained unfamiliar with the land and 

spirits which were their heritage. This meant they remained 

outside the social framework or were taboo' .  

In many groups a taboo relationship existed between brother 

and sister. After the age of approximately twelve years, these 

two were kept apart and not permitted to speak. The brother 

would be taken to the mother's brother's place as at this time 

he would begin his training f or initiation. The sister would 

remain with the mother and begin her training for the husband 

who would soon claim her. For the same reason first cousin was 

a taboo relationship if the cousins were male and female.36  

For some people, a taboo relationship existed with the 

mother's mother's brother's daughter, or second cousin.37  By 

constant repetition and recognition of specific people, the 

child would learn from a very young age such relationships, 

those who were taboo and those who were the prospective 

marriage partners in the group. 

Another taboo relationship was between a man and his mother-

in-law. This was the severest of all taboos, and it was to 

prevent the possibility of any competition between a girl and 

her mother f or the affection of the same man.38  The taboo 

stretched to include the mother-in-law's brother. It meant 

that men would swerve to avoid each other or if they entered a 

mission and found someone there with whom they had an 

avoidance relationship they would immediately leave. When 

these people were placed together in Kahlin Compound, where 

they could not leave, they experienced considerable stress. 

Growing up together in the Half-Caste Home, did not mean that 

the Aboriginal children remained unaware of the importance of 

relationships. Many had sufficient contact with their own 
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people to learn some aspects of their culture. However, those 

who had been removed from the camp too young to know who they 

were related to, experienced some difficulty beginning a 

conversation with the Aboriginal person, whose first question 

would be "How are we related?" 

The clear difference in the cultural outlook between the 

Aboriginal and the Anglo-Australian groups became very evident 

as the children were initially removed from the camps because 

the Medical Officers perceived them to be suffering. They were 

dressed in rags, often dirty and hungry. This was what the 

welfare officers saw when they removed the child. But the 

child had been valued and this invisible relationship was far 

more precious to the Aboriginal person, who could suffer the 

physical hardships but would be severely injured by the 

emotional effects of losing both family and cultural 

community. In the Half-Caste Home everything that had been 

familiar was not there. They did not know what was expected of 

them. There were so many things they did not understand. The 

only course open to them was to become a kind of second class 

'white' person; someone who would do the menial labour and 

serve the Anglo-Australian people. 

The action of the patrol officers and the police officers in 

removing 'half-caste' children from their mothers and 

transporting them to Darwin meant that the children came from 

many different local descent groups. They spoke a variety of 

languages depending on the origins of their mother39  but once 

they reached the Home they were instructed in English and 

forbidden to talk in their native languages. Many gradually 

forgot their first language or languages as sometimes the 

mother and the other people of the local descent group spoke 

different languages. Many Aboriginal people spoke five or six 

languages. Even though some of the group had an understanding 

of fundamental cultural values they were prevented from 

practising them while in the compound. 
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There were many common threads in the cultural fabric of the 

Aboriginal people. Most understood the paths of the same 

Dreaming spirit beings and understood the moieties and 

sections but they were fragmented structures and so the people 

did not mix easily. This meant that the social framework that 

was established with the kinship system, helped to keep people 

separated when they were brought together by the Anglo-

Australian administration. There was no consensus about a 

common social structure. The reserves were never able to 

fulfil their initial role of isolating the Aboriginal people 

or protecting them from influences of the other people that 

had come to the region. The result was rather that the people 

were disadvantaged by being removed from their land. They were 

not protected as outsiders were still able to come to the 

reserves. Even the specific employment conditions were 

established where the Aboriginal people did not need to be 

paid wages.4°  

The manner in which the culture was perceived by the early 

Anglo-Australians was significant in the development of 

attitudes towards the cultural difference of the Aborigines. 

Attitudes which differed considerably from those which came 

into play regarding the Chinese and the Greek groups. The 

Aboriginal culture was different, having no perceived 

leadership or perceived commercial understanding and this 

affected the relationships with the Anglo-Australians. The 

Anglo-Australians came as the dominant group which was 

bringing a new economic system to the area. The Aborigines 

were expert in living in harmony with their environment and 

understood its peculiarities very well but these skills were 

not called for in the new regime. 

The Anglo-Australian group did not to have a clearly visible 

traditional family structure which included a kinship system. 

When arriving in Darwin in 1911, the conditions that had 

fostered the maintenance of a traditional family structure had 

long been eroded. One of the most noticeable similarities 
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between the three above mentioned cultures is that all the 

traditional families were tied to land as an important aspect. 

The traditional family was a peasant family which was also a 

production unit. There had been a time when this was the 

traditional structure of the family in England but this had 

not been the system which had been brought to Australia in 

1788 with the establishment of the first colony in New South 

Wales. 

After World War I, there were attempts by several state 

governments in Australia to establish farming settlements and 

provide returned soldiers with special schemes to buy land for 

farming. In fact, governments had long wanted to see the 

development of a land based yeomanry in Australia, regardless 

of the evidence of failed schemes.4' This idea was based on 

the village communities in England. There were, however, many 

things working against such a development. 

Australia was not England and although the Anglo-Australian 

settlers sought to establish themselves they were using 

methods which were suited to England with its thick topsoils, 

temperate climate, abundant water. Australia was huge by 

comparison, and the distances were intimidating to the English 

outlook. There were many Anglo-Australians who were interested 

in becoming settlers not to become yeomen but to become 

important landowners with wealth, power and status. 

The land based traditional family that had survived from 

England was not the peasant landholder but the aristocratic 

ruling class family where large estates had been handed down 

through the family. These landowners did not work the land 

themselves but rented land to tenants who could pay in kind or 

labour and have some land for their own personal use. In these 

families there was a tradition that the eldest son inherit the 

title and the estates. Kin were more important in a vertical 

sense, not a lateral one. In other words the line of descent 

was through the father to the eldest son who retained the 
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whole of the estate. The land would not be divided to be 

shared between brothers. In this structure the birth order 

became paramount, as the second and consequent Sons would have 

no claim on the title or land. They had to make the best they 

could. 

On the whole, the extended family was not taken into 

consideration and the family concentrated on the male descent 

line through the eldest son. This pattern was set by the royal 

family, where the other siblings of the heir only came into 

prominence in the event of the death or abdication of the 

heir. Apart from managing the household, the noble lady was 

expected to become engaged in philanthropic activities. In 

Australia, the wives and daughters of what became known as the 

"squattocracy", that is those people who saw themselves as the 

Australian landed gentry, were very active in reform movements 

to improve the living conditions for the poor in the cities. 

Some of the reformers were wives and daughters of the owners 

of industrial and commercial enterprises in the cities, that 

is, members of the middle class.42  

The head of the family in upper, middle and working class 

families remained the father, and he had certain expectations 

of women's behaviour. With or without land, the structure of 

the Australian family gradually changed to isolate the woman 

in the home as an economic dependent. She had no close 

grandparent generation to call on for support, nor did she 

have any support from other wives sharing the same condition. 

Reformers joined forces with "experts" from new scientific 

disciplines to change the manner in which households were 

organised. The major focus was on the working class to enable 

the introduction of technology into the home and the 

"construction of the housewife" fostered by the domestic 

economy movement of the early twentieth century.43  For the 

purposes of trying to locate a traditional Anglo -Australian 

family, it became evident that the most prominent family 

closely connected to land was the upper-class family. 
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In Australia, for those who tried to fit into the ideas of 

government officials to develop a landed yeomanry, the 

misguided nature of the schemes soon became apparent. Large 

families, bred to be the workforce that would establish the 

family were left suffering as the true climatic conditions of 

the continent won over the efforts of the farmers. The farms 

were too small for the harsh conditions, the infrastructure 

was inadequate to transport crops to market, the market was 

undeveloped so that the farmer had no protection receiving 

little in good years and nothing in bad years, the financial 

structure was not developed sufficiently to enable capital to 

be loaned to farmers at a cheap rate of interest.44  

The one exception where yeoman farmers did well was in South 

Australia. This colony had not been established through the 

transportation system but was instead a free enterprise 

venture following the theories of Wakefield. He argued that a 

scheme where land would be sold to labourers who would then 

develop it.45  The purchases money would be devoted to 

emigration. On the whole the system worked well. Farmers did 

come to South Australia and did buy their land. The scheme did 

not prove to be self-supporting and the Cilonial Office had to 

step in to service many debts. It was also argued that the 

South Australians had not followed Wakefield's scheme to the 

letter and that they were fortunate that the land around 

Adelaide was of high quality.46  

Australia's population congregated in the cities and the land 

became owned by large landholding families or corporations. 

The working class were not only rural workers but also 

labourers in factories or mines. The family became more and 

more subject to pressures of the workforce which since the 

very early days of industrialisation had been a force which 

worked against the large extended family unit.47  

For the Anglo-Australian group, a knowledge of commercial 

activities was paramount. It was as a work force that the 
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Anglo-Australian group travelled to the Northern Territory and 

settled there. Their presence was primarily to assure 

possession and develop the region economically so that it 

could pay its way. Working class members of the Anglo-

Australian workforce replaced the Chinese coolies. The workers 

came from eastern, southern and western states and they tended 

to come without wives or families as they came to make money 

on the construction sites. The men then left again rather than 

become permanent settlers. 

The Anglo-Australian workers were housed in very primitive 

circumstances that were not conducive to family living. The 

work that was available was construction work and therefore 

had a limited duration. The Northern Territory was considered 

too far away to pay the fares for wives and children on the 

shipping lines that were the only link between Darwin and the 

rest of the world. The men were forced to live in hotels as 

often alternative accommodation was not available, or in 

barracks style accommodation. In such a situation drinking 

with mates often replaced the positive aspects of family life. 

Some men developed the cultural attitude of congregating 

together to drink alcohol and be sociable with mates. They 

formed a loosely defined group of cohorts but one which lacked 

the function to criticise and maintain moral behaviour. In the 

same way the social organisations of the Anglo-Australians in 

Darwin between 1874 and 1918 were very much influenced by 

workplace conditions. These virtually excluded the women and 

children. Men reverted to earlier patterns of behaviour when 

the population had a greater imbalance in the ratio between 

men and women. 

This labouring faction of the Anglo-Australian group did not 

bring their traditional family structure to Darwin. The 

pattern of men removing themselves from the family to look for 

employment was established and was reinforced during the 1914-

1918 War where again men forged strong bonds of mutual support 
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after sharing difficult and dangerous situations together. The 

Anglo-Australian family structure and its function underwent a 

number of changes due to the particular historic circumstances 

in Australia but also because of changes that had already 

begun before the families left England. These changes came 

about due to the changing nature of the economy which altered 

from being an agrarian based economy to a manufacturing based 

economy. This undermined the home as an economic unit of 

production where all the family members were involved in the 

production of goods which were the mainstay of the family's 

survival. The family which developed in Australia was one 

where families had little access to a grandparent generation 

because the changed working conditions had highlighted the 

nuclear family rather than the extended family. 

Others of the Anglo-Australian group were the government 

officials. These people were recruited in the southern, 

eastern and western states but they were of a different class 

from the labourers on the construction sites. Most had 

considerable formal education and came to Darwin to perform a 

specific job as an expert. These included the administrator, 

the medical officers and the police officers. Later teachers 

and nurses as well as bureaucrats joined this group. 

Accommodation was provided for the senior officers. A private 

home enabled the official to bring his family with him to 

Darwin. Although there was a very clear class division between 

those who came as part of the administration and those who 

came to work on the construction sites, they did share some 

fundamental cultural values. 

English was used as the common language in official 

ceremonies, documents, newspapers, commerce and negotiations 

between officials and any other. A Catholic Church and an 

Anglican Church were established. Hotels also provided a 

club-like atmosphere for the regulars of mainly working class 
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people and the other important social structure was the 

Workers' Union. 

The social structures of the Anglo-Australian group helped to 

separate the two classes as each class represented a different 

kind of political power. The factions of class were more 

important than the cultural values. The Workers' Union was 

only patronised by the working class of Anglo-Australians and 

was used as a medium for political activity between themselves 

and the employers and the administration. The consensus within 

the factions was unable to bridge the chasm created by class 

difference. Nevertheless, although the period between 1911 and 

1920 was dominated by the political contest between these two 

factions of the Anglo-Australian group, there were larger 

issues which joined them together. For example, their 

citizenship of Australia and their 'Australian' nationality 

were common. They were unified under the policy of 'White 

Australia' and in that way were clearly separate and different 

from the non-white people. The Anglo-Australian group 

perceived itself as the dominant and therefore superior 

culture. Their way was 'normal'. The other groups were 

'different' 

By looking at the same four groups from a different 

perspective, the differences both between the groups and 

within the groups shows that the manner in which they thought 

about themselves differed widely. The Chinese and the Greeks 

tended to emphasise their commonalities so that the group 

could function with unity even though internal factions 

continued to exist. The Aboriginal and the Anglo-Australian 

were at each end of the power scale but each had greater 

differences within the group which prevented the group from 

acting with unity. The social structures that were evident did 

not join the group through consensus but instead kept the 

group factionalised. 
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5. 
Child Rearing for Cultural Continuity. 

After the passing of the Immigration Restriction Act (1901), 
the South Australian Government Residents were concerned with 
the smallness of the European population. Their concern was 
evident in their Annual Reports from 1901 to 1910. The 
Government Resident's Annual Report was not a Census Report 
and the manner in which people were counted was not included. 
The numbers given were not always divided into male and 
female, or adult and children. Categories were used but not 
consistently. Sometimes 'European' was used as one category 
while at other times 'British', 'Greek' or 'Russian', for 
example, were used. This inconsistency makes it difficult to 
accurately determine how the population was made up. 
Legislation affected the Chinese population, as well as the 
movement of people and their inclination to remain. Births and 
deaths also affected population numbers. In the Annual Reports 
of 1901 and 1902, the major categories for population figures 
given, were European and Chinese, male and female. In 1901, 
there were 691 European males and 211 European females, and 
the numbers for the Chinese were 2,581 males and 152 females. 
By 1902, these numbers had dropped to show 680 European males 
and 200 females, while the Chinese numbers had dropped to 
2,300 males and 140 females.' 

Given such vague statistics it is very difficult to draw any 
firm conclusions about families and about children. It is 
clear that most of the population was made up of men, either 
Chinese or European. But how the female population was made up 
does not become clear. How many were wives and daughters and 
how many were employed or business women? It was interesting 
to note the small number. of Chinese females being less than 
the number of European females. It can also be observed that 
in the whole town there could not have been more than 350 
families altogether. 



In a later Annual Report, Administrator Gilruth for the 
Commonwealth government, included the statistics for three 
consecutive years' arrivals and departures. In 1915, 1,747 
people arrived in Darwin while 1,096 people left. In 1916 the 
numbers had dropped to 1,162 arriving and 1,181 leaving. By 
1917 the trend continued with 1,365 arriving and 1,244 
leaving.2  Gilruth was concerned about the effect such a 
changeover had on the developing community. These figures were 
not broken down into male or female, European or Chinese. 

Vestey Brothers' meatworks were under construction at the 
time, as was the rail extension to Katherine and the war still 
raged in Europe. People had difficulty staying in Darwin if no 
Wet season retainer was paid. The figures certainly reflected 
large population turn over. Perhaps people wanted to stay but 
since they could find neither the accommodation nor the 
employment of a suitable nature, they were forced to leave. 
Whether the reason for so many departures was the climate, the 
lack of facilities or the seasonal nature of the employment 
opportunities the fact remains that Darwin was not able to 
retain people who made the journey to the outpost town. 

The children being born to the Greek group were the first 
generation Greeks born in Darwin. These children would have no 
personal knowledge of their Greek homeland. Whether the group 
would be able to retain their culture, language and 
traditional ways, values and beliefs would depend very much on 
the manner in which the children were raised. To examine the 
manner in which children were raised in Darwin it is necessary 
to draw on the work of both anthropologists and historians. 
Studies which examined the manner in which children were 
raised in the homelands of the cultural groups were used. It 
was not always possible to access a study which, for example 
had been conducted on the island of Kastellorizo, but instead 
another study which had looked at 'traditional' behaviours in 
mainland rural Greece was used. Similarly, the study of child 
rearing practices of the Chinese was based on the Taiwan 



experience because in mainland China, under the influence of 

Communist authority, people were not able to maintain 

practices which were 'traditional' Chinese practices. 

The Chinese group had been raising their children in Darwin 

since before the beginning of the twentieth century. As was 

already noticed there was only a small number of Chinese 

females in Darwin. The Chinese solved the problem of finding a 

wife by visiting China, Hong Kong or Singapore. 

My father was born in Darwin but he travelled to China 
where he married my mother and she stayed there. That's 
how it was that I was born in China. I came here from 
China when I was five years old. 

For R. Chin, coming to Darwin from Canton in southern China as 

a five year old accompanying his mother and siblings, really 

meant that very little changed. He still spoke Chinese at home 

and continued to maintain the close relationship with his 

mother. He was expected to help at home while his mother 

worked, so he looked after the younger siblings. His older 

brother worked with his father in the shop.4  H. Lee who was an 

Anglo-Australian child adopted by a Chinese family also had to 

help in the home. Even at a young age, his contribution was 

expected by his Auntie.5  

A study by Wolf who examined child training in the Chinese 

family found that a son had an important role to fulfil. He 

would become head of the family when he reached adulthood and 

his responsibility was to care for his aging parents.6  In the 

early years children were quite indulged and were not 

considered to have reached the age of reason until about six 

years when it was important to begin their training.7  The 

children's knowledge of the family's power structure was 

strongly reinforced by the actions of the mother and father. 

They believed that learning would not take place without 

physical punishment. Mother beat out of frustration but father 

administered punishment well after the event having been 



informed of it and so was cool headed. He first gave a lecture 

on the expectations of the family.8  

Grandmothers were less interested in modern ideas about the 

care of children which young mothers may have acquired, 

believing that children were much too valuable to take risks 

with their care and the power of the grandmothers was 

formidable compared with that of the mothers. Grandmothers 

also enjoyed their grandchildren. As far as the mother and 

father were concerned, the open expression of affection was 

not only bad taste but was bad for children. Praise was given 

sparingly, for fear that the children's will to do better 

would be sapped.9  

Children had no excuse to behave in an aggressive manner even 

to defend themselves or their property. Fathers and 

grandparents pointed out that quarrels between children 

endangered good relations between family members. Children 

were firmly discouraged from any aggressive action in their 

dealings with children outside the family. The people that the 

children played with most frequently were their paternal 

cousins who had a particular role to play in the kinship 

structure. The cousins would in time be the ones to help with 

a job for a son, or emergency funds, or a letter of credit. 

Quarrelling with thee children, therefore was treated 

harshly. A child always expected a beating if there had been 

any aggression and because the families lived closely 

together, the beating was witnessed by the cousins and their 

mother.1°  The different gender roles were clear to the 

children and they had role models across three generations. 

They saw clearly how their life was expected to be patterned. 

The Chinese were greatly reduced in numbers from the group who 

lived in Darwin prior to 1901. The Chinese who formed the 

community were families with a history in Australia as well as 

China. They maintained the Chinese language and children 

gained many aspects of the Chinese world view. The anti- 



Chinese policies of the Commonwealth government and the 

structural discrimination of Anglo-Australian society 

inadvertently helped the Chinese to maintain their culture. 

They were segregated into Chinatown and they worked together 

as clan groups. This meant that the traditional support 

mechanisms were maintained and passed on to the next 

generation. 

A. Fong Lim explained that both his paternal and maternal 

grandfathers had married local Chinese girls in Darwin in the 

1880s. Sze Yup was the dialect spoken at home. Even as an 

eight year old boy he was expected to deliver groceries and 

vegetables on his bike to help the family business.'1  Another 

informant explained how in the 1990s grandparents were 

actively involved in the raising of children. They taught the 

children the language and the important aspects of their 

culture 12  

After 1913, when the Darwin Primary School was established, 

the Chinese children attended. They were able to learn English 

and some of the cultural practices of the Anglo-Australians 

but they did not have to give up their Chinese practices. That 

year it was recorded that there were 76 pupils at the Darwin 

Primary School. 'Asiatic' children attended the school along 

with 'European' children. Within the 'Asiatic' category there 

were Japanese, Malay, Filipino and Chinese children. In 1913, 

there were 16 registered Chinese births in Darwin and one 

Chinese child died.'3  After the opening of the school, the 

Chinese children had the opportunity to learn English and the 

cultural ideas of the Anglo-Australian group, whose children 

had been raised in a different manner. 

The Anglo-Australian children in Darwin, whether of the 

administration class or a working class family were not 

surrounded by a large family. In Anglo culture there had been 

a time when it was common for three generations of a family to 

live under the same roof, but that time had passed with the 



introduction of the agrarian and industrial revolution. 

Chambers, found that in the nuclear family there were few 

patterns for family behaviour where the expectations were 

enforced across three generations.14  The industrial revolution 

of the 1800s brought new forces which fragmented the family 

further. The nuclear family was on its own in a new 

environment. Anderson examined the relationship between 

parents and their children in the nineteenth century urban 

nuclear family. He found that many middle class writers 

accused the working class families of not wanting their 

children, frequently letting them die or deserting them. The 

evidence he revealed led him to conclude: 

it must be remembered that in many cases of alleged 
neglect . .. the parents were often quite literally unable 
to afford the food because of their large families and 
low wages. Similarly, the ragged clothes and the 
insanitary state of the young urchins of the towns were 
as much due to ignorance and poverty as to neglect.'5  

It was also poverty which occasioned many women to work away 

from the home, even after the birth of their children, which 

led to a certain amount of neglect. Children were pressed into 

the work force at an early age as the family depended on the 

wages they earned.16  

Along with the desire to be an autonomous family there was a 

considerable alteration of family circumstances. Separation 

from parents, working from an early age or being left with 

another while mother worked, meant that there was not the 

opportunity to develop strong bonds. Nevertheless, de Mause 

argued that the further one looked back in the history of 

Western Europe, the bleaker the life of children became. In 

his view improvement came about because each generation was 

raised marginally better than the preceding one.'7  Even if 

parents were poor and ignorant they wanted a better life for 

their children. O'Brien in her study of the poor in New South 

Wales between 1880 and 1918, found that it was often friends 

and neighbours who helped poor families providing food and 



clothing, even though the law expected the extended family to 

help out with poor relatives.'8  

A change developed in the attitudes towards childhood. This 

came about with the ability to read.'9  Literature began 

appearing in the 1830s and 1840s which aimed at middle class 

women. Mrs Beeton's Good Housekeeping appeared and contained a 

wealth of information suitable for the young mistress just 

beginning to manage her own household. It covered everything 

from 'proven' recipes, simple cures for common complaints, 

preservatives, to how to discipline the staff and keep a 

husband happy. This work was followed by a host of other 

specialist books on cookery, embroidery, dressmaking, in fact 

on all the things a young woman learned from her mother if she 

were closer to her. The success of this literature was so 

marked that soon weekly and monthly magazines became popular 

and the topics discussed ranged from how to attract a good 

husband to how to raise good polite children. As the working 

class learned to read they also became consumers of this 

literature. In this way child-rearing practices were 

influenced through schools and material published by 

'experts', rather than practices which were handed down from 

one generation of the family to the next. 

It was with this background that the settlers arrived in New 

South Wales to establish the colony. Conditions upon arrival 

were hardly favourable for families. The Female Factory which 

was built to house the unassigned female convicts was soon 

overcrowded with both women and children and the Board of 

Management considered offering money to the settlers to take 

children.20  Social and working conditions were such that there 

were a number of abandoned children who were in need of care. 

The social conditions of the day contributed 4gainst the union 

of the family. Common law marriages were freqent and for 

others, permission to marry was often difficult to obtain. 

Many women, denied the access to a legalised union were left 



with no alternative but to place their children into 

orphanages and take up employment in order to survive. 

The Rev. Johnson believed that the way to bring about change 

in the moral fibre of the new colony was to concentrate on the 

new generation.21  The seventeenth century English philosopher 

and doctor, John Locke, had proposed the notion that children 

were not born with innate tendencies and perceptions but 

instead were born into the world with a mind like a blank 

page. He maintained that all knowledge came from experience, 

which was perceived through sensation and reflection.22  His 

ideas continued to influence nineteenth century thinkers on 

the subject. 

The problem of translating these ideas into practicalities 

fell on the Governors of the fledgling Colonies. Governor King 

in 1801 established an orphanage, where thirty one girls were 

enrolled whose parents were incapable or unwilling to care for 

them.23  Institutions to cater for the care of children was a 

well established practice in British society. Under the New 

South Wales Aboriginal Protectorate the idea was extended to 

include Aboriginal children. Such children were separated from 

their mothers for many reasons not least of which was to save 

the children from 'savagery' and introduce them to a 

civilised' lifestyle. 

In Darwin, almost a century later, Spencer, the Chief 

Protector of Aborigines travelled around the Northern 

Territory. On the basis of his observations, he concluded 

the aborigine is ... mentally about the level of a child 
who has little control over his feelings and is liable to 
give way to violent fits of temper, during which he may 
very likely behave with great cruelty. He has no sense of 
responsibility and except in rare cases no initiative.24  

Following Spencer's Report, a school was established in the 

Half-Caste Home. Spencer recommended that 'half-caste' 

Aboriginal children be removed from their mothers and brought 
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to this institution so they would have the opportunity of 
growing up away from the 'degradation' of the native camps. He 
based his report and recommendations on the previous 
experience of the early Governors to address the 'raising of 
moral citizens'. His ideas concurred with current philosophies 
of child-rearing among 'educated' people. They were not based 
on any understanding of practices followed by Aboriginal 
people. His ideas proposed to raise 'white' children and 
caused a clear break with Aboriginal practices. 

The family practices of the Anglo-Australian group in Darwin 
was influenced by their cultural past in the southern colonies 
and in England. Small nuclear families were the 'norm' while 
government institutions were specifically established to raise 
children in need of 'care and protection'. Male government 
officials usually defined such need. Like other such 
institutions, the Half-caste Home was geared to pass on 
cultural attitudes which those in authority considered to be 
appropriate. These cultural practices were adopted for the 
training of 'half-caste' Aboriginal children. There was no 
orphanage for Anglo-Australian children in Darwin. Adoptions 
were usually one off. Ironically the only Anglo-Australian 
child to be adopted in this period was taken in by a Chinese 
family when his working mother was unable to care for him.25  

Other working class children attended the same Primary School 
as the children of the middle class represented by the 
government officials. There were some families of the 
government officials who employed a governess for their 
children. Gilruth, for example brought a governess for his 
daughters when he brought his family to Darwin, or for 
families trying to make a new life on the land, mothers had to 
fill the post of governess .26  The Anglo-Australian children 
were not separated from their parents and they played with 
Greek and Chinese children. Informants did mention, however, 
that although the children played together, they did not 
invite each other home.27  Another informant mentioned that he 



used to play with the Aboriginal boys from the fringe camp, 

learning some words of their language and some of their skills 

in the bush. He maintained that these came to great use later 

when he tried to earn his living as a crocodile hunter.28  

The children of the government officials were not separated 

from their parents. They were raised in the home but instead 

of having a grandparent generation to help, the Anglo-

Australian households employed an Aboriginal as maid or 

helper. A governess was sometimes employed to assist or take 

over the education of the child. The child's routine was 

separated from that of the rest of the family. The child was 

encouraged to obey its parents, great emphasis being placed on 

the verbal communication. Physical punishment was used to 

coerce the child to obey when parents deemed that necessary. 

Even in the middle-class families, who were able to remain 

together when coming to Darwin, there was this measure of 

separation between parents and children. It appeared that the 

structure of the family had been transformed so that the 

parents functioned on one level, the children on another and 

the two levels were bridged by a paid employee. An informant 

explained that all through her childhood in Darwin, she was 

cared for by an Aboriginal woman. Her parents were often 

absent from Darwin or busy with work commitments and she and 

her sibblings became very fond of their Aboriginal carer who 

remained a consistent and loving person throughout her 

childhood. When the children travelled on holidays their 

Aboriginal carer accompanied them.29  

There was a strong belief amongst the Anglo-Australian 

authorities that firm discipline brought out the best in 

people. Teachings that had been generated by a number of 

Protestant sects were firm about the need for discipline and 

where self-discipline was lacking, an externally imposed 

discipline was substituted. A sermon by John Wesley based on a 



letter from his mother revealed how harsh this attitude was on 

children. 

In order to form the minds of children the first thing to 
be done is to conquer their will... Break their wills 
betimes; begin this great work before they can run alone, 
before they can speak plain, or perhaps speak at all. 
Whatever pain it cost, conquer their stubbornness; break 
the will, if you would not damn the child. . .Theref ore (1) 
Let a child, from a year old, be taught to fear the rod 
and to cry softly. In order to do this (2) Let him have 
nothing he cries for, absolutely nothing, great or small; 
else you undo your own work. (3) At all events, from 
that age, make him do as he is bid, if you whip him ten 
times running to effect it. . .Break his will now, and his 
soul will live, and he will probably bless you to all 
eternity 30  

Not all Anglo-Australian families held such strong beliefs but 

the notion that the discipline should be imposed by 'those who 

knew best' was widespread. This paternal attitude was 

reflected in their attitudes towards their children as well as 

in their attitude towards the Aborigines whom they perceived 

as 'primitive children' . Malinowski commented after observing 

Aboriginal behaviour with children, 

From the lack of any chastisement we may infer that the 
education given by the parents to their children was a 
very insignificant one, for it is impossible to conceive 
of any serious education without coercive treatment, 
especially at that low stage of culture. But as the 
children are continually with their mother and very often 
with their father, the parental influence must be of 
great importance in the questions of the arts of life 
and of all the knowledge necessary in tribal af fairs.31  

Other anthropologists revealed quite a lot of information 

about the learning and teaching of particular skills. For 

example, it was observed by C. & R. Berndt, that "the women 

did not need to be told where to go, what to do or how to do 

it, except by members of their own sex - older women helping 

and advising the younger".32  It was in this way that the ideas 

of child-rearing were gradually understood. For another 

anthropologist, the women of Maningrida insisted in their own 

way that she treat her child as they treated theirs, and so 

taught A. Hamilton a great deal about Aboriginal child-rearing 
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practices. The result of her experiences there and the 

interpretations she placed on them gave a new dimension to the 

understanding of Aboriginal child-rearing practices. 

Hamilton deduced that the small child was trained even in the 

manner it was breast-fed, when she observed that the baby 

never knew hunger, but was fed irregularly, being constantly 

full, which led it to expect that there would always be plenty 

of food. The adult ate irregularly, eating everything 

available and never worried about later. She deduced that this 

fostered generosity.33  Babies were held upright over the 

shoulder, keeping them in constant physical contact with 

others, and constantly exposed to the sights and sounds of the 

camp. In this way, the children received more sensory stimulus 

from the environment and more physical stimulus from other 

people.34  Hamilton concluded that if small infants grew up to 

expect a variety of non-verbal interactions from adults they 

probably developed an attentiveness to the meaning of gesture, 

posture and expression and continued to perceive these as an 

intrinsic part of their society's communication system.35  

Being able to sit on the shoulder, clinging to mother's hair 

was an important step. When women went on sorties into the 

bush, the children accompanied them. 

The combination of sing-song repetitive words and 
rhythmic movement of the mother as she walked along 
beneath the child provided what seemed to be an optimal 
learning situation in which the child could hear relevant 
information while at the same time seeing a particular 
place 36  

So although there was no attempt to train the child through 

coercive techniques, Aboriginal childhood was not without its 

own particular kind of training. The kind of instruction that 

the shoulder born child received was important to tie it to 

the land and to the other people of the group. It learned 

aspects of the relationships that would be important in its 

life. The Aborigines did not use coercive practices as was 

expected by Malinowski, but highly contextualised ones, tying 



the visual memory of the place to the deed of a person who was 
important in the descent group of the child. 

As the children developed they grew less dependent and instead 
spent more time with their peer group.37  They became gatherers 
of gossip bringing information to their mother's camp from 
other camps. The main source of learning was by imitating 
other children and adults. The children learnt much from their 
peers, such as toilet training and much of their language.38  
The main training was for independence. This came from 
pressure from the peer group. This pressure was applied by 
ruthless teasing when any incompetence was displayed. 

The Larrakia people were pushed aside to fringe camps after 
the Anglo-Australians came to Darwin. Nevertheless, they 
continued to raise their children in the 'traditional' way. 
The fringe camps functioned in many similar ways to the remote 
communities except there was little opportunity to teach the 
children skills of hunting and gathering. Even so, because 
Darwin was relatively small and little developed for a large 
part of the period, the Larrakia were able to use the fringe 
areas in traditional ways. Important information was passed on 
in an oral form and survived and was eventually recorded for 
land claims in the 1970s.39  

Other 'traditional' practices were also evident in Darwin in 
the 1990s. It was still common to see Aboriginal women 
carrying their children on their shoulders as they walked 
along talking to them. Peer groups of Aboriginal girls and 
boys as separate groups were a feature of Aboriginal behaviour 
in school. The children developed strong bonds in the groups 
and were ruthless in their teasing of each other.4°  

Tonkin observed that, "a child was born into the society of 
which it was to become a part, whose language and manners it 
would learn".41  That children would learn the language and 
manners of the cultural group was not a foregone conclusion in 
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Darwin after 1911. To the many factors which would be 

important for the passing on of cultural traditions and world 

view to the next generation, such as home, community and 

child-rearing practices, must be added the ability to keep the 

parents and the children together. The Anglo-Australian group 

who had political power were able to prevent a section of the 

Aboriginal community from passing on such cultural traditions, 

world view and language by separating the 'half-caste' 

Aboriginal children and raising them in an institution. They 

did not perceive any value in Aboriginal practices. 

For the Aboriginal children brought to the Half-Caste Home 

after 1912, their Aboriginal training came to a sudden stop. 

Many were traumatised by the separation. However, one inmate 

stated that when she was able to leave the Home, she looked 

for the others that she grew up with and they became her 'new' 

family.42  The Aboriginal practice of encouraging children to 

be with their peer group actually helped some of the children 

in the Home. They were more or less all growing up together. 

When they met in town they used to go out together to the 

pictures.43  Another informant related how they used to learn 

key words in many languages from the other inmates but they 

were not free to play with other children from outside the 

home. They were envious of the colourful clothes they saw that 

the outside children wore. They themselves were dressed in 

drab uniforms. It established their inferiority. many suffered 

later as a result of the emotional deprivation they 

experienced at the Home."" 

The Aboriginal children in the Home had little opportunity to 

gain an adequate understanding of their mothers' culture. 

Their peer group was one which contained people from many 

different group origins. The nature of many ceremonies could 

not be understood without initiation. The skills the children 

were taught in the Home school were those which would help 

them as servants to 'white people'. In his Report, Inspector 
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Rossiter commented regarding the activities at the 'half-

caste' school: 

the standard of education is not high, great importance 
being attached to general cleanliness and practical work. 
Subjects include reading, writing, simple arithmetic, 
stories about Nature, singing, sewing, general housework 
and gardening ...many excellent servants will be 
supplied to the residents of Darwin.45  

The Anglo-Australian administration pursued the practice of 

separating the 'half-caste' Aboriginal children from their 

country, parents and elders and institutionalised them in 

Darwin. This was a concerted attempt to use the approach which 

had been tried on their own working classes to influence the 

development of cultural ideas. No such influence was attempted 

with the children of the Chinese or Greek group. 

The Greek people who were raising their children in Darwin, 

chose to live close to each other as they would have in 

Greece. The men, mainly from Kastellorizo, who settled in 

Darwin were unable to continue sponsoring a wider group of 

relatives. The chain migration, bringing out other family 

members and often village members was effectively brought to a 

stand still by the policies of the Department of External 

Affairs in the 1920s. The Anglo-Australians with the political 

power allowed those of the nuclear family unit to continue 

coming to Australia but the extended kin group was prevented 

from coming. Nevertheless, the small Greek community in Darwin 

struggled to maintain the patterns of behaviour which were 

familiar to them. 

Anthropological studies of child raising practices in Greece 

show that the birth of a new child into a traditional Greek 

family was a major event for which the family had prepared. 

Until the baby started to walk, it was in someone's arms, 

mother or grandmother, or other female kin. The women 

continued the steady pace which they normally used for 

household tasks so the baby learnt to adapt to the rhythms of 

the household. There were usually other children of different 



ages in the house so the baby was given considerable 
stimulation. All its needs were satisfied as soon as possible. 

It was important to guard the child. The emphasis was on the 
physical and moral preparation for the future. For this reason 
the playmates of the child were carefully supervised. The 
child knew clearly who were the members of the in-group and 
the relationships between them.46  Teasing was continued all 
through early childhood. Sometimes the teasing was connected 
with food while at other times it was used as a method of 
discipline. Often the teasing contained an element of danger, 
the teaser threatening the child, until the child showed 
panic. Later the child was comforted. Four and five year old 
children responded to teasing by walking away and maintaining 
stolid expressions. The teasing was no longer valuable when 
this happened because the child had gained enough knowledge 
and intelligence to know that the teasing was a kind of game. 
From the children's point of view the constant reassurances 
after the pain taught them that there was no real danger in 
the adult actions except that of ridicule, and that was what 
had to be avoided.47  

The use of teasing to train the children growing up in Darwin 
as well as the push towards independence was recalled by 
George Haritos. He explained that being teased at school 
because he spoke Greek was not so hard to bear because he was 
used to it and knew to avoid it.48  

Doumanis noted a different use of teasing. She cited the case 
of some rural mothers who had gone visiting and after a while 
got up and left without telling the children. After they 
walked a little way away, they started to shout abuse at the 
children for their stupidity. They had failed to observe that 
the adults left. She concluded that they placed strong 
emphasis on non-verbal communication and that observation by 
children of adults' behaviour was important. The children were 
actually encouraged to mistrust the verbal communications and 
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taught to observe and make their own decisions about what was 

going on.49  In this manner children were trained to observe 

adult behaviour and sensed what they needed to do thus 

minimising the need f or orders to be given by the adults, and 

developing the initiative of the children. 

Informants, in 1993, explained how as school children they 

were never allowed to go on school excursions because their 

parents did not think the teachers were as careful as the 

parents would be to g-uard the children. They did not mind, 

however, because they thought their parents' way was much 

better and had no envy of the Anglo-Australian classmates. 

They described how important were the traditional Greek ways 

and that they as mothers would bring their children up in the 

same way.5°  Christie and Roussos, in their studies, found 

similar attitudes among second and third generation Greeks.5' 

In the school playground it was observed that many Greek boys 

came together as a peer group during their free time. They 

were all members of the same kin group. They were sometimes 

teased by other Greeks, and the Greek teacher on the staff who 

had herself grown up in Darwin explained that she had more 

control over the Greek boys by teasing them. She was able to 

speak to them in Greek and would be personally acquainted with 

their parents.52  

The Greek people who remained in Darwin after the closure of 

Vestey Brothers' meatworks experienced difficulties in 

maintaining the traditional practices because their number was 

so small. There were some kin groups who were able to carry on 

but by 1920 there were so few left there was hardly any out-

group. The 1921 Census showed 67 Greek-born persons in 

Darwin.53  This number could have been slightly higher because 

at this time Cyprus was a British colony and so Cypriot 

immigrants were classified as British citizens, even though 

they became members of the Greek community in Darwin. In the 

School Reports the category used was of 'European' children. 



There were 13 'European' births and it was recorded that many 

Anglo-Australian women travelled south to give birth, so some 

of those births could have been to Greek women. 

There was no maternity ward at the hospital and many women 

gave birth in their homes. Granny Tye, a midwife whose mother 

was English and father Chinese, practised her skills in Darwin 

and delivered the children of the Greek women as well as the 

Chinese.54  The hospital required an admission fee of 5/- and 

in 1920 the doctor charged a fee of 5 guineas, so many poorer 

families could not afford the facilities.55  

The Greeks who came to Darwin after 1946 were more numerous. 

They were able to maintain the 'traditional' child-rearing 

practices because they came from a tight knit, traditional 

island corrununity which placed great value on maintaining their 

customs. The gap between the arrival of the male vanguard and 

the immigration of family members was also shorter and the 

number of arrivals consistently higher than for the 

Kastellorizan influx. These factors meant that they became a 

much more vitalised community. In her research during the 

1980s, H. Roussos was able to confirm that parents in Darwin 

were continuing to raise their children as they would have in 

Greece. She found that teasing was common, and that children 

were carefully guarded. They mostly learned Greek as the first 

language and did not learn English until they started 

school 56  

Language and culture are inter-connected. It was natural then, 

that the Kalymnian Greeks, who made up the majority of Greek 

immigrants to Darwin in the fifties and sixties and who valued 

their culture highly, should continue to speak Greek at home. 

Like the Chinese they realised that their culture lived on in 

their language, in its inflections, its terms of respect, its 

terms for teasing, its references to religion and traditional 

norms. Language was the medium for a whole range of cultural 

aspects which were considered important by the different 



cultural groups. The practices of the different groups were 

important in the manner in which they ensured a maintenance of 

the cultural world view. The closer the upbringing of the 

child was to the traditional practices the more likely it was 

that the group maintained its distinctive cultural identity. 

However, as each increased its contact with other cultures so 

the possibility of change and cultural dilution within the 

group increased. The ability of the Chinese and the Greek 

groups to overcome their internal differences and behave as a 

unified cultural group enhanced their ability and reinforced 

their desire to retain traditional child-rearing practices. 

The fragmentation of the Anglo-Australian group by class did 

impact on child-rearing practices in the ability of the family 

to stay together. This was much easier for the elite who had 

accommodation provided with their jobs while working class men 

were often forced to leave families in other states. The 

children in Darwin from middle and working classes went to the 

same school and played together. 

The official Anglo-Australian attitude of separating 

Aboriginal children from their parents in order to influence 

their upbringing caused the greatest modification to child 

rearing in Darwin. The Aboriginal group was fragmented by 

these policies and practices. Such a group would benefit the 

Anglo-Australians but deny the Aboriginal children access to 

their natural families and culture. While other Aboriginal 

people on the fringes of Darwin continued their traditional 

practices, the 'lost generation' of half-caste Aboriginal 

children, developed their own separate identity. 
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1.10 

Controllers and Controlled: 

Anglo-Australians and Aborigines in the 1930s. 

By 1928, Darwin's Kahlin compound and the Half-Caste Home had 

come under considerable criticism. J.W.Bleakley, the Chief 

Protector of Aborigines in Queensland was invited to come to 

the Territory and make a report with recommendations. He 

wrote. "As a result of the policy in the past of rescuing 

half-caste children from the camps and sending them to a home 

for care and education, there are now 76 of these people in 

the home in Darwin".' His use of the term 'rescuing' makes it 

clear that he was of the belief that it was better for the 

children to be removed from their mothers. He avoided use of 

the term 'mother' . 

The situation was viewed very differently by those who were 

'rescued' . One inmate remembered "you were sort of completely 

isolated... they used to bring in these coloured people from 

their mums and - when they were very young. We'd only - well I 

don't even know what my parents look like, you know. It's 

terrible" 2  

For those who had to carry out the task of 'rescuing' 'half-

caste' children from their mothers, it was sometimes far from 

pleasant. 

there were occasions when it was quite traumatic, where a 
mother vehemently objected to the child being removed. 
And it was a time when we spent a great deal of effort in 
conditioning the mother that it would be in the best 
interests of the child to live at a home where they could 
get a full education and grow up in a better 
environment .3  

That 'better environment' was criticised by Bleakley. "It is 

freely admitted that the housing of 76 children of different 

sexes in a house large enough only for one family is not 

satisfactory".4  It was also criticised by the inmates, one of 
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whom complained, "we never had enough to eat - you can ask 
anybody, any of the girls that was in the home. We used to 
steal in the garbage tin, looking for food".5  

Any examination of the situation of the Aborigines during the 
1920s and 1930s, must hinge around the Protectors, because 
they had immense power over Aborigines via the power of the 
pen. The Aborigines, on the other hand, left few written 
records. They did pass on oral histories from one generation 
to the next and only today are Aboriginal people beginning to 
write down these memories. 

Most of the oral histories that have been recorded tell how 
hard the Aborigines worked, even though this was not a view 
held by the Anglo-Australian administration. Reynolds 
undertook extensive research which revealed that Aborigines 
had been adaptable to changing conditions. In With the White 
People he explored the attempts made by Aborigines in many 
parts of Australia, to work hard and make a new life for 
themselves.' This was also true of many Aborigines in the 
Northern Territory. Few traditional Aborigines, however, 
worked in Darwin. There were a number of reasons for this. 

Firstly, from the early days of the Commonwealth government's 
involvement in the Northern Territory, there was a policy to 
keep the traditional Aborigines away from the town either on 
reserves or on the pastoral properties. It was not seen as 
desirable for them to come to town. There were few jobs for 
them there. There were strict laws which confined those who 
came to town to the Compound where a curfew was maintained at 
sundown. They were let out again early in the morning to go to 
the jobs to which they were assigned. These were different 
forms of menial labour such as carrying water, or chopping 
firewood for Anglo-Australian households. 

The traditional Aboriginal women were viewed as better 
labourers as they were more placid and could be put to a wider 
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variety of tasks. By the 1930s with an increasing Anglo-

Australian population, the children who had been removed from 

their mothers during the 1920s to be trained as domestic 

servants were eligible for employment. They, as well as some 

traditional women who had secured posts were used to help 

raise children, cook, sew and clean house and wash clothes. 

The women could live with the families. For their efforts, the 

Aborigines were provided with food and clothing. They were 

also paid a wage of five shillings each week but three 

shillings of this went to the Aboriginal Trust Account set up 

by Dr Cook as Chief Protector of Aborigines in the 1930s. 

These conditions were made clear to employers when they 

applied for a licence to employ Aborigines from the Chief 

Medical Officer who was also the Protector of Aborigines. At 

the same time the Aborigines were given medical examinations 

to ensure they were fit to be employed.7  

The involvement of the medical profession with the 

administration of people was by the 1930s quite profound. This 

was so right across Australia and indeed it was a trend also 

to be found in Britain, the United States of America and New 

Zealand. The idea was proposed in the 1910s that the 'new 

scientific method' was a superior approach to problems in the 

new century. It ushered in an era of 'efficiency improvement' 

and scientists such as Taylor in his work The Principles of 

Scientific Management discussed how problems could be faced in 

a completely different way and by trained scientists who had 

the necessary expertise.8  The Commonwealth government agreed 

with these ideas when it had taken over the control of the 

Northern Territory. It had sent such scientific experts as 

Professor Baldwin Spencer and Dr Gilruth to the Territory. 

Both these were men of science; Baldwin Spencer was Professor 

of Biology at Melbourne University and was considered to be an 

anthropologist, and Gilruth had a distinguished career in 

veterinary science. Spencer was sent to research Aborigines 

and make a report with recommendations about how they were to 

be treated. Gilruth with his particular knowledge was to help 
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foster the pastoral industry which at the time was the main 

industry in the Northern Territory, mining having diminished 

by 1911. 

The other benefit for using scientific experts as 

administrators was cost saving. In the late 1920s Dr Cecil 

Cook, known as Mick Cook, came to Darwin from the London 

School of Tropical Diseases as an expert on malaria and 

leprosy. By 1930 he was working as the Chief Medical Officer 

for the Government Medical Service and was also the Protector 

of Aborigines. 

Dr Cook remained in Darwin for a longer time than Gilruth or 

Baldwin Spencer and because he was in situ' his ideas about 

the Aboriginal people developed organically. He was aware of 

the current writings on the eugenics debate in Australia and 

particularly where this debate touched on 'race'. Most of the 

eugenics writings which appeared in southern and eastern 

states was concerned with the problem of 'mental deficiency'. 

This was also the major concern in Britain and the United 

States of America. However, the same principles applied to the 

'problem' of race. A whole range of 'social problems' came 

under the review of eugenicism. The early twentieth century 

was a time when there were many theories and philosophies 

which were looking at bringing about social change. These 

included new liberalism, social imperialism, progressivism, 

pro-natalism, feminism, state socialism as well as 

eugenicism.9  The eugenicists in Australia were much harder to 

convince concerning the hereditary nature of the passing on of 

characteristics from parents to progeny, than their 

counterparts in Britain and the United States. This was partly 

due to the convict origins of the settlement here where the 

first generation of locally born Anglo-Australians had not 

shown the 'criminal' tendencies of their fathers. Indeed, some 

emancipated convicts rose to the status of magistrate and 

became powerful landowners and businessmen.10  Not only did 

some of the early convicts do well by changing their lifestyle 
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)ut their children proved to be relatively physically fit 

articu1ar1y compared with the lack of fitness which was 

'evealed in Britain prior to World War I. 

revertheless, administrative educators such as Peter Board in 

rew South Wales and Dr W. Ramsay Smith in South Australia used 

:heir positions to see that school children were given medical 

?xaminations and intelligence tests. Dr H. Sutton in Victoria 

ised his position to amass statistics on school children to 

:ecord the nationality of parents and grandparents to enable a 

omparison to be made when the effects of the environment of 

southern land and skies' would appear on the race.1' 

o0k, in his role as Protector of Aborigines had reason to be 

Lnterested in this ongoing debate in scientific circles. His 

olicies reflected his attitudes. These came into play with 

:he establishment of Bagot, on the outskirts of Darwin, as an 

%boriginal settlement. After Baldwin Spencer's report in 1912, 

ah1in Compound was established as well as a Half-Caste Home 

t Myilly Point. Spencer's report was to remain the guiding 

force for policies regarding Aborigines until the late 1920s 

oy which time the conditions of the Aborigines attracted 

attention. In 1928, W.J. Bleakley recommended several changes. 

when Bagot Compound opened in the late 1930s it was envisioned 

as a 'half-way' establishment where those Aborigines who had 

some contact with the Anglo-Australian community would be able 

to assist those who had not.12  

Bagot had its own hospital and out-patient department with 

special clinics, as well as its own police force, and special 

school. Housed in this 'hygienic' environment, Cook saw the 

possibilities of close medical supervision which would enable 

study of: 

the problems confronted and the techniques developed for 
use on missions, settlements and elsewhere in educating 
the de-tribalised individual and his family to 
comfortable and acceptable co-existence in the white 
community. 13 
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The 'full blood' Aborigines were still separated from the 

'half castes', but Cook was most able to bring his ideas into 

play with the 'half castes' who had grown up in the Half-Caste 

Home and were now reaching marriageable age. Cook wrote of his 

ideas: 

In the long term, the European genetic inheritance would 
prove incompatible with contentment in traditional tribal 
life. .. the apparent preference for the aboriginal camp 
might be the natural response of the child to his only 
known home. It might be temporary and subject to change 
as the maturing youth became increasingly aware of the 
opportunities and liberties of civilised life. 

In pursuing this idea, Cook encouraged 'half caste' girls to 

'raise their standard of culture' to make them acceptable as 

'white' wives in a 'white' community. In 1936, the Chief 

Protector was enabled to grant revocable exemption from the 

Ordinance to individual male and female 'half castes' He 

also gave permission for ten girls to marry, six to Europeans 

and four to 'half castes' So that these new couples might 

have every opportunity to establish themselves in the 'white' 

community, Cook believed it was imperative that they have 

access to housing accommodation 'that would prevent them from 

reverting to camp standards'. To this end he established a 

housing scheme. 

A number of vacant residential blocks of land in suitable 
locations were taken up by the Chief Protector at 
Peppercorn rental. These were cleared by native labour 
and provided with access roads. A building fund was 
created by loan from the Aboriginal Trust Account and 
eight cottages were erected.'7  

The number of cottages eventually was increased to fourteen 

which were scattered throughout the main part of Darwin and 

were available for approved couples to buy for one hundred and 

fifty pounds repayable over a long period. 

Cook, saw himself as playing a very important role in the 

development of better conditions for Aboriginal people. So did 

D. Lyons, a member of the Catholic Ladies Auxilary, who 

recalled visiting couples to help them settle into their new 
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iomes and teach them how to manage their money so that they 

:ould budget for an extended period.18  

evertheless, there were rumours of unrest in the Aboriginal 

)opulation outside of Darwin. Those administrating the 

eserves firmly believed that it was essential to focus on the 

rounger generation, and to reduce the impact of the parents as 

tuch as possible. This would prevent the children acquiring 

;he culture of their parents which was seen as totally 

nappropriate to the new order being established by the 

ommonwealth Government and the missionaries. On all the 

tissions, this separation was accomplished through a dormitory 

;ystem whereby the children remained at school and were housed 

n separate dormitories, one for the girls and one for the 

)oys. This minimised contact with parents, relations and 

?lders and allowed more access for the missionaries to foster 

n understanding of the Anglo-Australian viewpoint'9  and 

)articularly their own religious beliefs. 

['here were such continued reports of unrest and brutality that 

Ln 1936, D. Thomson was sent by the Department of the Interior 

:0 investigate. Thomson, an anthropologist, made two 

?xpeditions into Arnhem Land, visiting several missions and 

reporting that there was great ignorance about 'native 

eoples' and the country in which they were living on the part 

)f the missionaries, as well as great unrest on the part of 

:he 'natives' causing three separate parties to set out 

ialking to Darwin to present their own case to the 

dministrator. He recommended that a complete review be 

arried out on the methods of administering the reserve and 

:hat it was insufficient to merely declare Darwin a prohibited 

rea2° for traditional Aborigines. 

rhe Aboriginal children who had been brought into Darwin 

luring the earlier period were now adults and beginning to 

narry and raise their own children. The discriminatory 

Legislation which was in place controlled their work 
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activities and by the 1930s was extended to the 'approval' of 

their marriage partners by the Anglo-Australian authorities as 

personified by the Chief Medical Officer as Protector. 

Aboriginal men of marriageable age were kept away from Darwin. 

Permission had been denied for a 'half-caste' Aboriginal male 

to marry a 'full blood' Aboriginal female2' while the 'half-

caste' Aboriginal women were encouraged to marry 'white' men. 

By doing this they became eligible for the special housing 

scheme as well as exemption certificates which released them 

from the Aboriginal Ordinance (1910). 

Such severe restrictions were being imposed in order to bring 

about the peopling of a new sub-class of 'working class' 

Anglo-Australian workers. This policy was also gender biased 

as 'half-caste' Aboriginal men were not encouraged to marry 

'white' women and gain the same status as the 'half-caste' 

Aboriginal girls. 

It was hoped that the 'half-caste' Aboriginal women who raised 

their families in this atmosphere would not have access to 

their 'traditional' Aboriginal background. They were kept 

separated from the 'traditional' Aboriginal people who would 

have been able to pass on the information about the Aboriginal 

culture that the young child needed to be exposed to. The new 

generation of children, however, were not kept away from the 

others who had been taken from their mothers and some of them 

were able to learn at a later age who those were who had 

important kin relationships with them. 

The children came under the close scrutiny of the Medical 

Officers who represented the Anglo-Australian authorities. 

Even if they had wanted to pretend they were 'white' that was 

almost impossible in a small settlement where everyone knew 

everyone else - a point taken up by Xavier Herbert in his 

novel Capricornia where he described very clearly the 

pressures applied by the Anglo-Australians to keep 'coloureds 
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in their place'. Herbert had been the superintendent of Kahlin 

Compound in the 1920s.22  

Sahlins, in his examination of cultures coming in contact, 

concluded that both language and culture are historical so 

that 

events cannot be understood apart from the values 
attributed to them. . . culture is precisely the 
organisation of the current situation in the terms of the 
past.. .this larger dialogue consists of the indissoluble 
synthesis of such as past and present, system and event, 
structure and history.23  

In the light of Sahlins' ideas, the new group' being formed 

through the intervention of the medical officers, could not be 

separated from their past. It was hoped no knowledge of a 

history or 'home' territory would influence them. The cultural 

attitudes and values would be those which the authorities 

thought were appropriate for them to adopt. This was a 

deliberate attempt by Cook and his followers to create a 

'mestizo' group of people. These people were encouraged to 

come together through 'enticements' such as the housing scheme 

and exemption certificates. 

According to Sahlins people make sense of the present through 

the cultural concepts of their past. This group had only 

partly lost touch with parts of their individual past but were 

aware of the past of the Aboriginal group that had been 

brought together in Darwin as well as the past of the Anglo-

Australian working class. As mentioned previously, the Anglo-

Australian authorities had used similar practices on both the 

poor of the working class in their own group and on the 

Aboriginal people. Both groups had been subject to 

institutionalisation. To now have their own home and privacy 

meant that some of them did have the opportunity to raise 

their own children in a family. Others were not so fortunate 

and were unable to care for their children and work. These 

children were placed in the Retta Dixon Home.24 
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The kind of contact some of the Aborigines had with the Anglo-

Australians was gradually changing. Elna Angeles, a so-called 

'half-caste' Aborigine began as one of the nursing aides. She 

was on her own and as the only other sister, ran the clinic 

in town. She also converted a small unused room of the clinic 

into a kind of dormitory for some Aboriginal girls. Elna 

recalled that she got on very well with the girls and as she 

had been trained on a mission in Western Australia by the 

Salvation Army, the Matron asked her to give the girls some 

basic training for the job .25  Glenys Ah Matt, another so-

called 'half-caste' Aborigine retold how she, too, had been 

raised on a mission in Western Australia but had married a 

Thursday Islander and come to live in Darwin. She was able to 

get a job at the hospital. That job made a big difference for 

the family to be able to establish itself.26  They were 

endeavouring to reclaim the family as an important structure 

for the previously institutionalised people. Evelyn Baird, a 

'half-caste' Aboriginal was able to work as a domestic help 

for the doctor in town and his family and when there were 

social occasions at Government House she would be employed to 

help out. She received training on how to wait on tables, how 

to pour wine properly. She enjoyed the work because she met so 

many people .27  Evelyn liked being with people. 

'Half-caste' Aboriginal girls training in the Darwin Hospital 

and those working in the industrialised section of Kahlin 

Compound showed that they were capable of being trained for 

occupations other than domestic service. On the other hand, 

because many 'half-caste' Aboriginal males were being 

discharged from the institutions without any training they 

were forced to live in destitute circumstances. 'Half-caste' 

Apprentice Regulations were brought into effect to provide 

training in the pastoral industry.28  The demand for labour was 

far greater than the supply. The Aboriginal census for Darwin 

showed that there were only 255 'half-castes' Aborigines in 

1934 but by 1936 that figure had risen to 298.29 
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Gradually, the restrictions on some Aboriginal people of mixed 

descent were being lifted. The enticements of exemption, 

unionised employment and housing did make some 'half-caste' 

Aborigines materially better situated, although the group most 

affected by these changes was very small. Most 'traditional' 

Aboriginal people continued to live away from the town where 

their major employment opportunities lay in the pastoral 

industry. 

The so called 'half-caste' Aborigines who were no longer 

children and were now establishing their own families were not 

acting as a cultural group. At this time they were groups of 

individuals struggling to secure a place for themselves in the 

workplace and a place for their families. The actions of the 

medical officers and the Protectors of Aborigines meant that 

most of them were still highly controlled. The group had not 

developed a consensus and membership was dictated by the 

Anglo-Australian authorities and not from within the group. 

In the 1930s the Anglo-Australian government officials were 

encouraged to come together and adopt attitudes that were 

considered appropriate for members of an elite. They, too had 

a 'housing scheme' where private homes were provided for 

important officials. They were given special priority because 

of the status of the job which they came to Darwin to perform. 

The adult life of George Anson epitomised this elite 

lifestyle. 

George Anson had graduated in Pharmacy from Adelaide 

University in 1927 and was able to secure a job at the 

Adelaide Hospital in 1928 and by 1930 he was ready to try for 

a new job.3°  He discovered that he had an interest in 

pathology and haematology and learnt some bacteriology and 

biochemistry. George was born in Hull in the United Kingdom in 

1906 and came to Australia in 1913. In 1930 he was 24 years 

old and single, although engaged, was not yet ready to talk 

about marriage. He was accepted for the position as pharmacist 
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of Darwin Hospital. He boarded the train in Adelaide which 

carried him east not north as the route used by most public 

servants was not overland but by sea.3' The Malabar operated 

by Burns Philp & Co was due to sail from Sydney. George was 

able to make the connection and set sail for Brisbane, 

Townsville, Thursday Island and then Darwin. 

Darwin Hospital overlooked Doctor's Gully and his work place 

was just down the corridor from the living qiiarters. Everyone 

connected with medicine was employed by the North Australian 

Medical Service. There were seven nursing sisters at the 

hospital and the hospital had just been awarded the right to 

train staff. The group of young women who were to become the 

first graduates of Darwin Hospital nurse training program had 

just begun their course. 

George Anson was assured of his job before he left South 

Australia and his fare was paid on the Malabar so that he did 

not have to have already accumulated that much capital. Living 

quarters were available to him as soon as he arrived. After 

settling into the job he found that it was all he had expected 

and made plans to marry his fiance, Mary.32  

With all their new possessions packed Mary joined the Malabar 

in Melbourne and began her journey to Darwin. The Malabar sank 

during a dense fog off the coast of Sydney.33  Mary grabbed her 

wedding dress and jumped for the lifeboat. Everything else was 

lost.34  Mary and George were married in Darwin and for their 

new life together they were able to move into one of the 

residences available for government officials. These were not 

far from the hospital. It was a quiet neighbourhood very 

suitable for the young couple. Neighbours included the doctor 

and two families of teachers. Vin White, the Superintendent of 

the Kahlin Compound lived across the road. 

The house was large, cool and airy, with room for a 'half 

caste' maid to be able to live in. Wide verandahs surrounded a 
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basic structure which was more slatted louvres than solid 

walls but it was ideally suited to the climate being raised on 

one and a half metre high stakes. The kitchen was a separate 

building at the back of the house. The verandahs were used as 

bedrooms, dining rooms and entertainment areas. 

George's job as hospital pharmacist was usually finished 

around four o'clock, but since Dr Fothergill held surgery on 

the Esplanade, he set up rooms there so that the patients did 

not have to walk back up to the hospital to have their 

medicines prescribed. After five o'clock he would sometimes 

stop over and have a drink with the other doctors and be home 

easily before nightfall. 

Mary found herself in an exciting whirl. She found that 

married life for her in Darwin brought a great number of 

unexpected new experiences. Firstly she did not spend her time 

cooking and cleaning and caring for their house. That was done 

by Maggie, their Aboriginal maid. The outside work such as 

carrying water from the well or chopping wood for the kitchen 

stove was done by Joe, the Aboriginal 'boy'. This meant that 

Mary had a lot of time for other activities. 

Being the wife of a government official meant that a certain 

standard of lifestyle was expected. The couple were invited to 

official functions at Government House. They held bridge 

parties and were invited to others as well as attending other 

official's homes for social evenings. On weekends there were 

picnics at the Botanical Gardens or at Rapid Creek. 

George had done so well in his job and Mary was so happy in 

the home they had established that they started a family. Mary 

went south for the birth in 1935 and took Maggie, with her. 

She did this for both children and it was a pattern which 

nearly all the Anglo-Australian women followed. 
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Mary returned to Darwin and was able to resume her social life 

while Maggie looked after the children. The 'Silvertails' as 

the government officials were called, modelled their 

administration on a colonial type rule. The Commonwealth 

government abolished the franchise that the Anglo -Australian 

people had enjoyed under the South Australian regime. Being a 

colonial regime, the 'Silvertails' took many of their ideas 

from the British in Singapore, since Singapore was also in the 

tropics and the British had managed to maintain a presence 

there since the early nineteenth century. They knew how to 

survive in the tropics. 

The particular patterns of behaviour of the Anglo -Australian 

elite in Darwin were, therefore, not the development of 

patterns that had been established in southern or eastern 

states but patterns that had been established in areas where 

there was a large 'coloured' population such as Singapore or 

India. 

The 'Silvertails' had developed symbols and behaviour patterns 

which made it very clear they could be easily identified as 

members of that elite group. The men wore tropical 'whites' 

and pith helmets, a fashion that had been established by 

Gilruth during his administration. The Chinese tailors 

supplied the linen suits and maintained laundries where they 

could be washed, starched and ironed. The women wore cool 

dresses, ankle length usually with long sleeves, a hat and 

gloves, and low heeled leather boots. These fashions were not 

those which lent themselves easily to any form of manual 

labour and they were not designed for this purpose. They were 

instead designed to show that the wearers were members of the 

elite. 

George Anson was able to enjoy the particular privileges which 

went with membership of this group. He supported the Waratah 

Football Club which found its players among the 'boys' from 

the BAT (British and Australian Telegraph Co.) or the banks. 
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The Club also sported a cricket team in the Dry. They played 

on the Oval near Government House. Just along from the Oval 

were the Lameroo Baths which were very popular during the Wet 

for a number of the young singles. A golf course was started 

up in the mid 1930s along side Fanny Bay Gaol near the run way 

of the aerodrome. For evening entertainment, 

You'd put an advertisement with Jessie Litchfield's 
paper, "Anson will be home on a certain date" - Well you 
got the bathtub and you filled it with ice and beer and 
everyone could come in. . .The chaps'd come in with a 
tankard with a string around their neck so they wouldn't 
forget it you see, then they'd push off somewhere else. 
And that's how you went around... house to house and you 
spent the week like that, visiting people all the time 

If you were the host you supplied the grog . .. You 
seldom saw anybody intoxicated. 

The Ansons were also members of the Victoria League. This was 

an organisation that had been established in the early days of 

the British Empire. It was a league of people away from 

England, in India, in Singapore or in Darwin, who entertained 

visitors of some importance. In this way Mary and George were 

able to meet very many interesting and often quite famous 

people. 

Nevertheless the social whirl of the 'Silvertails' was 

exclusive and this could have unexpected drawbacks. The men 

wore stiff shirts, cummerbunds, mess jackets and dark trousers 

at the frequent dances. But they did not have many dances 

because they outnumbered the women by about six to one.36  Even 

with so few women, it was important to maintain standards. 

There was a very definite upper, middle and lower class. For 

example the gaoler's wife would not be invited to Mrs Lampe's 

(the Headmaster's wife) afternoon teas held each second 

Thursday in the month.37  For the appropriate people there were 

many 'open houses' . Wing's Estate, Holmes' estate, the BAT 

Company - they all had open house at 10 o'clock in the morning 

and their morning teas were the thing of the day.38  For the 

elite, there was always the anticipation of looking forward to 
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an extended four months holiday every three or four years. The 

family would travel by passenger ship. 

Each month a ship sailed down the west coast to Perth or 

Fremantle, and once a month a ship sailed from Melbourne, 

Sydney, Brisbane, Townsville, Thursday Island, Darwin and 

Singapore. The Marella or the Merkur, owned by Burns Philp 

would alternate the months and then on the way back again 

about three weeks later they would call in again.39  The crew 

was Chinese. The steward would bring morning tea and biscuit 

and then let one know when the bath was drawn. There were 

quoits, or if that was too strenuous there was always card 

playing, usually bridge. For the really energetic there was a 

small swimming pool on the upper deck.40  

There was a less frivolous side of activities too. An 

incentive came with a grant from the Carnegie Corporation to 

establish public libraries in outlying centres of the 

Commonwealth. Elizabeth Durack, the artist, was in Darwin and 

stayed to look after a few books that had been gathered 

together. Extra funds provided by the Commonwealth government 

enabled John Selman to come to Darwin as the librarian and 

establish the library properly in 1936. By 1937, all the 

shelving and other furniture had been provided and a reading 

room was set up where people could sit and read the 

newspapers. Qantas Empire Airways brought up anything for the 

library free of charge, delivering Brisbane and Sydney 

newspapers as well as certain periodicals. As well Selman had 

tried to bring together a special nucleus of 'Northern 

Territoriana', some were first editions and others provided by 

the National Library in Canberra were rare volumes of early 

works about the Territory.41  

The 'Silvertails' were a very small group and in such 

circumstances it was very important to wear the visible marks 

of one's authority all the time. It was important to be 

separate. This need for separation was even extended onto the 
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playing fields. People of 'coloured' or Aboriginal descent 

were excluded from playing in the football or cricket teams. 

Waratah Sports Club only used 'white' players even though by 

this time, the priests on Bathurst Island were training the 

'traditional' Aboriginal tribe known as the Tiwi people in the 

rules of football and they were showing that they were very 

keen sportsmen.42  This situation was not appreciated by some 

of the keen spectators who followed the competition, where 

winning was more important than exclusion rights. A letter to 

the Northern Territory Times in the 1930s revealed that there 

were some who would have been happy to see the best player on 

the field regardless of whether he was 'coloured' or 'black' 

or 'white' 

Everyone seemed to enjoy picnics. Rapid Creek was a favourite 

spot as was Casuarina Beach both of which were totally 

undeveloped44, but the best picnic of all was the one at 

Adelaide River. Once a year the children of the 'Silvertails' 

would pile into the train which was box carriages and ride 

the train to Adelaide River where they would enjoy the whole 

day.45  The Union had an annual picnic day " to Adelaide 

River and the Compound had a picnic day47  there as well. 

Another event that everyone joined in was the annual Christmas 

party. Every 'white' child could attend and each received a 

small present. At Christmas time the Chinese business people 

would also put a little present in each family's goods when 

they were shopping.48  There was also a fancy dress party where 

prizes were given for the costumes but every child also 

received a box of chocolates.49  

'Every child' meant every 'white' child. The Anglo-Australian 

group and members of the Greek group who were also classed as 

European could attend. The Chinese acknowledged that Christmas 

was an important time for 'good will' and business but the 

Chinese children did not attend Christmas parties. The 

Aboriginal children did not attend. 
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The only place that was open to everyone in Darwin was the 

Star Picture Theatre. This was a very special place. No-one 

was turned away. Once inside there were special places to sit, 

the 'Silvertails' sat in the dress circle where their seats 

were named. "You always knew when someone was away on holidays 

because their seat would be empty".5°  It was the place to be 

on Saturday nights and the ladies always dressed for the 

occasion. Kay Lampe recalled that she used to wear silk 

stockings, gloves and a hat5' as accessories to her outfit. 

Downstairs was further divided by a railing where the 'blacks' 

sat in front of it and the other people sat behind it. Betty 

Humble used to sit in the back of downstairs with her 

boyfriend so that other Anglo-Australians who were upstairs 

would not see her. It was cheaper than upstairs and more 

'private' •52 One particular night stood out in the memory of 

Les Lampe. 

(It) was the night the talkies started - Tom Harris got 

up on the stage in front of the big screen and said in 

pidgin, "this screen gonna talk shortly . .. He gonna talk 

shortly and I don't want you to be frightened". So the 

talkies started and the gazette came on and this lion 

appeared and it started to roar and the blooming Abos 

went straight Out the door. They took off. 

For some of the children their education came to a halt when 

they reached the end of their primary school days. There were 

some who struggled along for a while doing Correspondence 

lessons with Mr Lampe in his office.54  For others it was the 

introduction into a new and very select world of the boarding 

school. For the children of the elite it was an event that had 

been planned for and anticipated for some time. Mrs Lyons 

related how all her six children went to the local convent 

until they were twelve years old then they went south to 

boarding schools.55  Valerie Fletcher recalled, 

Oh we had a marvellous time. of course, there were a 

number of Darwin children who were going to boarding 

school and as well as that there were some from the Far 

East, because the ships used to go from Melbourne to 
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Singapore. We formed quite a group and I'm afraid we 
behaved rather arrogantly on the voyage. ' 

All through the 1930s there was low key military activity. The 

long standing garrison at Thursday Island was gradually moved 

to Darwin and the first Navy patrol boat, Larrakia was 

commissioned. Even though the Army began construction of new 

barracks, there was little feeling of anxiety. Kay Lampe 

recalled "We had many visiting war ships and different 

visitors, there was always something doing".57  Whereas Mrs 

Lyons observed, 

The men wore little red stripes down their trouser legs 
and they were really a nice bunch of young men. They, of 
course, were young and wanted a lot of social life and I 
think between the hospital sisters and the garrison they 
provided the impetus f or our social life. 

Rose Jenkins also recalled the visiting naval ships and how 

exciting it was to be invited to Government House, offered a 

cocktail, when she was only sixteen.59  Others recalled how the 

arrival of so many naval ships only made the disproportion of 

women and men even more noticeable. Audrey Kennon remembered 

being the only white woman upstairs at the Star Theatre 60 

whereas Pat McDonald remembered another night at the Star 

Theatre when the Administrator's daughters were present with 

eight or ten young men 'in attendance' . This kind of social 

whirl was a little like the froth on a cauldron, but the 

picture of the reality of others deeper down in the cauldron 

was quite different. Even so there were faint traces of 

dissatisfaction among the elite. 

In 1927, the entire nursing staff resigned as a body in 

protest at the Matron's mismanagement of the hospital. Matron 

Lang left the position and Sister Stone agreed to stay on as 

Matron until new staff could arrive. She went on to become the 

first Infant Health Sister in Darwin, managing a clinic in the 

town. During the Depression they all took a pay cut to ease 

the desperate situation of the Medical Service. Dr Cook 

introduced the Medical Benefits Fund to make it easier for 
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patients and doctors alike but by 1939 the fund was in debt 

and had to be taken over by the taxation department.62  

George Anson had done well in Darwin. He had developed his 

interest in haematology and pathology and convinced Dr Cook 

that he knew what he was talking about. George was able to 

accompany Cook on a special malaria survey he was conducting 

across the whole of Northern Australia. George's skills came 

to the fore when it was realised that to diagnose a malaria 

patient who was 'sporulating' a slide of their blood had to be 

made so that it could be examined under a microscope. It was 

impossible to keep the slides moist during the Dry season so 

that they could be brought into the hospital to be examined 

properly. But it was only possible to travel over much of the 

area during the Dry season as floods in the Wet made the 

region impassable. 

To overcome this problem, George became part of the survey 

team and he took blood samples, made the slides and examined 

the result and could tell on the spot whether the patient had 

malaria or not, even in the very early stages when the patient 

exhibited no other symptoms. George was appointed to a new 

job, Medical Patrol Officer. He spent eight or nine months of 

the year travelling across the whole of Northern Australia in 

a Chevrolet that he purchased f or the purpose. 

His main job was to combat malaria. He treated the patients on 

the spot and stayed there until they were cured before he 

moved on to the next station. George was, nevertheless a 

pharmacist not a pathologist and even though he carried out 

very valuable work in the fight against malaria, he was not 

really appreciated. 

I was in Darwin at the time and I used to have a little 
laboratory over at the old hospital and Cilento (Director 
General of Health in Queensland) and Cumpston ( from 
Canberra) came in. And I'd sort of an old pastoral map 
and I'd marked out with the epidemicity of where I picked 
up lepers and how much malaria I'd found in this area. 
Well they came in to see me and I was very enthusiastic 
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about the work I'd been doing . .. In 1937 they built a 
beautiful laboratory with a Dr Carruthers and another 
off-sider. They were established here and I was the cove 
out in the bush for the rest of my life! . .Actually he 
(Carruthers) didn't last very long. 

' 

George became so dissatisfied that when Mary complained of the 

long separations mixed with the storms of the Wet, George 

resigned and took his wife and family south again. 

George's boss, Dr Cook, the Chief Medical Officer had other 

problems as part of his position involved the provision of 

relief work and the issue of rations to the unemployed. There 

had been a considerable number of unemployed in Darwin earlier 

during the 1920s and 1930s, despite the passage offered by the 

government to return many of the working class to their 

original states. Returning from the hospital one morning, Cook 

found the organised unemployed in occupation of the admission 

office verandah and a red flag hanging from a verandah post. 

I picked my way through the bodies seated and lying on 
the verandah to the post from which the flag was hanging, 
undid the cord, took it down and crossing to the entrance 
of the office of the Inspector of Fisheries gave the red 
rag to a police officer who took it to the police 
station . .. Whilst untying it, I stood over a recumbent 
demonstrator who was leaning against the post. Nobody 
moved, nobody offered any remonstrance all was perfectly 
quiet until I emerged from the Fisheries Office without 
the flag, then all burst into uproar. The men sprang to 
their feet, seizing their sticks and shouting threats of 
abuse ran to the Police Station to retrieve it. 

64  

Cook believed that the men did not want to assault him 

personally and were, therefore, temporarily at a loss to 

decide what to do. For the men demonstrating, there was little 

they really could do. The government had few resources as the 

Depression worsened. At least in Darwin it was warm and one 

could always catch some fish down in the bay. 

Another group which was showing its exasperation were the bank 

employees but for a different reason. It was recalled that 

there was one manager who tried to break with the rule that 
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all managers had to be single men. He had married in the south 

and had brought his bride to Darwin. He should have realised 

that in such a small Anglo-Australian population such 

behaviour would not go unnoticed. He was shipped back south on 

the very next ship, along with his young bride.65  Les Lampe 

had a job with the bank and he was able to describe the 

conditions experienced by the employees. 

They used to be quite busy as they had all the Government 
accounts and would work very hard from eight-thirty in 
the morning till twelve which was time to break for 
lunch. Most of the young men had other ideas than lunch 
and there were vigorous games of tennis, or some quiet 
fishing or for those recovering from a boisterous 
previous evening on the town, a siesta would be more 
appropriate. However, one spent the lunch break one had 
to keep one's wits about after lunch as the ledgers used 
were 'big 1500 page bound ledgers' . The space needed for 
each account had to allocated beforehand and there were 
no aids such as adding machines. The adding had to be 
done in the head.6' 

On the whole opportunities for the workers improved as the 

1930s progressed. The Union Secretary, John McDonald helped to 

spread the work around. When the ships came in all the cargo 

was unloaded and stored in the railway work sheds at the end 

of the pier, where it would be sorted and distributed. When a 

ship came in they would ring up McDonald who had a register of 

all the people out of work. The labour was casual for each 

ship so he would send up enough men to do the job. 

There were a host of different conditions depending on one's 

employer. For example those working on the railway received 

special concessions as did those in the Administration. They 

could go to the government Stores and buy all their foodstuffs 

at a cheaper rate than could be had at the shops in Darwin.'8  

The students at Darwin Primary School found that there were 

ways for them to improve their scope of opportunities. Vic 

Lampe, the Headmaster had worked very hard to have established 

a scholarship for worthy students to attend boarding school in 

the south. He had initially started his campaigning because of 
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his own children. His son, Les remembered the study he had to 

endure to win the scholarship because the Commonwealth 

government only gave two scholarships each year.69  The 

scholarship was awarded each year to the first and second in 

the Northern Territory. The scholarship paid the school fees 

and the boarding fees as well as the travelling expenses to 

the south. It cost the parents very little. Vic Lampe knew 

that he would never be able to afford to keep his children in 

boarding school and so they knew they had to win the 

scholarship to have a chance. Jack Haritos, a Greek student 

and his sister Isabel both won the scholarship as did Kenny 

Moo, a Chinese student and his sister Mavis.7°  Aborigines 

were not eligible to compete because they attended a different 

school where different skills were taught. 

Ben Hingston a Tasmanian, was looking for a job in 1930. He 

advertised in Sydney that he was driving to Darwin and would 

take paying passengers. Five other men answered his 

advertisement and after fifteen gruelling days of driving 

across country without roads, signposts or other evidence of 

human habitation, they arrived in Darwin. There were no 

quarters available for them as there had been for George Anson 

but they had their tents and received permission to pitch them 

in the backyard of the local garage.7' Then came the problem 

of looking for jobs. Darwin still had no reliable water supply 

and Ben with his mechanical experience was able to secure a 

job as a truck driver, carting water to the shops and houses. 

Most had wells in the backyard but they were not always 

reliable 72  

Although the 'open warfare' of the days of Nelson and the 

Union's campaign against Vestey Brothers was no longer 

evident, there was still factionalism in the behaviour of the 

Anglo-Australian group. The class distinctions were clearly 

drawn, although as women were still outnumbered some of the 

working class women had the opportunity to join in a few of 

the functions for the elite. 
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The main factions of the Anglo-Australian group were clearly 

segregated although there was some blending with members of 

the other groups on the part of some working class men who 

were given permission to marry 'half-caste' Aboriginal women. 

There was no longer a large private enterprise employer to 

attract workers and those who remained were largely unemployed 

or self employed. There was still dissatisfaction among 

workers but the militancy of the 'Darwin Rebellion', when 

unionists had confronted the Administrator, had gone along 

with many of the workers. 

The members of the elite were not entirely content with either 

working conditions or the situation for their families and 

children. Members of the professions were also showing signs 

of discontent. Change was forcing its way into the Territory 

as air transport expanded and greater contact with other areas 

increased. 

During this period of the 1920s and 1930s, the Aboriginal and 

the Anglo-Australian groups were poised for change. Most union 

members had left Darwin as there were few jobs to sustain 

them. The membership of the Anglo-Australian group was made up 

of the 'Silvertails' and the employees of the banks, hospital, 

schools, and police. These people were professionals who had 

received their education elsewhere and came to Darwin to fill 

a particular job. They lived a lifestyle that had developed in 

Darwin and was particular to the situation in the outpost 

town. The membership still consisted of a majority of men as 

some employment positions made being single a criterion of 

employment. They came from eastern, southern and western 

states as well as from Britain. Their number was specifically 

responsive to the employment conditions and most were 

government employees. Most, therefore were not in Darwin as 

permanent settlers but saw their tenure in the Northern 

Territory as a means of promotion when they returned to their 

place of origin or to a new posting. 
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They did not form a consensus from within the group but 

instead modes of behaviour were dictated by the positions that 

employees filled. In other words, one's position in the group 

was subject to one's position of employment. Women journeyed 

away from Darwin to give birth and their children left Darwin 

to further their education beyond the Primary School level. 

This meant that facilities such as a maternity ward or a high 

school were not developed. The working class families who 

could not afford the journey south, had to 'make do' with the 

local midwife along with the Greek and the Chinese women. 

Their children had to win a scholarship in order to receive a 

high school education. 

The attempts by the administration to foster the development 

of a working class group by encouraging the intermarriage 

between 'half-caste' Aboriginal women and Anglo-Australian 

working class men did not have a likelihood of success because 

of the perceived stigma of being 'coloured'. 'Traditional' 

Aborigines were dissatisfied on the reserves but they had 

found no structure where they could work together with the 

'half-caste' Aborigines who had learned some skills which 

enabled them to hold down jobs in the town. The membership of 

the Aboriginal group remained fragmented with no consensus 

developing. 

The attitudes of the administration were gender biased so that 

'half-caste' Aboriginal women were more likely to be able to 

gain employment or marry a 'white' man and so become exempt 

from the Aboriginal Ordinance (1910). 'Half-caste' Aboriginal 

men were considerably disadvantaged. Aboriginal children 

continued to be removed from their mothers and brought to 

Darwin to be institutionalised and trained for employment so 

the numbers of Aborigines in Darwin grew. The Aborigines had 

difficulty maintaining their cultural identity when so many 

responses were the result of control mechanisms put in place 

by the administration rather than being initiated within the 

group. 



The restrictions between the Aborigines away from Darwin and 

the Anglo-Australians remained and were used to control the 

Aborigines. They kept the Aborigines on the reserves and away 

from the employment opportunities and commercial development 

in Darwin. The controlled limitations between the 'half-caste' 

Aborigines and the working class Anglo-Australians was 

weakening partly because of intermarriage but this group was 

not developing into a mestizo group because responses were not 

negotiated by the members themselves but the members had to 

obey regulations stipulated by the administration. 

The discriminative legislation remained for the Chinese who 

continued to be restricted by the Immigration Restriction Act 

(1901) but this was showing signs of weakening when Chinese 

students could win scholarships to attend boarding school in 

the south. The Greeks were so few in number that they were 

included in the 'European' category along with the working 

class Anglo-Australians. There was no longer the antagonism 

from the 1916 war time era. Those who remained were mostly 

self employed. They had difficulty functioning as an separate 

group because their numbers were so small. The children 

learned English at the school although the Greek Orthodox 

Church continued to hold services in Greek. The boundary which 

had defined this group was weakening not by political 

aggression on the part of the Anglo-Australian administration 

but rather because the members functioned as individuals 

rather than a cohesive group. Greek children won the 

scholarship to attend boarding school in the south. There were 

not enough of them to make it politically advantageous to 

stress their differences. 
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7. 

Initiatives and Investments: 

Chinese and Greeks in the 1930s. 

By looking at the experiences of some of the Chinese and Greek 

residents, it becomes evident that the clearly structured 

segregated nature of the town was beginning to alter. This did 

not happen suddenly but rather with careful steps, individuals 

were able to approach opportunities where previously they had 

been prohibited. 

George Lim moved to Darwin in the 1930s. George had lived in 

Brock's Creek, a small settlement not far from Pine Creek 

where the Chinese had mined for gold. There, with his wife and 

family, he had tried a number of self-employed ventures, 

including a general store and a crop of peanuts.1  The gold, 

which had brought so many Chinese to the Northern Territory, 

had petered out and the Chinese were no longer encouraged to 

come to Australia looking for work. 

George Lim did not consult the government gazette or any other 

newspaper to see what jobs were available because he was 

ineligible to apply. Having grown up between Pine Creek, 

Katherine and Brock's Creek, George had very little formal 

education. Being a descendent of Chinese miners he was not 

eligible to union membership and so was excluded from any 

other kind of labouring job for wages. For George Lim the best 

prospects lay with establishing a shop where he could use the 

labour of his wife and children and gain in addition a place 

to live above or behind the shop. 

He bought the shop next door to the Star Theatre in Smith 

Street which was a daring venture because it was the first 

time that a Chinese shopkeeper had ventured out of Chinatown. 

The shop consisted of two sections, the drapery side, and a 

milk bar. With determination and with the unstinting support 
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of the whole family, the shop became a thriving business.' 

For the Chinese, having the family together made a big 

difference to the kind of opportunities that were available. 

Most were self employed by the 1930s, and were able to use the 

labour of the whole family. This was a common cultural 

practice in Chinese culture, where the family position and 

prosperity was more important than individual preferences. 

Everybody in the family was expected to contribute in whatever 

way they could. In this sense the business was truly a family 

business. The living quarters of the family were upstairs of 

the shop. This meant that the Chinese women were able to work 

alongside their husbands as well as raise the children. 

In 1930, Charlie Huong on was planning marriage. When Charlie 

returned to Darwin as a young man, his mother remained in Hong 

Kong. He was, however, of marriageable age and his mother 

arranged with a matchmaker to contact the mother of some of 

the Chinese girls in Darwin. His wife of many years recalled 

that the matchmaker had told her "If you don't marry him 

you'll be left on the shelf".3  

Getting married Chinese style was a lengthy affair. There were 

three days, where each night the new bride was teased and it 

was not until the third night that the new couple went on 

their honeymoon. For the three days and three nights there 

were parties at the bride's family home so that people could 

come along and give a red packet with a certain amount of 

money inside. The bride, dressed all in red and with a red 

fan, served the guest with Chinese tea and at that time the 

guest slipped her the red packet. The packet might contain two 

pound notes but it would always contain at least a couple of 

pennies. The tradition was that tuppence would always be given 

and then any other money on top of that. Another part of the 

Chinese marriage celebrations was the letting off of big 

fireworks. Some as long as twenty feet were used and other 
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people including the Aborigines from the Compound and even the 

'Silvertails' came to watch the display.4  

The newly married couple Huong On then travelled to Hong Kong 

for an extended honeymoon, where the bride met her mother-in-

law who was a very important person in the developing of the 

new couple's relationship. After eight months Charlie and his 

bride travelled back to Darwin.5  

Mrs Huong On remembered the 1930s as being a time when even 

the Anglo-Australians "walked their shoes out looking for 

jobs"6  but the Chinese were able to survive by following their 

traditional patterns of life. They kept chickens and grew 

their own vegetables. They walked into the bush to gather 

firewood. The Chinese were renowned for their ability to grow 

fruit and vegetables. They were able to have fresh fruit for 

six to eight months of the year. Sometimes the climate in 

Darwin was actually too hot so the Chinese grew their 

vegetables in the shade of the trees. They planted Chinese 

cabbage and snake beans were very popular. They did not eat a 

lot of meat, mostly chicken which they kept for the eggs as 

well. The main item of the Chinese diet was vegetable soup 

both in the morning and in the evening.7  

Elna Angeles, one of the Aboriginal nursing aides at the 

hospital remembered the skill and competence of the much loved 

Chinese midwife Granny Tye who died in 1934. A whole 

generation of Chinese, Aboriginal and Greek children arrived 

safely into the world because of Granny Tye's competent hands. 

She learnt her skills from her mother Sarah Bowman, an 

Englishwoman who had studied midwifery in London. Her father 

was the wealthy Chinese businessman Lee hang Gong.8  

Betty Humble remembered that Chinatown was such an exciting 

place to walk along. 

The women wore pants and a tunic and some had such little 
tiny feet in such little tiny shoes. I used to call them 
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boys shoes because they were little black lace-up shoes. 
Their feet had evidently been bandaged from when they 
were babies.9  

She also remembered the Chinese plums as did Eileen Fitzer who 

also claimed that Chinatown was most fascinating for the 

children growing up in Darwin. She recalled the beautiful 

materials from China and the colourful costumes of the 

people.'° Betty also remembered the Chinese dolls and the 

smell of camphor wood boxes. But one of the strongest memories 

of several people was the famous squashes which were served 

during interval at the Star Picture Theatre by the Lims at 

their milkbar. 

They had a contraption - it was a built up piece of 
board, about twelve inches wide and it had a sharp piece 
of steel. And they would get the ice and they had another 
piece of wood about three or four inches long, a couple 
of inches wide and it had sort of nails on it and they'd 
push this nail into the ice and then they'd shave the ice 
on this sharp piece of steel ... and they'd fill the 
glasses with this ice and then first of all they'd cut 
the oranges and lemons . .. they used to clamp them down on 
this thing and get all the juice out of it. And then 
they'd put the shaved ice in and then syrup and then 
they'd put a lid on it and shake like mad. And they were 
the most wonderful squashes." 

Mrs Huong On was able to rent a small house f or thirty 

shillings a week which was quite expensive but housing was 

always difficult in Darwin. Having their own place meant the 

couple could establish a laundry which although it involved a 

great deal of effort, it meant the couple could work together 

and so hopefully improve their lot. 

R. Chin recalled the 1930s as a student at the Darwin Primary 

School. He picked up English relatively quickly and commented 

on the differences in the schooling from his experiences in 

China, where there was a strong emphasis on rote learning. In 

China the day began with all the students on the oval doing 

Tai Chi. In Darwin the boys played cricket in the street after 

school but the Chinese boys did not invite their classmates 

home afterwards, nor did the Anglo-Australian boys invite the 
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Chinese to their homes.'2  He could only stay at the school for 

five years then he, his mother and brothers had to return to 

China because of the rules of the Immigration Restriction Act 

(1901). In 1935 when R. Chin had to return to China, the Act 

had been modified a number of times. His mother and siblings 

were permitted to reside with the husband and father for 5 

years but then they had to return to China for 3 years, when 

they would again be eligible to return to Darwin for another 5 

year period.'3  

With their father remaining in Darwin, the rest of the family 

returned to the village of origin which was quite close to 

Canton. R.Chin was able to return to his Chinese school and 

carry on with his lessons in the Chinese language and customs. 

For other Chinese children who were born in Darwin and did not 

have to journey to China, there was a Chinese school where the 

Chinese language and customs were taught. The school was run 

by the Kuo Min Tang.'4  

The discriminative legislation, established in the 1910s was 

enforced as the Chinese continued to be excluded from certain 

types of employment. The restrictions placed on them helped to 

reinforce the maintenance of their own culture and according 

to informants, the Chinese remained distinctly Chinese. But 

there were 'weaknesses' in the controls practiced over the 

Chinese. George Lim was able to buy a shop outside Chinatown 

and turned it into a thriving business. The movement of some 

members of the Chinese group between Darwin and the village of 

origin in China also helped to maintain the culture, but it 

also created a bridge where the students were learning about 

two cultures, two languages, customs which were different from 

their own and even leisure activities like cricket which gave 

them common ground with Anglo-Australians. 

Advertisements in the Northern Territory Times during the 

1930s showed a number of Chinese merchants, including George 

Lim, advertising their services and wares in the English 
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language newspaper. The businesses were also building bridges 

across the cultures where the men at least were learning 

English. The services being offered were made available to all 

the people of Darwin so there was contact between some of the 

members of all the groups. The Chinese midwife delivered the 

children of more than the Chinese women. 

One child delivered by Granny Tye was George Haritos. After 

Vesteys closed, Stratios Haritos, George's father continued 

for a time supplying salt to shops and households but when the 

opportunity arose in 1930 to set up a shop in Darwin he left 

the salt works and bought a house for his family in McMinn 

Street 15  

Some of the Greek men set themselves up in different 

businesses such as Haritos with his salt works then his 

general store. A. Kaissis set up a billiard saloon, whilst 

George Tringos and Nick Parthenos opened Greek cafes. Agapitos 

Koutalis ran a thriving bicycle sales and repair shop and Jim 

Kalafatos operated a taxi service.'6  

Like the Chinese, those who stayed after the 1920s were the 

ones who had established themselves in private enterprise and 

were self employed. The men worked in the businesses while the 

woman stayed at home which was usually separated from the 

business, looking after the children and the home. Ellen 

Haritos was kept busy preparing Greek meals as she had learned 

from her mother who had learned her skills on Kastellorizo, 

where she had grown up. The couple had kept a herd of goats 

which had to be milked, watered and grazed as they were moved 

around the scrub which surrounded the cottage which Stratios 

had built near the salt works. Wood was also gathered in the 

scrub as the stove was fuelled in this manner. A small herb 

garden supplied some of the herbs which made all the 

difference to a well prepared meal and often these were hung 

up in bunches to dry from the kitchen beams.17 
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For Ellen it has been a rather lonely life until the children 

arrived as even though her mother and brothers were in Darwin 

that was a five mile walk and there was not often time to 

socialise. This was very different from the situation as it 

would have been on the Greek island as all the houses were 

close together and there were plenty of opportunities for the 

women to come together and chat while gathering water from the 

well or walking through the village. For Stratios there were 

the occasions when the salt had to be transported to town and 

then he would have the chance to catch up with his brothers-

in-law in town and drink coffee in the Greek cafe exchanging 

news with the other men. After the family moved into town, 

their neighbours were not other Greeks but Anglo-Australian 

families. Apart from the Greek Church and the Greek cafe there 

was little that remained of the once sizeable population that 

had inhabited Greektown. 

There was an eager young Greek woman journeying to be united 

with her husband. She was travelling by the ship, Koolinda 

sailing from Perth to Darwin. Chrissie Kailis was born in 

Daydawn near the gold fields in Western Australia. Her father 

came from Greece in the early 1900s and liked what he saw. 

Having stayed for a few years he journeyed back to Greece to 

marry Chrissie's mother. The couple returned to Western 

Australia where both Chrissie and her sister were born. 

They moved to Perth and this brought the family into Hay 

Street where they established a mixed business. In 1930 

Chrissie was seventeen. She had left school at fourteen 

because of the Depression. Her father had to put off a lot of 

the staff they had employed and the two girls worked behind 

the counter. In this way they had both served an 

apprenticeship in shop management from an early age.'8  

By 1930 Chrissie's mother was already in correspondence with 

the mother of a young Greek boy who had just moved to Darwin. 

This was very much according to the Greek way. The Kailis 
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family spoke Greek at home because Chrissie's mother only 

spoke broken English even though her father spoke English very 

well - 

The girls were part of a growing Greek community in Perth. 

Greek people had earlier been encouraged to come to Australia 

by the demand for labour but gradually Australia became 

nervous about the immigration of Greeks and the precarious 

employment situation as the Depression worsened. By 1923, the 

Commonwealth Government passed legislation restricting 

immigration. The measures imposed included the fixing of 

quotas for southern Europeans, requesting a written guarantee 

from the sponsor in case the nominees became a tpublic burden' 

or requesting immigrants to show forty pounds landing money. 

This system of 'landing permits' was the most effective and 

was adopted in 1931.20 

During this same period, Greeks experienced considerable 

unsettling events in Greece. There was a population explosion 

brought about by large scale resettlement of Greeks from 

Turkey,2' the Dodecanese islands, (both of Chrissie's parents 

had originally come from Kastellorizo) had fallen under the 

power of Italy22  and many other Greeks were forced out of Asia 

Minor. Many did not want to live in crowded Greece or were 

restricted from entering the Unites States of America.23  For 

these reasons, the communities in Australia were growing. 

For Chrissie Kailis growing up in Perth, it meant that she and 

her sister did not mix with the other Anglo-Australian 

children at school. Their lives away from home centred around 

the Greek Orthodox Church. At home they were trained in the 

home skills of cooking, sewing and knitting. Each Sunday they 

went to the Church and celebrated Mass as well as observing 

important Saint's Days. Each day after school and on Saturday 

mornings, they would go to the Greek School where the priest 

taught the girls Greek language and culture.24 
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When she was fourteen, Chrissie had the opportunity to become 

a bridesmaid along with her sister, at the wedding of a Greek 

girl from Port Hedland who was coming to Perth to be married. 

The bride was the older sister of Michael Paspalis. This was 

how Michael's mother and Chrissie's mother began their 

correspondence. An arranged marriage would be what was 

expected for the girls. They had never been permitted to go to 

dances of even school excursions where an overnight stay was 

involved. The only boys they knew were the ones they met 

through the Church socials where a chaperone was always 

present 25  

Michael, for his part had driven over to Darwin in 1929 from 

Port Hedland looking for a job opportunity. He became the 

butcher's delivery boy and he delivered ice as well for the 

Holmes Estate. His mother had been corresponding with 

Chrissie's mother since 1927. Since then many young men showed 

an interest in marrying Chrissie but Michael's mother begged 

her to wait for Michael. He came to Perth in early 1935 and 

after a week Michael was sure Chrissie was the girl he wanted 

to marry and they were engaged. The wedding was set for the 

end of the next week. Chrissie enjoyed a full traditional 

Greek wedding, with the exchanging of the crowns. Their 

initial time together was very short, however, as Michael had 

to return to Darwin. This he did alone in order to prepare a 

place for his new bride. 

He had bought two small cottages in Mitchell Street which he 

let out but now he needed one for his new wife. Chrissie, in 

the meantime was busy shopping for all the things that would 

not be available in Darwin. It was traditional for Greek girls 

to receive a dowry when they married. This could take many 

forms, but for Chrissie it was in the form of household items 

that the new couple would need. 

Everything was packed up and stowed on the Koolinda and 

finally Chrissie boarded the ship heading for her new home. 
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But just as Mary Anson had found getting to Darwin was itself 

an adventure, so Chrissie Paspalis' voyage was extended by a 

cyclone which blew up while the ship was of f the coast of 

northern Western Australia. The seas became very rough and the 

winds very strong. The ship headed further out into the Timor 

Sea to avoid being forced onto the shore. The ship strayed so 

far off course that they lost 14 days.26  Nevertheless, the 

ship did eventually reach port and Chrissie did not lose all 

she had brought for her new home as Mary had done. 

Michael was in a very good position to be making the kind of 

contacts which would be very useful to him in the future. He 

delivered meat and ice and every weekend he would go out into 

more distant areas to bring in buffalo hides. In 1930, the 

Philippine government banned the imports of cattle and in 

Darwin the live cattle export industry collapsed. Many small 

pastoralists turned to buffalo hunting and the export of 

buffalo hides became for a time Darwin's largest export 

industry.27  During the weekdays after work he would drive his 

car as a taxi.28  He wanted to make a better life for himself 

and his new bride and he had great faith in the future of 

Darwin. 

Michael's father had travelled from Kastellorizo after the 

island had been bombed during World War I. The first place the 

ship stopped at was Port Hedland in Western Australia and that 

was where he decided to stay. At that time there was plenty of 

work to be found in the north west of Western Australia. Men 

with experience of the sea were attracted to the ports where 

they could put their seamanship to good use. In the ports of 

Cossack, Broorne and Port Hedland the tides were so huge that 

ships had to stand off from the shore and small flat bottomed 

boats, or 'lighters' were used for loading and unloading. 

Greeks were able to find work as lightermen, while others were 

employed as cooks, miners or became divers in Broome where the 

pearling industry was being established. 
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Michael Paspalis' father only spent a short time in Australia 

as he died when Michael was only five years old.29  His mother, 

however, was a resourceful woman and she established food 

stores in Port Hedland and eventually in Carnarvon as well.3°  

When she arranged the marriage for her son she had been 

careful to choose a family that was very suitable and 

compatible to her own. That the families learned to know each 

other well was very important for the success of the marriage. 

The children knew each other's background and expectations.3' 

Chrissie was not afraid of hard work and when she arrived in 

Darwin she was determined to make a home from the house 

Michael had bought. It was on stilts about a metre high. There 

were wooden shutters which had to be pushed out to be opened. 

There was no water, no electricity, no conveniences. Together 

they dug a well in the back yard by using two kerosene tins 

like a windlass. Chrissie kept chickens in the back yard and 

stayed in touch with her sister and parents by mail which came 

every six weeks on the Koolinda. 

Chrissie was a woman who had been accustomed to being busy and 

when she said to her husband one day that she would love to 

have a little shop where she could sell cool drinks, he took 

her seriously. Michael spoke to his boss and the unused office 

space above the Koolpinyah Store became available for Chrissie 

to try her idea for a cafe. She served meals and cool drinks 

after sending down to Perth for tables, chairs and most 

importantly a refrigerator. It was run on kerosene but having 

it available meant that a whole number of other things became 

possible. Chrissie was able to bring up on the ship such 

delicacies as MacRobertson's chocolates and Peter's icecream. 

Chrissie Paspalis recalled that, regardless of her commercial 

success, she was not considered equal to the 'Silvertails' 

when they wanted to borrow her radiogram. Chrissie had brought 

up the radiogram and speaker and they were having a ball at 

Government House. She was willing to lend the equipment but 

she was the one to use it. So it was that she received an 
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invitation to the ball in the capacity of radiogram player. 

She was made to feel her place very firmly as an employee, 

certainly not on an equal social footing with the rest of the 

guests 32  

Michael Paspalis continued his taxi service using his own 

private vehicle. By giving a friendly service it was possible 

to do well.33  Some of the local Greek girls were able to 

pursue careers because they had been born in the Territory and 

were able to handle the rather rugged conditions, which 

deterred many others from coming north. Isabel Alidenes (nee 

Haritos) made a career of nursing. 

Isabel trained at the Darwin Hospital in the program that had 

been initiated just as George Anson was taking up his post as 

Hospital pharmacist. Isabel, found that because there were so 

few trained staff, she was encouraged to gain knowledge which 

would not be considered appropriate until the third or fourth 

year in the bigger city hospitals. By the end of her first 

year she had attended deliveries of babies. She also recalled 

that there were a number of 'half-castes' Aborigines employed 

in the hospital.34  The 'half-castes' Aborigines did a lot of 

the menial work at the hospital working as aides. Both men and 

women were employed and they were entitled to become members 

of the Union in such a position.35  

For the children of the Greek families in Darwin growing up in 

the 1930s had its own special charm. Jack Haritos remembered 

the bicycle rides he used to make. 

We used to push out to Knuckey's Lagoon at the Ten 
Mile, and shoot geese, and even further out along the 
Stuart Highway which was so rough that we wouldn't ride 
our bikes there - we'd ride between the railway lines,36  

while his older brother George remembered, 

My best friend and I decided we wanted a boat and my 
uncle said he'd build it for us. We bought the timber-
Karri pine and hardwood for the frames. It cost us twenty 
pounds and we paid it off at ten shillings a week between 
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us. My uncle was Louis Harmanis and he built the boat for 
us and then we bought an engine for it and paid that off 
too. I was only fifteen and the boat was only small, 
about sixteen foot but it gave us a lot of pleasure. 

' 

There were improvements that were changing the face of Darwin. 

The construction of Manton Dam finally brought a reliable 

reticulated water supply to the town, replacing the unreliable 

pumping service from Howard Springs and the numerous town 

wells.38  The Administrator's Report had mentioned the urgent 

need for the securing of a reliable water supply for Darwin 

since the early 1920s.39  By 1941, the water supply had been 

upgraded to a capacity to supply 4.5 million litres of water 

daily.4°  At the same time the capacity of the power house had 

been increased and the supply had been replaced by high 

tension to allow the running of domestic appliances such as 

refrigerators.4' Previously Darwin residents in the main areas 

of Knuckey Street, Cavenagh Street, Smith Street and Mitchell 

Street were able to receive low tension power from Holmes 

generator. Those out at Parap or in Frog Hollow did not 

receive this supply. But now Darwin was receiving quite 

considerable attention. 

Air travel was radically changing the Northern Territory. In 

1919 most of the citizens of Darwin had turned out at the air 

strip in Parap to welcome Ross Smith as he landed on his 

flight from England. In 1930, they again turned out to welcome 

Amy Johnson when she landed in Darwin on her solo flight from 

England to Australia. But these were only single events. Now 

Qantas Empire Airways had inaugurated regular flights between 

Europe and Australia. Darwin was a refuelling depot and the 

passengers who travelled on these flights had the opportunity 

to overnight in Darwin. 

The Huong On family were providing a different kind of 

service. They ran a laundry. It was hard work. The water 

supply was a well down the road and the water had to be 

carried 'Chinese' style in two buckets with a pole across the 
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shoulders. There was a big copper which would be used to boil 

the clothes. For ironing there was a Mrs Potts charcoal 

iron.42  Ironically, just as the Huong On family decided to 

leave the laundry, a proper reticulated water system was 

constructed in Darwin, but they had made their decision. 

Charlie Huong On journeyed alone to Singapore leaving wife and 

four Sons to carry on with the laundry until he got back. 

Charlie Huong On, mentioned earlier on the occasion of his 

marriage, had been born in Darwin but at the age of five, the 

family was separated according to the dictates of the 

Immigration Restriction Act (1901). The father remained in 

Darwin but the mother and the four brothers returned to China 

where two brothers died and the other two received an 

education under the Chinese system. When Charlie returned to 

Darwin as a young man having spent thirteen years in China, 

his English had deteriorated but his Chinese was excellent.43  

Then in the late 1930s as a father with his own family to 

consider, he decided to use his education for a more real 

purpose. He returned to Singapore to learn a new trade. He 

studied the business of manufacturing aerated water, better 

known as soft drink. In 1939, Charlie returned to Darwin, and 

with his family established 'Darwin Aerated Water Company'. 

His business was very successful even though Darwin had the 

reputation of being a beer drinking place. The beer was not 

always available. Douglas Lockwood humorously described in his 

Fair Dinkum, the phenomenon of a dry town when the first 

shipload of beer arrived. 

Gangs of wharf ies were all over the ship even before her 
lines were secured. 
'The lower hold', he shouted, (the gang boss having 

secured a copy of the loading plan.) 
The wharf les groaned, sweated and swore. The lower hold 

was down in the bowels of the ship, below the waterline. 
But they set to work at once, sinking a narrow bore hole 
through the upper cargoes of urgently needed food as 
though they were drilling for oil and had to remove 
worthless overburden. 
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In less than half an hour I heard a shout from the 
bottom of the drill. 
'Here she is! Wetre  onto her. Won't be long now, 

fellers! 
Rope slings were lowered down the drill hole. Eventually 
a laden sling gushed up from the well and was directed to 
the waiting truck. Barrels of rich brown oil from a 
Melbourne brewery were dumped into the tray. In a few 
minutes all concerned agreed that enough was enough, that 
one truck load of foaming ale would keep the town 
victualled f or the rest of the day. It was obvious to one 
and all that the wharf ies had declared a stop-work 
meeting . 

When George Lim had travelled to Darwin and opened his shop in 

the 1930s in Smith Street, Darwin was still a very segregated 

town and it was felt that no Chinese could run a business in 

the white man's area. But new confidence took hold of many 

business people at the end of the 1930s and the beginning of 

the 1940s which was infectious. George's young son Alec who 

was only eight at the time remembered delivering groceries on 

his bicycle to help his older brother.45  George did succeed 

and so did Charlie with his soft drinks but there were still 

those who were unable to win through. 

There were a few enterprising farmers who had struggled to 

open up land along the Daly River and planted a crop of 

peanuts. The crop turned out to be a bumper crop of high 

quality but old problems of getting the produce to market 

remained. It was brought in to Darwin and eventually stored in 

the government shed at the end of the wharf. The Kingaroy 

peanuts were fetching high prices and the Daly River peanuts 

matured slightly earlier so they should have done well on the 

market. Just before loading, however, the captain of the ship 

decided that he would have to catch the tide and sailed 

without the peanuts.' Whether such yarns were true is 

difficult to substantiate, but they were surprisingly 

persistent and there were good crops of peanuts but they never 

did reach market. 

Michael Paspalis saw a tremendous opportunity in the recent 

developments. Chrissie's cafe above the Koolpinyah Store did 
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so well that Michael left his job with Holmes Estate and he 

built a bigger restaurant called 'Rendezvous'. It was at this 

time that the electricity supply came onto high tension. For 

the new business, Chrissie ordered the most modern 

refrigeration unit available.47  Because of these facilities, 

Michael negotiated the contract to cater for the Qantas 

Flights. He also built the 'Rosalyn Court' as a guest house to 

accommodate Qantas passengers. He was able to appreciate that 

this could be the beginning of the tourist industry. 

For both the Greek and the Chinese groups, populations had 

sunk to low figures where it was becoming difficult to 

maintain their group. In 1936, Asiatics numbered 809 

throughout the Territory whereas 'half-castes' Aborigines 

numbered 1084, while Europeans numbered 3,768.48 The exact 

number of Greeks was not recorded in the category 'European' 

The barriers were beginning to 'crack'. One Chinese was 

appointed to a position with the Public Service.49  George 

Lim's shop outside Chinatown thrived. Chrissie Paspalis, 

although married in the Greek style was enjoying considerably 

more freedom than the traditional Greek wife, and developing 

her business acumen. The town was still largely a segregated 

town but the barriers were not quite so rigid. 

Michael Paspalis was not the only one who was able to 

appreciate how the aviation industry would transform the 

Territory. Dr Clyde Fenton had since 1934, been delivering his 

own brand of medicine to remote areas working out of 

Katherine, flying his own single engined plane.5°  John Selman 

had already negotiated with Qantas to deliver newspapers for 

the library now he conceived the scheme of making books 

available to people in remote areas. He made up boxes of 

books, "a couple of dozen fiction and a dozen non-fiction 

which we thought they might find interesting"51  and Qantas 

would deliver them at wherever they landed and that was the 
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beginning of people in outlying areas getting library services 
from the Commonwealth. 

Not only was the physical aspect of Darwin changing, the 
attitudes of the people were coming under review. Darwin was 
no longer at the end of nowhere. It was directly on route to 
Singapore and London, and the news one received was more and 
more recent. Newspapers coming on the aeroplanes kept people 
much more up to date than had hitherto been dreamt of. 

In a letter to her friend, Jessie Litchfield wrote, 

But publishers do not seem to want North Australian 
novels. One will refuse the book because the North is so 
little known that people are not interested in reading 
about it. Another will refuse the novel because the 
Territory is so well known that people are tired of 
hearing anything more concerning it!52  

Ben Hingston saw other changes. He commented that in 1939 one 
could walk down the street in Chinatown and smell the opium 
being smoked, even though it was against the law, there was a 
tolerance by the law for the older Chinese who smoked it.53  
But Jack Haritos remembered that at the same time, the Greeks 
and the Chinese were still treated as second class citizens. 
He commented that in the hospital, they were kept separate 
from the Anglo-Australians. 

Both Valerie Fletcher whose father, Harold Snell, the builder 
who employed a number of Greek boys as apprentices, and Alec 
Fong Lim remembered Darwin at this time as essentially a 
segregated town54  even though the borders were cracking. The 
Greeks and the Chinese were aware that the situation for them 
was actually very favourable compared with that of the 
Aborigines. 

The discriminations that was still enshrined in legislation in 
the form of the Immigration Restriction Act (1901) continued 
to regulate the movement of some of the Chinese group. It 
meant that some children were growing up with two cultures and 
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two languages. Those who were able to remain in Darwin also 

learnt Chinese and the cultural practices that were so 

important to the Chinese continued to be maintained. For their 

fathers, their businesses thrived as they were permanent and 

committed settlers in Darwin. They functioned as a separate 

group and the group became gradually stronger as their ties to 

Darwin were more secure. 

The restrictions that had been legislated to regulate the 

movement of Greek people were also weakening. There were still 

restrictions on bringing out from Greece members of the 

extended family but in Darwin the new couples established 

themselves more by maintaining links with other Greek 

communities in Australia. They, too, had committed themselves 

to remain in Darwin and their businesses did very well. They 

continued to maintain as much as possible the traditional 

cultural values and norms of Greek culture. Their children, 

however, were growing up with two cultures and learnt English 

at the school and picked up some aspects from the other 

cultures as well. They had a strong sense of family and place. 

The people tried to maintain their culture but unless their 

numbers increased this would no longer be possible as they 

would not be able to maintain the group. 
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Civilian Evacuation: 

Defending Darwin. 

Some Aborigines living on the Arnhem Land Reserve were aware 

of the Japanese presence along the coast during the 1930s but 

the relationship between the Aborigines and the Japanese 

seamen was not one of reciprocal understanding. The Japanese 

treated the Aborigines with distain and the Aborigines treated 

the Japanese with suspicion. In his biography, Constable J. 

Stokes mentioned the incident where "resentful Aborigines 

massacred five Japanese lugger crewmen who had come ashore for 

water and firewood."1  

In 1933, a large police patrol was dispatched to Arnhem Land 

and in the course of their investigations, Constable McColl 

was speared and died. An article in the Argus, reported 

Although no decision has yet been made by the Federal 
Ministry on the question whether a punitive expedition 
should be sent against the Aborigines of Caledon Bay, to 
punish them for the recent murder of Constable McColl, as 
well as other atrocities, it is practically certain that 
action will be taken to force these tribes to recognise 
the supremacy of white law.2  

The article illuminated the tenuous hold with which the 

relatively small number of non-Aboriginal people occupied the 

Northern Territory. In Darwin, public opinion was reported to 

support a punitive expedition, as the Aborigines were getting 

out of hand.'3  

Public opinion in other parts of Australia protested against 

this attitude. Fifteen Aboriginal Associations and Church 

Organisations flooded the Commonwealth government with letters 

and telegrams. They were joined by many other organisations 

including The Postal Workers' Union, The Australian Federation 

of Women Voters and the Educational Workers' League to name 

some . 
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The aggressive attitude of the Darwin residents was not 

difficult to understand given the geographical position of 

Darwin. Its main contact lines with the outside world were 

maintained through shipping, even though air transport was 

expanding. There was a small single line railroad which passed 

Adelaide River, Pine Creek and ended at Katherine. It did not 

join up with any other rail system. The only other town of any 

size in the Northern Territory was Alice Springs and it was 

joined to Adelaide by a different rail line. 

Darwin, facing the Arafura Sea knew that the waterways across 

the north of Australia were treacherous and behind them were 

immense expanses of land, populated mainly by Aborigines. It 

was important for the administration in Darwin at least 

psychologically to feel that the Aborigines were controlled 

since they occupied the region between Darwin and the rest of 

Australia. 

There was no overland route which could be travelled 

regularly. The pastoralists had endeavoured to use overland 

stock routes when trying to get their stock to market, but 

these did not always have reliable wells for water in the Dry 

and in the Wet they were impassable.5  As well, the distances 

were very great and such a journey would be exhausting. 

A London newspaper, the Daily Herald looked at the incident of 

the murder of five Japanese and the later murder of a police 

constable by Aborigines living in their own 'protected' 

reserve, in another light, reporting: 

A fear of trouble with Japan may force the Commonwealth 
to sanction a punitive expedition against the Aborigines 
in the native sanctuary of Aborigines, which will involve 
much bloodshed. Apparently the Government has not the 
courage to tell Japan that Australia can only protect 
Japanese who observe the law.6  

The article saw not the Aborigines as the problem but rather 

the Japanese. It was not the killing of the Japanese that had 
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brought the heated response from Darwin residents but the 

killing of the police constable. Stokes recalled an encounter 

with Japanese luggers while patrolling the area. 

The following day another lugger appeared and Jack was 
surprised to find that one of them spoke English 
fluently. The suspicion crossed his mind at the time that 
the man was a naval officer, but he welcomed them 
nevertheless and told them they could come in for water 
anytime .' 

It could not be denied that by the late 1930s there was a 

threat of war in the region and the threat was not from the 

Aborigines but from Japan which had begun her expansion into 

China. In 1936, Japan had conquered Manchuria and established 

a puppet government there, using this as a base from which to 

extend her influence into China. 

One Darwin family was particularly aware of the Japanese 

aggression against China. R. Chin with his mother and siblings 

had left Darwin in 1935. In 1938, while attending school in 

Canton, R. Chin and the other students sheltered under the 

desks as Japanese Zeros and bombers strafed the school and 

bombed parts of Canton.' The family were very concerned to 

find themselves exposed to the aggression of the Japanese. 

They quickly packed their possessions and returned to Darwin. 

Fortunately, between Darwin and Canton was the might of the 

British at Singapore. 

By 1937 the strategic importance of Darwin was recognised and 

with the reticulated water system and the electricity 

generating plant, plans were drawn up for the construction of 

several new buildings. The Bank of New South Wales and the 

Commonwealth Bank established branches. In July 1938 the 

government announced plans to station 750 service personnel in 

Darwin.9  By 1939 Darwin's Mobile Force arrived. Accompanied by 

bagpipes they paraded through the town impressing the 

residents "with their soldierly bearing and display of a high 

degree of efficiency".10 
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With the Japanese raid on Pearl Harbour in December 1941, the 

defence of Darwin took on a more urgent approach. A War 

Cabinet Minute 1578, 12 December 1941, "decided that women and 

children, other than missionaries who may wish to remain, and 

nurses should be compulsorily evacuated from Darwin, New 

Guinea and Papua".1' 

This was followed the very next day by a cablegram to the 

Administrator from the Prime Minister's Department instructing 

the local authorities to begin the evacuation. "The Zealandia 

was to be used and the civilian sick should be embarked. The 

cost of the fares would be born by the Commonwealth 

government 12  

The Chinese people in Darwin viewed the likelihood of an 

attack on Darwin as a frightening continuum in a series of 

aggressive acts committed by the Japanese against the Chinese 

people. The enmity between the Chinese and the Japanese had 

been of long duration and when Japan began to expand her 

empire it was logical to look to China, her old enemy. 

Japan's continued assault soon engulfed other centres such as 

Shanghai, Hong Kong, Canton and finally Singapore. 

The Chinese women and children in Darwin whose family ties, 

commercial network and political sympathies lay in the north, 

were now cast adrift and had to flee to the south. They had to 

go where they had rarely gone previously, where they had no 

network, no family ties. They had to endure separation from 

their menfolk as the order was for only women and children to 

be evacuated. Many of the women had little knowledge of 

English since they came to Darwin as brides and could function 

very well in Chinatown without any knowledge of English. They 

had to rely on their children to interpret for them. 

To be evacuated was to be torn up from the close community 

that existed in Darwin. It was to be exposed to the culture of 

the Anglo-Australians which went as far as having the Chinese 
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women and children placed up on deck while the Anglo-

Australians shared the accommodation below decks.13  As the 

ships sailed south, the Chinese women and children began an 

exodus that changed their lives completely. 

When the Chinese women and children of Darwin were evacuated 

to the southern, eastern or western states they responded to 

the new challenges in a manner that was appropriate for their 

cultural values. They stayed together as families. Many set up 

shops or restaurants in other cities whilst others ran farms 

or vegetable gardens.14  Some met other Chinese families who 

were of different clans and so found marriage partners that 

were appropriate within their cu1ture.' 

Although the Chinese did not alter their deep seated cultural 

values during this experience, they were able to appear more 

assimilable than they had been previously because of it. They 

distanced themselves from the Japanese who were the common 

enemy by joining the defence forces if they could and fighting 

alongside the other Anglo-Australian volunteers. They 

maintained themselves in the southern, eastern or western 

cities through their own efforts and made no claim on the 

governments. They were able to set up their businesses in the 

central business district of the other cities.16  They were no 

longer segregated nor did they feel the need to be segregated 

in their own closed community. They were able to fit into the 

larger Anglo-Australian community without traumatic adaptions 

to their cultural values. 

They were also, however, making sense of the present through 

the cultural concepts of the past. Sahlins suggested that 

"events bear distinctive cultural signatures, ordered by 

culture." He argued that even with "unprecedented events" 

people "encompass the existentially unique in the conceptually 

familiar; (that is people) embedded their present in their 

past".17  Their traditional enemies, the Japanese were 

attacking Chinese citizens. For the Chinese there was a deep 
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knowledge that the best way to avoid danger was to get out of 

the way. When there was a need to move, there was no 

hesitation. The Chinese prospered by being non aggressive, non 

intrusive and humbly and quietly carrying on with the task of 

living. The Japanese had defeated Chinese armies in 1894' and 

were considered such enemies that during 1937 and 1945, their 

threat was sufficient to unite all the political factions 

behind the National Government and Chiang Kai-shek giving 

their support in the War of Resistance against Japan.'9  By the 

attacks on other Chinese people in Canton, and later in 

Singapore, the Darwin Chinese knew that there would be no 

mercy for their women and children in Darwin. The Chinese 

women and children were told to board the ships where they 

could find a place for themselves above decks. They made sense 

of the present situation in their own way which was in 

agreement with but quite different from the manner in which 

the Anglo-Australians perceived the situation. 

For the Anglo-Australian group, the order to evacuate the 

women and children made sense in the present situation. 

Australia had not been attacked since the British had first 

taken possession of the continent from the Aboriginal 

inhabitants, although the original need to settle the northern 

coastline had stemmed from an understanding that the region 

was vulnerable to attack. The attacks on the Americans in 

Pearl Harbour, the British in Malaya and the British and 

Chinese in Singapore during the later days of 1941 and the 

beginning of 1942, meant that the threat of a bombing attack 

on Darwin was very real. Also this was a kind of warfare which 

did not discriminate between soldiers and civilians. Bombs 

dropping from aircraft destroyed everything in the area where 

they were dropped. The women and children were safer in other 

parts of Australia. Also there was a very real threat of 

invasion. Most had heard of the atrocities committed in Hong 

Kong and Singapore where 'white' women and children were 

horribly abused by the invading armies. Most had families to 

whom they could return in southern, eastern or western states 
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and patterns had already been established where women and 

children were regular travellers on the coastal steamers. 

For some, however, there was no thought of leaving. The women 

who worked in the Post Office operating the telephone system 

were considered to be performing an essential service, as were 

the nurses in the hospital. All of these women remained, 

regardless to which group they belonged but rather according 

to which job they performed. 

Also a precedent had already been established in the 1920s 

after the labour disputes which contributed to the closure of 

Vestey Brothers' meatworks. Then the administration had no 

other answer but to provide passage for the workers to return 

to the more populous centres in southern, eastern or western 

states. For the administration, when the situation in Darwin 

became difficult, the best solution was to move the people 

back to the other states where they could disperse among the 

population. 

The women of the Anglo-Australian group who were travelling 

south to escape the war zone of Darwin were returning to an 

area of Australia where class and gender would loom larger 

than ethnicity. Many were thrown on their own resources but 

still managed, such as G. Litchfield who returned to her 

parents' home to find herself most unwelcome as rationing had 

begun, and the arrival of a daughter with her children was 

seen as a burden. Gladys made her own decisions and left home 

again being able to secure a job as a live-in housekeeper on a 

cattle station in Queensland. There she and her family 

remained for the rest of the war.21  

The coming conflict was to realise one of Australia's 

persistent nightmares. In this case the 'yellow peril' was 

Japanese not Chinese. It was the rapidly advancing result of 

the particular situation in Asia as Japan expanded into the 

South-east Asian region. It brought home to all, that 
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Australia may think of herself as an European nation but it 

was one that was firmly located in Asia. 

The Greek women and children were also given the order to 

evacuate. Some of them had memories of fleeing the attacks on 

their home island during World War I. It made sense in the 

present to travel to other centres and to safety. They had 

maintained the networks with other Greeks in other parts of 

Australia as they would one day be looking for marriage 

partners for their children. Some of the women maintained 

contact with those who had previously lived in Darwin and a 

network of other Greeks was established which linked the 

Darwin Greeks to those who were establishing larger 

communities in Perth, in Melbourne, in Sydney and in the sugar 

growing areas of Queensland around Innisfail. 

Chrissie Paspalis worked beside her husband to build up a 

business and it was so successful that when the order to 

evacuate came, she was able to stay because her catering 

business was considered an essential service. Her business 

catering for Qantas flights was extended and she was kept 

busy feeding the refugees arriving from Singapore, which had 

fallen to the Japanese in January 1942. 

Most Aboriginal people were not included in the order to 

evacuate but they returned to their own country if they could. 

They were obeying their strong cultural values when they 

returned to their own country in such a time of crisis. Many 

did not want to travel to far away places. They had a firm 

belief that they would be watched over by their own spirits, 

their totem and their relatives. It was better to remain in 

the familiar surrounding which held the meaning of life. In 

this way, they were responding to the crisis in accordance 

with their cultural values but they were not unrealistic about 

the Japanese, having been aware of the presence of luggers for 

over a decade. They understood, probably better than the 

Anglo-Australians that the Japanese were very different. With 
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the training the Aborigines received as children they had 

greater skills of observation. They preferred to stay and 

defend their own territory from yet another invasion. 

In 1941, Bagot Reserve and its hospital were commandeered by 

the 119th Army General Hospital. It was housed in three 

locations - Kahlin, Bagot and the new facility at Berrimah. 

Some of the 'half-caste' Aboriginal population were evacuated 

by military truck convoy. Not all, however, were able to reach 

the trucks in December, 1941. Sister Eucharia remembered. 

I was in the convent (in Darwin) with 37 children I had 
brought from Garden Point. None of us were prepared. 
There were no trenches or anywhere to go, so we gathered 
the children downstairs under the beds. I had gone 

upstairs to gather mattresses when I realised the planes 
were above me and were firing at the building . ..There 

were American soldiers billeted in the school and they 
offered to take us out of Darwin. We loaded into two 

military trucks and headed south. They took us as far as 
Adelaide River but could not take us any further. We 
camped by the road that night and after a week of using 
trucks, and trains we eventually reached Adelaide.2' 

One group of 'half-caste' Aborigines was taken to Balaklava in 

South Australia. Another group was taken to Melbourne, and 

another still ended up in New South Wales. The group at 

Balaklava was housed in what had been a racecourse "in the 

horse stalls of which there were about seventy. These were 

open to all weather and afforded the occupants no privacy".22  

The towns people of Balaklava proved to be very generous in 

helping the evacuees with clothing, blankets, and especially 

food. This was offered despite the fact that Balaklava was 

also host to wives and families of British forces evacuated 

from Singapore.23  

Even though the women and children were evacuated, the normal 

life of the town continued as much as possible. The shops and 

banks opened each day as did the pubs and the doctor's 

surgery. There was no panic, there was a lot of preparation. 

Men from the Australian Imperial Force volunteered for 

overseas service. Two battalions from the 8th Division were 
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stationed in Darwin. They were joined by a Pioneer Battalion 

and a Machine Gun Battalion. The Darwin Mobile Force had been 

raised in 1938 for northern defence and the engineers and 

artillerymen of the Garrison were stationed at Larrakeyah. 

The town had been invaded, not by a hostile enemy but invaded 

nonetheless. Normal civilian administration no longer existed. 

The military commanders of the districts were the ones who 

were making the decisions. They consulted with American 

commanders and Australian military and political heads. Darwin 

became a war zone. It was a pawn in a bigger game. 

Most of the men were Anglo-Australians who enlisted to "defend 

their country, travel to different places, see some of the 

world and have a bit of adventure".24  There were also many 

civilian men who had remained in Darwin. These included men 

from the different cultural groups, Aboriginal, Greek, Chinese 

and Anglo-Australians. 

In a town full of men waiting for something to happen, boredom 

took its toll and there were riots between soldiers and 

civilians. Looting followed brawls, mostly carried out by 

civilian opportunists.25  The boredom was quickly forgotten 

when the Japanese attacked both Malaya and Hawaii. The 

Australian troops which were moved on to Timor and Ambon were 

replaced in Darwin by two American field artillery regiments 

who had been bound for the Philippines and diverted to Darwin. 

But the task of defending Darwin was virtually impossible with 

the men, supplies and equipment available. 

Naval volunteers had constructed a submarine boom across the 

mouth of Darwin Harbour but the surface vessels were all anti-

submarine corvettes which were of no use against naval vessels 

or aircraft. The Royal Australian Air Force in Darwin did not 

own a single modern fighter plane, only 18 Hudson bombers and 

13 Wirraways which were training aircraft and had none of the 

manoeuvrability of the Japanese Zeros.26  Planes from the 
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U.S.A.A.F. used Darwin R.A.A.F. base for refuelling and 

squadrons from both of these forces had been sent to help 

defend Indonesia. When Darwin was attacked by the Japanese 

planes on 19 February, 1942, the preparations were shown to be 

totally inadequate. 

There had been an order to dig a slit trench, but this had to 

be done by hand since there was no machinery. The soil was as 

hard as concrete as the long dry was over but the Wet had not 

properly begun. Even when the Wet did begin and some trenches 

were dug, they quickly became filled with water and were 

useless on that account. 

Perhaps the citizens of Darwin had been too distracted by 

prosperity. The cattle stations were contracted to supply the 

Army with meat. The shops and the stores were enthused about 

all the customers they had. It was a boom time for many of the 

merchants. Shops and services owned by the Chinese were 

stretched to the maximum since the women had left the town. 

Charlie Huong On's sot tdrink factory was taken over by the 

military so that it could continue production all through the 

emergency.27  Haritos' general store on the corner of Daly 

Street and Cavenagh Street continued trading until February 

1942 28  

It was seen as a precipitative time for the Anglo-Australians 

working on the wharves, strong union members all. They had not 

forgotten the claims they had made on the regime in the heady 

days of Nelson. They still believed in the rights they were 

demanding, those of fair pay, fair hours, fair conditions. The 

particularly fragile position of Darwin was an ideal 

opportunity to make those demands anew. Most of the supplies 

arrived in Darwin by sea and had to be unloaded at the wharf. 

But to facilitate the movement of supplies servicemen had been 

used which angered the unionists and strikes were frequent. 

This angered the American troops on board USS Peary which was 

forced to refuel herself because waterside workers had 
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refused. She was caught at the refuelling dock when the 

Japanese planes started bombing the town.29  

After the first air raid on Darwin, most of the merchants and 

storekeepers were forced to leave town. The actual attack had 

been ruthless. 'A sledgehammer to crack an egg' . The defences 

on the ground had been quickly rendered useless and the 

destruction of buildings and particularly vessels in the 

harbour and the buildings and aircraft at the R.A.A.F. base 

was thorough. The reaction of many was to flee. But where 

could one flee to? Shipping had been disabled, aircraft were 

destroyed, now the neglect of the Commonwealth Government to 

build the north - south railway was revealed as a major 

strategic miscalculation. 

As early as 1940, workers from the Queensland, South Australia 

and New South Wales Main Roads Departments had been 

constructing a road to join up the rail heads, at Alice 

Springs and Larrimah. This connection had been made in 1941, 

and construction was begun on the Barkley highway from Tennant 

Creek across to Mt Isa. This and the Stuart highway became the 

lifeline of Darwin. After the bombing in February, 1942, with 

the absence of any organised resistance and a breakdown in 

communications, panicked survivors fled along the rough track 

or crammed into the one train as quickly as they could. Their 

one thought was to get away from the town. "Others jumped into 

the nightsoil cart which drove away loaded with people and 

other unmentionables" 30  

People started running away from the danger zone, not really 

knowing what was happening and what to do. They knew the town 

had been attacked by Japanese bombers and Zeros. They could 

even see the faces of the pilots as they strafed the streets. 

People scattered in all directions. The ships in the harbour 

were also under attack. When the Neptuna exploded with her 

cargo of ammunition, it could be heard and seen from far 

distances. The airbase had been a prime target and all the 
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planes were destroyed on the ground. The last remaining means 

of transport out of town was the railway. 

The railway was always going to be upgraded and connected to 

the rest of Australia but nobody wanted to spend the money on 

it. It remained a single line of tracks which threaded its way 

to Adelaide River and then on to Katherine and Birdum. The 

station yards were at Parap or what the Darwin people called 

the 'Two and a Half Mile'. This was slightly inland from the 

coastal site where Vesteys had constructed their great meat 

works all those years ago and where the navy now had a 

victualling depot. People fled to the train station to remove 

themselves from danger. 

Not all fled. J. Waldie was working on the Department of Civil 

Aviation launch near the steps used by the flying boat 

passengers when the bombs started falling. He worked all 

through the raid despite bombing and machine-gunning. His post 

was in the vicinity of an ammunition ship that was on fire and 

after it exploded he proceeded to a tanker which was on fire 

to rescue some of its crew. Hundreds of men were saved by his 

efforts as he plucked them out of the oil covered water. 

Burning debris from the exploding ships was setting fire to 

the floating oil making the rescue job even more difficult. He 

was only twenty-five years old at the time.3' 

Louis Harmanis, who had arrived from Greece in 1917, was 

working as a plumber when the bombs started to fall. He had 

tried to enlist in the Army but was rejected. His main concern 

was to find out what had happened to his brothers, George and 

Steve. He placed his father-in-law Jack Kailis on the first 

evacuee train but found greater difficulty getting onto the 

train himself. He did eventually board the train by joining it 

further along the track only to be confronted by an old 

Chinese. "What about the quid you owe me, Louis? You pay me 

now eh? I might not see you again".32 
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The Administrator moved to Alice Springs where efforts had 

been made to transfer administrative records.33  He tried to 

carry on his administration but he was virtually powerless.34  

Military decisions were made by others who were far away. When 

the bombers came over the town, the general response was one 

of confusion. There was no clear leader who could rally the 

shocked people and make an organised defence of the town. No 

air raid warning was given until the bombs started dropping, 

even though the planes had been sighted over Bathurst Island 

and the resident priest Father McGrath had radioed a warning 

that he had sighted a large formation of planes. A similar 

message was received at Coonawarra Naval base. But there had 

been many false alarms and the message was passed on to North-

west Area and to Combined Headquarters. No action resulted.36  

This problem of inefficient communication had been inherent in 

the jealousies between the three different service branches in 

the town, as well as the presence of American troops and the 

absence of any neutral civilian organisation. The chaos and 

the panicked retreat became the subject of a Royal Commission 

conducted by Justice Lowe. "He heard witnesses at Darwin from 

5-10 March 1942 and in Melbourne 19-25 March. His main 

conclusion was that in all areas there was a decided lack of 

leadership from those in positions of authority".36 The 

secrecy of the military meant that the information released to 

the Australian public was so censured as to be 

inconsequential 

The neglect of any effective transport infrastructure was 

finally being addressed. An overland route was established so 

that troops and equipment could be brought into the area. The 

segregation of the town was forgotten. The separated groups of 

people had become one, at least for the time being. Some 

Greeks, like Harmanis saw no chance for themselves as 

civilians and when he applied again to enlist was accepted.38  

George Haritos had been accepted earlier and when the bombing 

started he was on the other side of the harbour manning one of 
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the guns. It was quickly discovered that he was much more use 

to the other men using his detailed knowledge of the harbour, 

a legacy of his fishing trips in his own boat as a boy.39  

Ray Chin had returned to Darwin after being bombed in Canton 

in 1938. Instead of returning to Darwin Primary School which 

had no more courses to offer him, he went to work in his 

father's store. After the bombing, he managed to move some of 

the shop's contents to Katherine where he helped set up 

business again. But when the Japanese bombers came over again 

and bombed that town as well, he had had enough. He tried to 

enlist in the army but was rejected because he was 'not brawny 

enough'. He walked round the corner and enlisted in the 

R.A.A.F. and was trained as an aircraft mechanic.4°  

After 1940, as the threat to Darwin increased, the Defence 

Forces constructed airstrips on the flanks of Darwin, using 

Aboriginal labour. Mission Aborigines at Milingimbi Mission, 

Emerald River Mission and Groote Eylandt as well as those at 

Port Keats, Drysdale River and Bathurst Island constructed 

airstrips and considerably extended the air cover potential.4' 

These men, however, were not formally enlisted. 

Donald Thomson, an anthropologist from Melbourne who had 

already carried out two extensive expeditions into east Arnhem 

Land in 1936-1937, was asked to raise a unit using Aboriginal 

men from the local tribes. He was given formal approval to 

form his unit in September 1941 and because of his knowledge 

of Aboriginal traditional and cultural mores was able to form 

two formerly warring clans into an united unit. He was able 

to resolve the differences between the two groups by a 

'squaring up' ritual. 

This involved the offenders running the gauntlet of the 
aggrieved group who threw spears at them. If the 

offenders escaped the ordeal without injury, they were 

required to present their thigh to allow a member of the 

aggrieved group to thrust a spear into it. After the 
drawing of blood in this way, the offence was considered 
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harmoniously together •42 

The Aborigines were never formally enlisted but were given 

regimental numbers. Their pay consisted of three sticks of 

tobacco and rations per week and they were issued with 

tomahawks, knives, fishing lines and hooks.43  Thomson insisted 

that the unit use their traditional weapons against any 

Japanese invaders and the men were not issued with rifles. 

After sixteen months of training and patrols the unit was 

disbanded. The task of flank protection and early warning was 

taken over by the North Australia Observer Unit staffed by 

Anglo-Australians. 

At the suggestion of W.E.H. Stanner, a Professor of 

Anthropology, this unit was formed to carry out surveillance 

along the northern coastline and provide a warning of any 

invasion. The unit was raised in the traditions of the 

Australian Light Horse Regiments and the bush commandos of 

East Africa. The unit was broken up into small groups who 

spent months living alone in isolated remote areas, 

maintaining radio contact with headquarters at Katherine. The 

unit was set up in 1942 after the first bombing of Darwin, 

when the threat of invasion was very real. The men survived 

off the bush and were taught many skills by the local 

Aborigines. 

The 'Nackeroos' as they were called were hand picked for their 

ability to manage away from a rigid command structure. The men 

needed a knowledge of the bush and horses as well as radios, 

to be able to use their own initiative and be able to survive 

long periods of isolation. Xavier Herbert who had written his 

novel Capricornia about the plight of the 'half caste' in 

Darwin was a member of this unit. The men developed a very 

close working relationship with the Aborigines and developed a 

high regard for their skills and local knowledge. One Nackeroo 

commented 
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I feel unhappy that they've been forgotten. I think that 
the Aborigines should be rewarded in some way. After all, 
they did far more and made greater sacrifices than the 
average soldier who was stationed around Darwin, yet they 
got nothing - apart from a bit of tobacco, a pair of 
shorts and a hat." 

There were other groups of inland Aborigines who came under 

the control of the military. The Army established settlements 

at Larrimah, Mataranka and Manbulloo, which were controlled 

from Army Headquarters in Darwin, with a non-commissioned 

officer and his subordinate at each settlement. Over one 

thousand Aborigines (men, women and children) came under the 

Army's direct control, and these people came from right across 

the Top End.45  

All settlements provided housing that had been constructed 

using Aboriginal labour with European supervision. The huts 

were approximately ten feet by twelve feet, well ventilated 

and waterproof. Many had scavenged from Army rubbish dumps 

such things as beds, tables, gramophones and records. Three 

meals were provided each day from the Aboriginal kitchen. 

Showers and toilet facilities were available, with separate 

facilities for men and women and these were used and 

appreciated 46  

The employment conditions were changed from those which had 

been experienced in Darwin and on pastoral stations. The 

normal working day was eight and a half hours, including the 

lunch hour, for five and a half days a week. The standard rate 

of pay was five shillings per week. In addition, food was 

provided and a fortnightly distribution of tobacco as well as 

hand towels, razor blades, singlets, working trousers and 

shirts, ground sheets and blankets.47  All settlements housed 

children as well as adults and in two (Adelaide River, and 

Koolpinyah) a small school was established, where the children 

were taught reading writing and arithmetic by an Aboriginal 

who had some mission training.48 
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By remaining in their territory or by returning to it many 
Aboriginal people were able to experience a profound 
improvement in conditions. They were able to stay together 
instead of being forcibly separated. They were given adequate 
food and the working conditions were humane. It gave them a 
taste of what they could aim for in this new order. 

Aboriginal people in other states were interested in their 
status. The Aborigines' League, a political group pushed for 
the slogan 'no enlistment without citizenship'. Hall quotes a 
letter from an Aborigine, William Cooper, the League's 
Honorary Secretary where he argued that his son was killed in 
World War I and that last time those who did return were 
'pushed back to the bush' .41  

A Defence Committee was established to examine the question of 
'the enlistment of aliens and persons of non-European 
descent'. Hall pointed out that although the Committee found 
the "enlistment of such people undesirable in principle" but 
they foresaw the possibility of future manpower demands and 
added a clause, "a departure from this principle could be 
justified to meet special needs which might arise".50  Loh also 
cited the difficulties encountered by Chinese wanting to 
enlist and help defend Australia. In the 1920s with the 
establishment of the Royal Australian Air Force only British 
subjects of 'pure European blood' could join.5' These 
restrictions were relaxed as the war progressed. 

It can be seen that even though Australia was under attack, 
the government was reluctant to allow non-Anglo-Australian 
participants to defend her, because of the situation which 
might arise after the war. On the one hand Aborigines were 
treated humanely in settlements and on the other they were 
used for surveillance but denied the right to enlist and be 
paid. Both Greek and Chinese people found that they were 
initially rejected but later were able to enlist. They were 
then paid as all other enlisted people. 
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For the different cultural groups in Darwin, most were 

represented in the defence forces in some capacity, but not 

treated equally. Most realised that the opportunity to defend 

Australia was one that could be used after the war to improve 

the political leverage of the cultural groups. This situation 

was different for people of Japanese or German descent. 

The 'half-caste' Aborigines remained the most controlled. The 

control mechanisms to which they had been accustomed in Darwin 

were taken with them to South Australia. They were not free to 

go where they pleased but instead were taken to the racecourse 

at Balaklava. It was not considered that they were able to 

fend for themselves. Nevertheless, they were no longer in a 

compound and were able to mix with other refugees and locals 

at Balaklava. 

The 'traditional' Aborigines were also controlled but they 

were taken to special settlements which they helped construct 

and which were administered by the Army. Even though they were 

controlled they were so much better off materially. For the 

first time many of them experienced humane conditions of 

living quarters and working conditions. They were not 

separated from the family members but could live together as a 

family in a hut. Their children were not put into dormitories 

or denied access to elders. The teachers at the school were 

Aboriginal. 

The Chinese and the Greek women and children had to travel to 

southern, eastern or western ports depending on which ship 

they were assigned to. Most found that they managed quite well 

outside Darwin. The Chinese women were able to work and hold 

their families together. They also met members of other 

Chinese communities. The Greek women found that the links they 

had maintained with other communities were now very useful. 

The women found that they naturally tended towards people 

whose practices were familiar. The Chinese met Chinese people, 

the Greeks met Greeks and the Anglo-Australian slotted back 
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into their original patterns. The big difference would be with 
the men who were all serving in the defence forces - Anglo-
Australian, Aboriginal, Chinese and Greek. The Aboriginal was 
again singled out as being too different and only some were 
entitled to enlist. Others fought to defend Australia but were 
neither enlisted, paid nor recognised. 

For the Anglo-Australian group class differences were able to 
interfere with work on the wharves right up until Darwin was 
bombed. There were even difficulties within the same class 
among the different sections of the defence forces. But while 
Australia was under attack these had to be put aside. 
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9. 

Returning to Civil Rights and Housing Problems. 

Kalmnians Help Rebuild the City. 

After the war, some of the Aborigines who had been moved to 

the Army settlements wanted to return to their homelands but 

knew that they would be returning to pre-war conditions. In 

1945, R. and C. Berndt found the position of some of the 

Aboriginal women in the pastoral camps to be an intolerable 

one. The Berndts recounted two different episodes. In one of 

them the husband had learned through experience to make the 

best of his family's situation. 

This man's position with relation to the overseer was made 

more secure while his wife was seen as the favourite of a 

series of local head stockmen and overseers (European) . In the 

other episode the Aboriginal man in question did not want his 

wife used sexually by the white overseer. He objected to the 

sexual use of his wife and daughter and wanted them to 

accompany him on a walkabout. As a consequence he was refused 

food and forced to leave. "He was very much upset, not only by 

this incident but by the fact that he could not lead a normal 

life with his wife and family".1  

By 1946, Bagot compound was handed over by the Army to the 

civilian authorities. It returned to being a transient and 

resident centre for Aborigines working or visiting in and 

around Darwin. The Retta Dixon Home in the centre of Bagot 

compound was to replace the Half-Caste Home from the pre-war 

era. It too, housed children who had been taken from their 

mothers, as well as the children of past inmates who were 

unable to provide for them, although these were a small number 

of the total. Statistics from as late as 1962-63 showed that 

the number of 'boarders where part maintenance was paid' was 

less than the number of 'State wards'. The group with the 

highest number were 'illegitimate part -Aboriginal' children.' 
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The administration of the Home was taken over by the 

Austral'ian Inland Mission. 

Other accommodation had to be found for families coming back 

from Balaklava. Camp K9 had been used by the Civil 

Construction Corps and was situated in Charles Street, Stuart 

Park, a suburb situated between the railway station at Parap 

and the main part of Darwin. It was occupied by construction 

workers until the Stokes Hill Wharf was built, when it became 

available for families as temporary accommodation. There were 

40 small fibro huts with a communal kitchen, dining room, 

recreation room, toilet block and shower block. The 

Administration charged 15/- a week for these very cramped and 

crowded facilities. Greek, working class Anglo-Australian and 

'half-caste' Aboriginal families competed for a place there. 

Another camp vacated by the Army was situated along Charles 

Street, including Mary, Margaret, Anne and Westralia Streets. 

Here the accommodation was Sidney Williams huts which 

consisted of galvanised corrugated iron over a steel frame, 

with push out windows. There were no ceilings, no wall 

linings, no mesh screens or fans. A family could only occupy 

half of the hut. They were partitioned by masonite but this 

did not extend up to the roof. Accommodation was so scarce 

that sometimes families of 12 lived in these cramped 

quarters . 

The housing problem was serious and concerned people of all 

the cultural groups. The 'half-caste' Aboriginal people who 

lived in these cramped conditions were not in a position to 

accomplish very much that would bring about improvements to 

their housing conditions. That would have to come from others. 

There was, however, another issue which goaded 'half-caste' 

Aboriginal people into political action at this time. 

In the Darwin police court, the Anglo-Australian son of the 

licensee of the Parap Hotel, James Dowling was sentenced to 
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six months imprisonment for serving liquor to a 'half-caste' 

Aboriginal person whom he knew, but who was not exempt from 

the Aboriginal Ordinance. Dowling appealed the decision 

because of the unfairness of the Act but the Licensed 

Victuallers' Association refused to supply liquor to any 

'half-caste' Aboriginal person unless that person could 

produce a certificate of exemption from the provision of the 

Aboriginal Ordinance (1910). The article in the Northern 

Territory News under the heading "Hotels' Liquor Sales Ban on 

Half-Castes" explained that the ban affected over 1000 

'coloured' people, many of whom were returned soldiers who 

regularly refused to apply for exemption.4  

The issue was taken up by the Half Caste Progressive 

Association and quickly grew from a stand on the right to buy 

a drink to full citizenship rights. Six months later it was 

reported that the ban on serving liquor to 'half-caste' 

Aborigines was still in place, although the Deputy Leader of 

the Federal Opposition, Mr Calwell stated that "the Labor 

Party believed that those parts of the Aboriginal Ordinance 

relating to half castes should be subject to immediate 

amendment". Also quoted in the same article was Mr Hasluck, 

the Minister of Territories who had agreed that "action would 

be taken to eliminate distinctions" but that nothing had yet 

been done.5  

The problem of getting something done lay in the manner in 

which Darwin was governed. During the military occupation of 

Darwin between 1942 and 1946, the Administrator moved to Alice 

Springs for the duration of hostilities but the Darwin Town 

Council was disbanded. When the military powers left Darwin, 

the Town Council was not re-elected but instead there was a 

Central Council of Progressive Associations, where each 

registered Progressive Association sent one representative to 

the Council. The body acted in an advisory capacity to the 

Administration which represented the Federal government, more 
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specifically the Department of Territories, Paul Hasluck being 

the Minister. 

This situation meant that the people who were most affected by 

the discriminatory clauses in the Aboriginal Ordinance, had 

very little means to bring about a decision for change. The 

Australian Halfcastes Progressive Association (AHPA) had 

developed in the congested living conditions at the Stuart 

Park Camp. The President, Jack McGuinness was assisted by the 

secretary Mr Babe Damaso. Other members included Joe Ruddick, 

Yorky Peel, Sheila Clarke and Tim Angeles.6  They could 

influence public opinion in Darwin where many of the members 

were good workers and had lived in Darwin for most of their 

lives, but the decision was not made in Darwin. 

On 10 July 1952 a deputation from the Australian Halfcaste 

Progressive Association called on Administrator Wise. "Mr Wise 

told the deputation he was conscious of the fact that the laws 

had been written for conditions existing in 1918 which did not 

apply today".7  The deputation wanted the Administrator to 

recognise the principle of full citizenship rights for 'half-

castes' and other 'part Aboriginal' people. 

The deputation was the result of a rowdy monthly meeting where 

members spoke strongly against the exemption certificate 

arguing that decisive action was necessary to bring about its 

abolition. At the same meeting a new Association was formed, 

the Eurabo Parents Association aimed at protecting the rights 

of children with mixed parentage. This came about because 

children were discriminated against because they had 'olive' 

complexions, explained the secretary, Mr J. Ruddick.8  

By August, Mr Hasluck announced that a Welfare Branch would 

take the place of the Native Affairs Branch and that new 

powers would be given to the Administrator to alienate some 

land in the native reserves for mining and to declare those 

"who have lived in the manner of the European community" to be 



outside the Aboriginal Ordinance-9 When this piece of 

legislation was presented to the Northern Territory 

Legislative Council for approval, the Member for Darwin, Mr 

Matt Luke made a determined stand for an amendment. He said 

that the way the Bill stood, it meant that whether a 'half-

caste' Aboriginal person was exempt from the Aboriginal 

Ordinance or not was dependent on one man, the Director of the 

Welfare Branch. 

The amendment received the support of several other members 

and after lengthy debate was adopted with the result that any 

person whom the Director proposed to declare under the 

Ordinance had to be notified and would be entitled to 

representation at the subsequent inquiry before the 

Administrator would hand down a decision. This amendment was 

accepted by the Council and the Bill passed quickly through 

the last stages requiring only the Governor General's approval 

to become law.'°  

These changes were not for all Aboriginal people and the 

Australian Halfcaste Progress Association was not fighting for 

improvement in the conditions for all Aboriginal people but 

rather only for part-Aboriginal people. Nevertheless, the 

removal of discriminatory clauses for 'half-caste' Aboriginal 

people was partly 'paid' for by 'full-blood' or 'traditional' 

Aboriginal people who under the linked legislation could lose 

part of the land that had been reserved for them to the mining 

companies. 

This was a time when considerable attention was being given to 

the industrial development of the Northern Territory. The war 

had shown the authorities that its open spaces were a 

liability in times of threat and the Territory must develop in 

order to be self sustaining. A proposal was put forward by the 

Post War Reconstruction Committee to encourage the re-

establishment of the pearling industry along with the 
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development of a buffalo hide industry and a crocodile skin 

industry.11  

The proposal to re-establish the pearling industry was based 

on the high prices received f or pearl shell in 1939. At that 

time the largest buyers were the United States of America, 

Britain and Japan and the returns approached the value of 

238,000 pounds. In a letter in October, 1945 addressed to the 

Department of the Interior, the Administrator, C.L.A.Abbot 

warned that there were very few pearling luggers remaining and 

that most master pearlers had died or been interned during the 

war. 12  

Nevertheless, some local operators were interested. Nick 

Paspaley had operated some pearling luggers before the war 

along with his brother Michael, but Michael decided not to 

become involved in the post war period. Another two Greeks, 

the Haritos brothers, formed a company and acquired some 

luggers also. The attempts to rekindle the industry were 

hampered by lack of equipment and labour. In a telegram to the 

Commission of Commerce, Agriculture and Food Control, Anderson 

from the Fisheries Department in Darwin made enquires about 18 

U.S. Navy diving outfits which he hoped would be made 

available so they could be distributed through his office.13  

In 1947, Nick Paspaley contacted eight Malays who were 

interned in Adelaide and made arrangements to have them return 

to Darwin where he guaranteed to cover their indentures. 

Following that lead, Anderson from the Fisheries Department 

made application to the Immigration Department that this 

indentured labour be available to other master pearlers. The 

Immigration Department replied in a letter to the 

Administrator that the government opposed the use of coloured 

indentured labour in the pearling industry but realised that 

until white men could be trained as divers it was necessary to 

accept these labourers so that the industry could be 

established •14 
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On the other side of the world on Kalymnos the men who had 

earned their living as sponge divers were experiencing the 

effects of the development of artificial cellulose sponge from 

wood pulp wastes. When the Kalymnian Brotherhood in NSW15  

suggested that Kalymnian divers could be used in Darwin, the 

Department of Immigration sent an official to investigate the 

possibility. 16  

Once again, as in 1915, the fears of the unions regarding 

Asian labour made a place for Greek workers. This time, 

Kalymnian divers were preferable to the indentured divers from 

Malaya or Koepang. In 1952, a team of twelve Kalymnian divers 

was sent to Broome and Darwin. Their fares were paid by the 

Australian government. But the Kalymnian divers were not very 

happy about the conditions. 

Christie, who interviewed ex-divers on Kalymnos was told that 

the system of diving was completely different from that which 

the Kalymnians had been accustomed to, with 'antiquated 

methods and equipment'. As well as this, the murky water and 

huge tides were disconcerting to men accustomed to the clear, 

calmer waters of the Mediterranean Sea.17  On the whole the 

Kalymnian divers did not settle to the north Australian diving 

conditions but since they were able to find alternative 

employment in Darwin they stayed on as construction workers. 

The divers who continued with the pearling luggers were mainly 

from Indonesia, Singapore or Timor although there were also 

some Thursday Islanders and Malays.18  They signed a contract 

for a year. Under the contract the crew received one pound per 

month. The diver would be contracted at an agreed price per 

ton and he would have to share that with all the other 

divers 19  

This was a very different system to that which had operated 

with the Japanese. The Japanese were very systematic workers, 

good seamen with boats ready for the season. They negotiated 
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the terms of each year's contract and once there was agreement 

they would sign. Once they signed they kept their word.2°  By 

the early 1950s the masters of the pearling fleet wanted to 

bring back the Japanese. J. Nelson the Federal Representative 

for the Northern Territory, son of H. Nelson who had been so 

active as secretary of the union in the struggle with Vestey 

Brothers and their meatworks in 1918, was a bitter opponent of 

the re-introduction of the Japanese. He called a public 

meeting in March 1952 to put the union's case to the people.21  

The government did finally allow 35 Japanese divers to come to 

Darwin for the season but the industry was already suffering. 

A. Gerdau, a large shell buyer in New York, told both Anderson 

in the Fisheries Department and Nick Paspaley who was his main 

supplier, that consumption of shell was falling rapidly and 

that Paspaley should be very careful regarding forward 

arrangements of crews.22  The demand and price for shell 

continued to fall as button manufacturers changed over to 

plastic. 

In an endeavour to rescue their investments both Nick 

Paspaley23  and the Haritos Brothers"' applied to the Director 

of Welfare for permission to survey the coastal regions along 

the Aboriginal reserves for the purpose of the culture of 

pearls. The Haritos Brothers eventually left pearling and the 

brothers engaged in crocodile hunting and fishing for 

barramundi which they were able to sell to the Olympic Village 

during the Games in Melbourne in 1956.25  Nick Paspaley stayed 

with pearling and was eventually able to capture a large share 

of the market. 

Meanwhile the Kalymnians who arrived in Darwin became part of 

a larger influx of people. After the war, the Commonwealth 

government began a program of immigration to increase the 

population of Australia. Partly because of this program and 

partly because of the situation in Greece, many other families 
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from Kalymnos made the journey to Darwin. They were able to 

establish themselves on the foundation laid by the 

Kastellorizon Greeks who had begun to establish a community in 

the 1920s. 

Greeks such as Harmanis and Kafcoloudes had worked as builders 

in pre-war times and now after the bombing of Darwin there 

were opportunities in the building industry as reconstruction 

began. Both acted as sponsors for people to come from Kalymnos 

and since they were already established in the industry they 

were able to advise newcomers on government tenders, 

subcontracting and building regulations.26  

The Greek men arrived at a time when labour was scarce and 

there was a great need for work to be done. They brought their 

families to Darwin and the Greek population expanded. The 1954 

Census recorded 87 males and 23 females arriving from Greece. 

The headmaster of the Primary School stated that there were 

twenty Greeks from ages 5-14 who could not speak a word of 

English.27  The Greeks were in a favoured position. They could 

build their own homes and they could have their families with 

them. They found it easier to work with and for other Greeks 

which meant their lack of English was no real problem. 

Construction work was attractive for other reasons. It allowed 

the Kalymnians to continue with traditional practices from 

Kalymnos. Construction work paid well and gave enough for a 

single income to provide for the family. Very few Kalymnian 

women worked outside the home. This gave them the opportunity 

to maintain the role of wife and mother. They could spend time 

meeting with female kin and friends as they would have on 

Kalymnos. They could prepare Greek food, attend Church 

activities, celebrate name days as well as look after children 

in the home and older parents or in-laws if necessary.28  

Long term Greek residents, returning after the war also found 

themselves in a favourable position. The Haritos family had 



operated a store in Darwin since the 1930s. After the bombing 

they were forced to hand over their store to the Defence Force 

administrators. Both Sons then enlisted in the Army. Jack 

Haritos returned to Darwin after the war and recalled 

We opened up in January 1946 and there was only one other 
store in Darwin at the time . .. we relied completely on the 

Army for our stocks. Rationing was still on - butter, 

sugar, tea. But we drew our supplies from the Army for 
the first 3-4 months 'cause that had a big surplus stores 
up here at the end of the war. I think they had at least 
a hundred thousand troops stationed in the Top End and 
Darwin must have been the supply base for the lot.29  

Chrissie and Michael Paspalis were also keen to return as 

quickly as possible. When the bombs hit Darwin, they had been 

planning to travel to Sydney to buy furniture for their new 

venture, 'Rosalyn Court' . They had built this as a guest house 

upstairs with small shops downstairs and it was near the 

Rendezvous Restaurant and the Victoria Hotel. All their plans 

had to be put on hold when the war began and the couple had to 

be airlifted to safety. 

Michael remained with Qantas at their Rose Bay base in Sydney. 

Chrissie had leave for the war years and gave birth to their 

two daughters. They returned to Darwin in 1945, when lack of 

housing made it very difficult for many to return. Many homes 

had been damaged and many were being used by the military so 

only those people who had an empty home to come back to could 

return at this early date. Officially civilians were allowed 

to return in February 1946. Many, like Chrissie were saddened 

to discover their furniture gone, their personal possessions 

gone, 'everything that wasn't built into the house' gone .3°  No 

compensation was ever paid for this lost property. The pill 

was harder to swallow, when residents discovered that most of 

the looting that occurred had been carried out by some 

civilians and the military police who were supposed to be 

guarding the town. In some cases they burned the buildings in 

an apparent effort to cover the looting.31 



Chrissie and Michael Paspalis took over the lease of the 

Darwin Hotel, which had previously been run by the government 

at a loss. They built up the business until the Darwin Hotel 

was the centre of the social life of Darwin. Glancing through 

the newspapers of the 1950s one can see that birthday 

celebrations and wedding receptions were usually put on there. 

Chrissie Paspalis was in a position to achieve considerable 

status as hostess of the hotel's Dining Room. 

We had a formal dining room - nobody came in without a 
tie and long trousers. The dance floor was in the centre 
with the tables and chairs all round. The tables all had 
starched white tablecloths and serviettes; it was really 
very beautiful and I was very proud of it. I set a 
standard for dressing and I used to change every evening 
into formal wear and greet the guests.32  

Chrissie Paspalis also had labour problems during this time. 

There were more jobs than girls to perform them. She had no 

washing machines and employed 'coloured' girls to launder the 

linen, starch and iron it. Nevertheless, her husband also 

sponsored workers from Cyprus.33 These workers as well as 

others coming to Darwin meant that during the 1950s and 1960s 

the Greek group increased considerably in number from around 

100 in 1957 to about 900 by 1971. 

The Chinese had owned a substantial section of the pre-war 

Darwin. By 1946 returning citizens could register claims with 

the Department of the Interior for compensation for damage to 

property which occurred through enemy action, demolition, 

deterioration and Army occupation. The government took the 

value of the property as at 17 January 1946 when the Darwin 

Land Acquisition Act became law and the value of improvements 

as they existed at 18 February 1942 - the day before the 

bombing of Darwin, and deducted normal depreciation on 

improvements between these dates.35  For many, the low 

evaluation of the properties held prior to the bombing became 

a major factor for their decision not to return to Darwin. 

This was the case for many Chinese.36  The receipt for the 

compensation for the Chinese Recreational Club was 722 pounds 
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which was to compensate for the Darwin Compulsory Acquisition 

Act as well as the demolition of the facilities.37  

Charles See Kee was Secretary of the Chamber of Commerce and 

it was agitation from this body which forced the fortnightly 

leases, which had been brought in after the passing of the 

Land Acquisition Act, to be increased to five years.38  The 

Town Management Board was re-established in 1946. Also in that 

year, a conference was held of Departmental heads which 

included the Northern Territory Chief Surveyor, A. Miller. It 

recommended that "it is undesirable that persons of the one 

nationality (non-European) should be permitted to congregate 

in a particular area".39  This in effect gave the Town 

Management Board the authority to exercise control over the 

location of members of the different cultural groups. 

The barriers which had segregated the Chinese into Chinatown 

altered. Now the administration imposed different regulations 

which were not negotiated with the Chinese people who were 

affected by them. In some cases the new regulations were 

disadvantageous £ or the poorer people. It showed that the 

limitations were weakening but not disappearing as the 

restrictions were the result of a political decision on the 

part of the Anglo-Australians and the Chinese were merely 

being acted upon. 

These government controls and the rising population of Darwin 

meant that the Chinese had become a minority. The acres of 

land held by the Chinese in the town area decreased. The 

number of Chinese landholders decreased as did the number of 

Chinese in Darwin .40 On the half acre blocks of pre-war 

Darwin the Chinese had up to five shops with houses behind or 

above, minimising overhead costs and the effects of 

competition while maximising profits. The new arrangement 

separated business and residential areas and required 

increased investment without necessarily entailing increased 
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profits. Only the wealthiest Chinese families could continue 

to operate.41  

A Chinese ex--serviceman, R. Chin explained that he had waited 

until after the war to marry his fiancee whom he had met on 

leave in Melbourne. They returned to Darwin in 1953, when 

there was somewhere for them to live. He was able to buy some 

land in the city in McMinn Street and after five years had 

finished building his own house.42  

There were others who were very keen to get back as soon as 

possible. These were the small business people who knew that 

at the time of the massive troop withdrawals there would be 

unusual and opportune situations. And they were right. But 

wanting to come back and being allowed to come back were not 

the same thing. The Defence Forces were still in control of 

the town and a civilian required a permit to be able to 

return. Charlie Huong On was given one because his return was 

much desired. The military had maintained and operated his 

soft drinks factory all through the war but now they wanted 

him to take over again. He was very willing to oblige.'3  

One man, pacing the streets in Alice Springs trying to get 

back to Darwin, was the Anglo-Australian, Ben Hingston. The 

war had ended in Europe and Ben knew he had to return. He had 

the idea that there would be ex-Army vehicles for sale and he 

desperately wanted to be on the spot at that time. He wanted 

to start a garage in Darwin but his real interest lay in 

transport. His persistence paid off and he was able to return 

and buy the vehicles which were for sale.44  He did not stop 

there and after acquiring his vehicles he built trailers onto 

them and by 1947 he started trucking cattle.45  

Another of his group who was interested in returning as soon 

as possible was Clive Keetley. He had made a few enquiries and 

although the military were still in control, there were ways 

around that situation. By joining the Civil Construction Corps 



he was able to be transferred back to Darwin. He was given a 

job at the power house, where he became a leading hand working 

on the engines. But all the time he knew that he wanted to get 

into his own business. He decided to begin with taxis. He 

would park outside the Victoria Hotel and pick up fares. There 

were no regulations involving plates, metres or price control. 

It was a matter of providing a service and negotiating your 

own price, but these things did eventually come into place.46  

In the pre-war era most Anglo-Australian women of the middle 

class had the services of Aboriginal women as maids and could 

employ Aboriginal men as general labourers around the house. 

This service was available after the war also but as the town 

began to build up again and facilities improved the need f or 

servants diminished. For example with piped water there was no 

need to have someone carrying it from the wells. Besides many 

young Aboriginal women had married and were no longer in the 

job market. 

Darwin's town facilities had come to the attention of the 

authorities during the pre-war period. As early as 1926, the 

major problem areas had been isolated. In the Annual Report of 

the Chief Health Officer, the need for a permanent water 

supply was raised again as a matter of urgency. He also 

mentioned old buildings in Chinatown which were unsanitary, 

recommending they be resumed, demolished and rebuilt. He had 

induced the Darwin Town Council to draft building by-laws but 

these were held up pending the proposed amendment of the Town 

Council Ordinance .47  

In 1940, R.A. Mclnnis was seconded from the Brisbane City 

Council to come to Darwin and prepare a report f or the 

development of Darwin. In his report he recommended many of 

the improvements that the Administrators and Health Officers 

had been urging f or some time. One was the demolition of 

Chinatown. He urged that Canberra be used as a model with 

tree-lined streets where civic pride would be engendered by 
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pleasant surroundings.48  Mclnnis also recommended the 

establishment of a Town Management Board. The bombing of 

Darwin on 19 February 1942, brought all these initiatives to a 

standstill but they were not forgotten. 

In 1943, the Minister of the Interior signalled an end of 

freehold land tenure in Darwin and issued a direction stating 

his intention of applying for funds to acquire all freehold 

land in Darwin and in future to issue perpetual leases. 

Canberra was to be the model.49  In January 1946, the Darwin 

Lands Acquisition Act became law and the Commonwealth 

Government acquired all freehold land around Darwin, 22,000 

acres in all of which 500 acres was in the town. 

As the civilians gradually returned, the acquiring of land 

began to have unforeseen consequences. 

Nobody could own town blocks, or have their leases 
back.. . . our family lost its interest in the Territory 
because my father had quite a few town blocks before the 
war but these were all confiscated.50  

The Darwin Town Council had been replaced by a Central Council 

of Progress Associations which could act as an advisory body 

but all the real decisions were being made in Canberra. 

Another problem for Darwin was that in the federal election of 

1949, the Chifley Labor government lost office. The new 

Liberal government of Prime Minister Menzies shelved the 

ambitious plans that had been the result of Mclnnis' Report. 

People continued to live in huts and shanties which had been 

temporary accommodation during the war. They could not be 

moved out as there was no place to which they could be moved. 

Civilians were forced to live in huts which were by 1952 in 

dreadful condition in makeshift camps. 

When one fellow was going out he'd sell his 'right'. Now 
he had no title, he had no tenancy, but he'd sell what 
was a de facto right - the possessory title if you like, 
to someone else. And there was a trade in it.5' 
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The other problem in increasing the amount of accommodation 

was a lack of finance for building projects. The government 

had inaugurated a housing scheme for public servants in order 

to attract them to Darwin, but this mainly involved the 

building of hostels for single government employees. The 

government held many applications for housing but was 

unwilling to be a provider. It argued that building costs were 

higher in Darwin and that the population was unstable. An 

article in the Northern Territory News argued that Darwin had 

never been more stable than in this post-war period and that 

the residents deserved a chance. It cited the growth in school 

enrolments as evidence that families rather than single people 

were coming to Darwin. These grew from 350 in 1946 to 910 in 

1952 52  

By January 1953, a scheme was outlined by the Government 

Secretary C.R.Stahl. Tenders would be called for the 

reconstruction of the camp at Parap by removing alternate huts 

and re-erecting them on the other side of the road. This would 

give a larger area around each hut and each would have a 

proper kitchen and shower room. The area would be sewered and 

the 'flaming furies'53  would be a thing of the past.54  

Formulating schemes and putting them into practice were not 

the same thing and the public servant who was responsible for 

alleviating the situation was Reginald Marsh. He had an 

unenviable job as people were tired of words without action. 

He decided to attend the Nightcliff Hut Dwellers Association 

meeting and talk to the people himself. 

I told them I didn't want to put them out in the Street, 
but they couldn't just block the solution of the main 
problem, which was to build houses. There's to be no more 
trading in these places. As soon as a place becomes 
vacant, let me know. I'll have the roof off within a 
couple of hours ... It was because of this experience that 
we set up a Housing Commission which was for ordinary 
citizens and it was debarred from housing public 
servants 
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The competition for Housing Commission houses was mainly 

between the Anglo-Australians and the "aboriginal families and 

families of aboriginal and other origin - no distinction was 

made but the tenants must be eligible and have the capacity to 

pay rent and maintain a reasonable standard of property 

care" 56  

With the building of the new High School at Bullocky Point in 

1956, there was no longer any need to send children interstate 

to receive an education. Although many Anglo-Australians who 

could afford the fee continued to do so for religious, 

educational or other reasons.57  The local primary school 

reflected the transient nature of the government employees 

(public servants, defence forces, teachers, police, nurses) 58  

Most of the government employees were of the Anglo -Australian 

group. A greater number of families were moving to Darwin. 

Often children accompanied their parents rather than staying 

on south at boarding schools. Many of the government 

employees, however, only stayed for a two year term.59  

There were, however, some long term local residents who were 

well situated to move into the professions. These included 

Charles See Kee who became a public servant and Harry Chan who 

became first an accountant then progressed to become a 

representative member of the Legislative Council and finally 

became the Lord Mayor of Darwin, the first Chinese Australian 

to reach such a position. The long established families of the 

Chinese group were in a very advantageous position, 

particularly the wealthier families who could afford to 

accommodate the new regulations of separate businesses and 

residences. 

Harry Chan had received a traditional Chinese education in 

Hong Kong before the war but in the post-war period furthered 

his studies by enrolling in a correspondence course in 

accounting through the Australian system of education.60  

Another Chinese, Kenny Moo studied medicine in a southern 
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university and returned to practise medicine in Darwin. The 

entry of some Chinese people into the professions enabled them 

to negotiate a more tolerant boundary where they were more 

acceptable to the Anglo-Australian majority. 

They spoke English and dressed in western style. Gone were the 

opium pipes that Ben Hingston commented upon. The Chinese saw 

it as no longer politically advantageous to accentuate their 

difference. Now they gave the appearance of assimilation. They 

did, however, rebuild one temple and establish the Chung Wah 

Society which incorporated all the Societies from the pre-war 

era. The Chinese school also started up again to maintain the 

younger generation's knowledge of language and customs.61  The 

'Chineseness' had become more private. 

With the change of government in 1949, there was a 

reassessment of the policy concerning the situation of the 

Chinese residents. In 1951 concessions enabled an extension of 

the certificate of exemption. The five year stipulation on 

residence was discontinued, and families of domiciled Chinese 

were allowed to remain as long as their sponsors were 

permitted to remain. In 1956 a new category of 'aged parent' 

was introduced, allowing Asian parents over 50 years of age to 

be admitted.62  

A lot of Chinese who wanted their sons to marry Chinese girls 

had great difficulty in Darwin because of the small community 

and the fact that the majority of them were related by blood. 

Some of the Chinese young men from Darwin went to Hong Kong or 

Singapore and married Chinese brides. They brought them to 

Darwin and because the new brides had married Australian 

Chinese, the government allowed them to bring their mothers-

in-law and fathers-in-law to Australia. Eventually brothers 

and sisters of the brides were also permitted to settle in 

Australia. This made an impact upon the Chinese population of 

Darwin 63 
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Apart from the easing of the restrictions of Chinese family 

reunions including the wider family of brides' parents and 

siblings, this was a time of great upheaval in China. In 1949 

it no longer was possible for those whose ancestral village 

was in China itself, to return there. The victory of the 

Communist Forces under Mao Tse Tung brought about the closing 

of China. 

The relationships that had developed between the families in 

Darwin and the larger clan groups from mainland China could no 

longer be maintained. Many early settlers such as those of the 

Chin clan who had come to Darwin in the 1880s and had 

originated from the Chinese mainland,64  were affected. 

The continual residence of the Chinese in Darwin since the 

early 1870s meant that there were families with at least three 

generations living in the town. During the war the women and 

children of Darwin were evacuated and this enabled the Chinese 

to come into contact with Chinese communities in other 

Australian cities.65  Other Darwin Chinese, both men and women 

joined the armed forces and helped to defend Australia. They 

returned to Darwin as veterans with new skills that enabled 

them to enter employment situations which previously were 

denied them.6' R. Chin, an ex-serviceman explained that he had 

been trained as a hydraulics mechanic in the R.A.A.F. and 

after discharge was quickly able to gain employment with Trans 

Australian Airlines, who were extending their services to 

Darwin.67  With their respect for education and experience of 

extended study, many other Chinese were in a favoured position 

to enter the professions. The restrictions that had been 

imposed in the pre-war period were no longer applicable. 

Both the Greek and the Chinese groups returned to a city in 

which conditions had altered. The discriminative legislation 

which had previously been imposed had been weakened. The 

segregated town of the 1930s was gone and new developments 

ensured that the groups were dispersed across the new 
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residential areas. Restrictions that had existed on 

participation in specific jobs were removed and greater 

freedom and opportunities became available to both Chinese and 

Greek people. Both groups could become naturalised as 

Australian citizens by the mid 1950s although it was the 

Chinese group that was better prepared to assume an active 

political role. The Greeks whose community had become very 

small in number concentrated on re-establishing a viable 

economic base. 

Within the Anglo-Australian group the barriers continued to be 

those of class. The government employees remained in a better 

position than the ordinary citizens who were struggling to 

find a roof over their head because of the appalling housing 

situation that existed. Some who had lived in Darwin prior to 

the war were on hand to partake of some of the benefits of the 

new era as the military moved out but they were receiving 

fierce competition from Greeks, who were also interested in 

starting up their own businesses. 

Aboriginal people did not share in the improved conditions. 

The Australian Halfcaste Progress Association fought for some 

rights and won some concessions but on the whole because so 

many Aborigines had been denied the opportunity to enlist 

properly their war service was not acknowledged. Most found 

themselves in a situation that was little improved from the 

1930s, although the curfew was lifted and the Bagot compound 

was an improvement on old Kahlin Compound. Nevertheless, 

Aborigines had the taste of better times and had focused goals 

for the future. 

The discriminative legislation that existed for the Aborigines 

was slightly altered but its effect was to consolidate the 

fragmentation of the Aboriginal group by giving citizenship 

rights only to 'half-caste' Aborigines who were long term 

residents of Darwin. Some of those were returned servicemen 

and others also could show long term employment. That the 



traditional Aborigines in the more remote areas could also 

show service in the defence forces and long term employment 

seemed not to be significant as they had not been entitled to 

enlist, or when working were not entitled to be paid. 

Nevertheless the 'half-caste' Aborigines were not really 

affecting an alteration in discriminatory attitudes because 

the Anglo-Australian administration still defined eligibility 

for citizenship. 
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10. 

Addressing Old Injustices: 

Land Rights, Migrant Rights and Refugees. 

After 1949, when the Liberal/ National Party coalition took 

over government in Canberra, the Northern Territory once again 

showed the personal nature of politics there. They returned a 

Labor representative, J. Nelson, son of their first 

representative, H. Nelson. Whilst Labor had held office their 

representative had been 3am, an independent. As their 

political representatives held little power to influence 

policies for the Northern Territory, interested Anglo-

Australians formed the Northern Territory Development League 

which aimed to promote the Northern Territory and lobby for 

eventual self-government 
•1 

The system of government in the Northern Territory which began 

operation after the war consisted of the Northern Territory 

Legislative Council. There were six members elected by 

Territorians and seven nominated by the government in 

Canberra. This meant that the administration of the Northern 

Territory was effectively fi.tn Canberra. 

Even before 1949 when Labor lost office, the administration 

had been reorganised. New functions were administered by newly 

created departments and the relative power of the 

Administrator declined. After 1951, the administration was 

again reorganised when P. Hasluck became Minister for the new 

Department of Territories. He was to remain Minister until 

1963. Hasluck had inherited the policy of 'assimilation' He 

argued that "the applicability of the policy to Aborigines was 

uneven".2  He found many problems in the administration both in 

Darwin and in missions on reserves. He was fortunate that by 

1953 he. was able to replace the Director of Native Affairs 

with a man of his choice, Harry Giese who became Director of 

Welfare . 
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The war had resulted in a significant increase in the contact 

between 'traditional' Aborigines and Anglo-Australians in the 

Territory. Hasluck argued that Aborigines should not be dealt 

with primarily on the basis of race but rather on a basis of 

needs. He presented a bill to the Legislative Council which 

did not mention 'Aborigines' but rather 'wards'. His thinking 

was that anyone with special needs would be declared a 'ward' 

of the government and there would be restrictions on their 

citizenship because their need necessitated protection and 

care. Most of the members of the Legislative Council walked 

out when the bill was tabled and threatened not to resume 

until the bill was completely rewritten.4  The Half-Caste 

Progressive Association also strongly objected to the bill. 

Nevertheless Hasluck and Giese were able to bring about other 

reforms which were more readily accepted. The Native Affairs 

Branch had become the Welfare Branch and well qualified 

officers were encouraged to work in the branch. Most were 

encouraged to participate in a course offered by Professor 

Elkin at Sydney University. Professor Elkin maintained a 

strong interest in the affairs of the Territory and 

particularly in the affairs of Aborigines. He had regular 

consultations with Hasluck. As Minister for Territories, 

Hasluck worked to have established the Australian School of 

Pacific Administration which specialised in training people to 

work in the field in Papua New Guinea and in the Northern 

Territory . 

Giese encouraged not only patrol officers to take such courses 

but also teachers and nurses who were being recruited to work 

in remote communities. The Welfare Branch also recruited farm 

managers, carpenters, and mechanics. To house all these 

specialists Giese fought and won a long and bitter battle with 

the Commonwealth Department of Works and Housing. He was able 

to set up a work force which moved from community to community 

constructing the necessary buildings and at the same time 

training some Aborigines in construction skills. 
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These initiatives were put in place to improve the lot of the 

Aborigines on remote communities. Even with these intentions, 

over the years, the conditions improved very much for the 

Anglo-Australians working on remote communities. It was 

necessary to do this to continue to attract people to work 

there but it meant that a lot of the resources which were for 

Aboriginal use were being used by Anglo-Australians. It was a 

difficult dilemma for the Welfare Branch. They wanted to train 

Aborigines but in the meantime needed the Anglo-Australian 

specialists. To attract the specialists they had to cast their 

net quite wide and attracted a number of people coming to 

Australia on the assisted passage of the post-war immigration 

scheme. This initiative brought a number of British citizens 

who swelled the numbers of the Anglo-Australian group. 

An informant, now retired and living in Darwin, described how, 

living in Wales after the war, he had applied for assisted 

passage to Australia where he thought his chances of getting a 

good job were better than in Britain. He travelled to Sydney 

by ship with his wife and after only a few weeks at the 

migrant hostel they accepted positions on a remote community 

in the Northern Territory. There were a number of British 

families who found the thought of living in the Territory very 

appealing 6  

Lawrence described how he travelled to a remote community as a 

mechanical technician. He was in charge of the power house and 

all the other assorted machinery on the settlement. Living 

there with his wife and six children who had all accompanied 

him from their former home in England, he initiated schemes 

for Aborigines such as a film night. He also organised the 

building of a tennis court out of rolled and pressed ant 

hills. The Anglo-Australians organised lights and had 

tournaments there 'playing sometimes till midnight'. He 

mentioned that one or two Aborigines would sometimes play with 

them even though he had observed earlier that the Aborigines 
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loved to play basketball and football and were really good 

players . 

But working on remote communities was not all a game of 

tennis. Sister Eperjesy recalled that she came to Maningrida 

in 1958 to find that the biggest problem was to correct the 

terrible malnutrition of the people and teach them how to 

control their leprosy conditions. She worked out ways of 

mixing the food that was provided with what was available 

locally. The tinned food was supplemented with dugong, various 

types of fish, seabird eggs and crocodile eggs. 

We fed the children three times a day. There were a lot 
of premature births and I worked out it was probably 
related to the mothers' poor nutrition. So I started a 
scheme, when any woman was pregnant, she started getting 
milk and food with the children three times a day.8  

In order to fund all these projects, Giese established a loan 

scheme for church groups and charitable agencies with only one 

per cent interest, so that they could erect facilities on the 

remote communities. At the same time a number of projects were 

begun in Darwin and Alice Springs which were to assist 

Aborigines coming from the remote communities to the centres 

in order to further their education. St John's College in 

Darwin was built this way as was Centralian College in Alice 

Springs . 

The construction of facilities by the 

only on remote communities. It had 

Aboriginal town dwellers were also in 

some houses standing which had beE 

introduced by Dr Cook in the 1930 

Hasluck's backing introduced anothE 

Aboriginal people living in town. 'I 

twenty houses but was eventually sui 

Commission. 

Welfare Branch was not 

een acknowledged that 

need. There were still 

• part of the scheme 

but now Giese, with 

• housing scheme for 

e program built about 

rseded by the Housing 
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By 1964 the Welfare Ordinance was rescinded and the Social 

Welfare Ordinance replaced it. There was no reference to 

'Aborigines' or 'wards' but the Director of Welfare had the 

responsibility to provide assistance for people in need.'°  

Ironically Hasluck was no longer Minister for Territories when 

the bill which he had tried to bring in at the beginning of 

his term was finally accepted 13 years later. 

Australia, under the leadership of R.G. Menzies who remained 

Prime Minister until 1966, experienced an economic boom. The 

boom extended to the Northern Territory. In Darwin there was a 

multiplication of the numbers of public servants and Hasluck 

endeavoured to attract bureaucrats who were interested in 

getting something done, as he was determined to take his 

responsibilities as Minister seriously. He was criticised for 

becoming a 'one-man show' 
." Nevertheless, the Territory 

prospered under Hasluck except for one vital issue, self-

government. 

Over the years Territories Minister, Hasluck had brought 
to his job energy, intelligence and capability. Few could 
have been more devoted to the Territory's people and 
their welfare. Few, at the same time have matched him in 
reluctance to recognise fully the winds of change and 

anticipate their effects - a reluctance which in his case 

accompanies an insistent paternalism.12  

Frustration felt by the elected members of the Legislative 

Council came to a head in 1958 when they all resigned their 

seats. The following election returned all unopposed but still 

Hasluck could not back their demands for greater democratic 

representation. He did agree to meet a deputation in Canberra 

which resulted in the membership of the Council being raised 

to seventeen, two more members to be elected and three non-

off icial members appointed from outside the Public Service. It 

was a small victory, however, because the ultimate acceptance 

or rejection of ordinances remained with the Commonwealth 

government 13 
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Both the Anglo-Australian group and the Aboriginal group were 

subject to paternalism. The Anglo-Australians wanted a 

democratic voice in the running of the Territory. This was a 

division within the group, not according to class as it had 

been previously but between members of the same class but 

whose loyalties were in different places. One group were 

bureaucrats from Canberra whose political future lay there but 

the other group consisted of those who had settled in Darwin 

and who wanted to see the Territory achieve self-government. 

They were not working class people but professionals. They 

wanted to seize the reins of political power and shake of f the 

yoke of the paternalist notions of those in Canberra. 

The Anglo-Australians shared the same culture and class as 

their opponents in the political arena. It was clear that they 

had the support of the electorate when they were all returned 

to their seats after having resigned. An episode recounted by 

Evans working as a Patrol Officer in the 1950s reflected the 

degree of interference from Canberra. 

There were two outstations on the Victoria River Downs 
lease, Pigeonhole and Gordon Creek, where there were no 
pumps at the Aboriginal camp. All water for all household 
needs, and gardens was carted by Aboriginal women on 
yokes across their shoulders. I gave the manager twelve 
months to install pumps. When I went back the following 
year and there were no pumps installed I withdrew all 
their licences for female Aboriginals. The manager told 
me to leave the property. I served notice of cancellation 
and travelled to the next station. After I got there, I 
got a telegram telling me to restore the licences that 
I'd cancelled. Someone had obviously been in touch with 
Canberra. I stalled saying I would want to be assured 
that the telegram was authorised by the Director. At 
anyrate a telegram came from the Director saying that it 
was authorised by him. So I had to restore the licences, 
regrettably. That was the kind of power and lobbying you 
were up against when you tried to do something.'4  

The Aboriginal group found it very difficult to fight against 

the paternalistic attitude of 'assimilation' . In 1963, Hasluck 

organised a meeting of representatives from the seven State 

and Territory governments to come together and discuss 
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concerns about the administration of Aborigines. The Darwin 

conference reaffirmed 'assimilation'. 

The policy of assimilation means that all Aborigines and 
part-Aborigines will attain the same manner of living as 
other Australians and live as members of a single 
Australian community enjoying the same rights and 
privileges, accepting the same responsibilities, 
observing the same customs and influenced by the same 
beliefs, hopes and loyalties as other Australians.15  

Although this policy aimed at improving the lot of Aborigines 

it completely negated the Aboriginal culture, their languages, 

customs and beliefs. It meant that Aborigines were to become 

like Anglo-Australians, adopting their culture, their 

language, their beliefs and customs. During the 1960s it 

became evident that there was discrimination and lack of 

opportunities for people from Aboriginal backgrounds.16  

'Assimilation' was a policy which was specifically developed 

with Aborigines in mind. Nevertheless the same conditions were 

assumed for the immigrants arriving in the post-war period. 

Hopefully they, too, would become Australians just like the 

Anglo-Australians. After fifteen years of immigration, there 

was ample evidence that migrants were not contentedly 

acquiring the culture of Anglo-Australians. The first push for 

change came from the glaring deficiencies in schooling of 

migrants who were located in the cities and therefore much 

more visible than the Aborigines who were 'hidden' away in the 

bush. 

The appropriateness of the assimilation policy was slowly 

beginning to be questioned as the number of Anglo-Australians 

who were more knowledgeable about and appreciative of the 

Aboriginal cultures increased. There had been a renewed 

interest in anthropology in many universities. This had begun 

during the war when Australian and American anthropologists 

and troops came in contact with Aboriginal people in remote 

areas, in northern Australia and on some Pacific islands. The 

interest was renewed for academics to reach out to Aboriginal 
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people across the world. A number of universities opened up 

departments of linguistics and researchers discovered that 

Aboriginal languages were very complex and worthy of study.17  

In 1955, the Welfare Branch in the Northern Territory carried 

out a census of Aborigines. It was a list by name, tribal 

affiliation, family grouping of all the 'traditional' 

Aborigines living in the Northern Territory. It was a huge 

undertaking and the Welfare Branch relied on people who had 

been in the field like the Berndts and Capell to help with the 

linguistics. Often they did not know how to write down an 

Aboriginal name and neither did the Aboriginal person.18  

Hasluck had worked to have the Summer Institute of Linguistics 

moved from Melbourne to Darwin and linguists were very busy 

recording the Aboriginal languages. 

At the same time, educators across the world were beginning to 

question the validity of intelligence testing, finding that 

the tests were culturally biased.19  In the United States of 

America programs such as Head Start were initiated to help 

children disadvantaged by poverty and in Australia studies 

were undertaken to investigate the effects of poverty on 

learning and opportunities.20  In the United States of America, 

Canada and in New Zealand there were experiments with 

bilingual education for indigenous peoples.2' In Australia, 

international organisations such as the Bernard Van Leer 

Foundation funded projects to identify problems in Aboriginal 

education. These projects went a long way towards the changing 

of attitudes.22  

In 1965, Broken Hill Proprietary Limited, were developing 

their manganese deposits on Groote Eylandt, a small island in 

the Gulf of Carpenteria just off the coast from east Arnhem 

Land. They saw the advantage of employing local labour. There 

was a mission near the deposits and another community on the 

other side of the island. The company negotiated with the 
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conditions as Europeans.23  

It will be recalled that earlier the Half-Caste Progress 

Association fought for citizenship rights for 'half-caste' 

Aborigines and that was accomplished with the price partly 

paid for by 'traditional' Aborigines who stood to lose some of 

their land. The mining development on Groote Eylandt was able 

to be established because of that linked legislation. The 

fragmentation within the Aboriginal group was being reinforced 

by the politically aggressive attitudes of the Anglo-

Australians. 

Their legislation strengthened the divisions which fragmented 

the Aboriginal group. The Aborigines were not given the 

opportunity to negotiate their own solutions and by having one 

faction 'pay' for the privilege of the other reinforced the 

fragmentation. This militated against the group uniting and 

functioning as a unified cohesive unit. It meant that 

Aborigines on remote communities had to negotiate for working 

conditions that had been fought for and won by 'half-castes' 

Aborigines a decade earlier. This strengthened the political 

power of the Anglo-Australians over the Aboriginal group. It 

meant that each 'traditional' group would have to fight for 

their individual rights. 

There was growing public concern over the treatment of 

Aborigines. In 1963 and 1965 Conferences of the Australian 

Council of Trade Unions carried motions condemning 

discrimination against Aborigines. There had been examples 

where Aborigines competed with Europeans on the basis of equal 

work for equal pay in the canefields of Queensland and 

Aboriginal stockmen in Western Australia. In 1965 the full 

bench of the Arbitration Commission heard the application of 

the North Australian Workers' Union, to remove the clause in 

the Cattle Station Industry (Northern Territory) Award, which 

discriminated against Aborigines. The Commission found in 
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favour of Aborigines but allowed a time frame of three years 

before payment of Aborigines came into effect to assist the 

pastoralists who had argued that full payment to Aborigines 

would make their enterprises unprofitable.24  

The conditions for cattle industry workers came to the notice 

of the Australian public again in 1966. The Gurindji people 

realised that equal wages were critical to their peoples' well 

being. Conditions on pastoral stations in the Northern 

Territory disadvantaged so many Aborigines that this had to 

end. 'Equal wages' were words in a language which Anglo-

Australians could understand and an issue which trade unions 

were known to support. 

On 22 August 1966, the Wave Hill workers walked off and formed 

a new community on Wattie Creek, called Daguragu which became 

the physical and symbolic centre for striking Aborigines. 

Journalists including Frank Hardy, Christopher Forsythe and 

Douglas Lockwood the Darwin based journalist, reported the 

situation through national and international media. Actors 

Equity, North Australia's Workers' Union and the Waterfront 

Workers' Union gave national backing and a newly formed group, 

the Melbourne Gurindji Group worked for a better deal.25  

The other party involved in the dispute was Vestey Brothers. 

Vestey Brothers had previously been heavily involved in the 

economic development of the Northern Territory when they 

contracted to construct huge meat processing works in Darwin 

during the years 1917-1919. When the negotiations for the meat 

works were finalised part of Vestey Brothers demands included 

that the permits they held in the pastoral property known as 

Wave Hill would be converted to leases. 

At that time there had been disputes regarding wages of Anglo-

Australian and 'European' workers and the continued industrial 

unrest was one of the reasons why Vestey Brothers finally 

withdrew from the Darwin project. Now almost fifty years 
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later, the same firm was again the centre of industrial 

unrest. This time the North Australian Workers' Union chose to 

support the Aboriginal workers where previously they had 

supported the Anglo-Australian workers against Vesteys. At 

that time they had vigorously opposed the employment of 

Aborigines in Darwin and banned them from joining the Union. 

Negotiations between the Gurindji, Vestey's representatives 

and the Department of Aboriginal Affairs officials did not 

begin until 1973, and it was not until 1975 that Vestey's 

released a 2,500 sq. km  area of land for the Gurindji. The 

claim for this land was not heard until 1981 under the 

Aboriginal Land Rights Act (1976) when Daguragu became 

inalienable freehold held under Aboriginal freehold title. The 

walk off in 1966, however, started the process and brought a 

major political action by Aborigines into the media and into 

the awareness of the Australian public at large. 

Although this case did bring the plight of Aboriginal people 

to the attention and awareness of the Australian public, the 

Gurindji were not campaigning for all Aboriginal people. 

Previously it was shown that the Australian Half-Caste 

Progressive Association in Darwin fought for the citizenship 

rights of the 'half-castes' Aborigines. Now the Gurindji were 

fighting for their traditional land so that they could live on 

it and work it under conditions that were more in line with 

those found for other workers in Australia. Although the 

'traditional' Aborigines were not in Darwin their actions 

along with those of the Half-Caste Progress Association were 

part of a process whereby Aborigines began making political 

demands. 

Hudson argues that the aggitation of these Aborigines was 

helped by the traditions laid down by Elkins and others at 

Sydney University and students who became more vocal in 

campaigning against social discrimination of Aborigines.26  At 

the same time Aboriginal leaders began to emerge. Leaders who 
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were vigorous, angry and determined to uphold Aboriginal 

rights and values. These included Kath Walker and Charles 

Perkins. In 1959, the Federal Council for the Advancement of 

Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders was founded.27  A 

national referendum asked the Australian people whether 

changes could be brought to the federal constitution 

concerning Aborigines. 

When the Australian voters went to the polls in 1967 for the 

referendum, they voted overwhelmingly for the Commonwealth to 

assume powers for the welfare of Aborigines. This referendum 

also gave Aborigines the right to be counted in the census as 

Australian citizens. Following the 1967 referendum, South 

Australia was the first state to bring forward legislation 

which abandoned the policy of assimilation and fostered 

instead a policy of integration of Aboriginal peoples. 

King, the South Australian Minister for Aboriginal Affairs 

defined the new policy as "the right of the Aboriginal people 

to live in our community on fully equal terms but retaining, 

if they so desire, a separate and identifiable Aboriginal 

heritage and culture"." This policy put forward by King 

neither treated the Aboriginal world of meaning as worthless, 

nor attempted to assimilate it, but rather gave Aborigines an 

identity within mainstream society.29  The Australian Labor 

Party reflected the policies of the South Australian 

Government and put forward a policy of self-determination on a 

federal level. 

This policy of 'self-determination' was particular to the 

Aboriginal people and did not involve the migrant people from 

non-English speaking backgrounds who were included in the 

later 'multiculturalism' policy. The policy of 'self-

determination' acknowledged that Aborigines had been treated 

differently from those in the mainstream community and had 

been denied their culture by specific government policies 

which strove to undermine their culture. One of the actions 
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which ceased at this time was the practice of removing 

Aboriginal children of mixed descent from their mothers. 

The Commonwealth Government, having now assumed the 

responsibilities for the welfare of Aborigines, was in a 

position to make promises to the electorate regarding 

Aboriginal education. The Van Leer projects provided a well 

researched method of implementing bilingual education and the 

growth of respect for Aboriginal languages and linguistic 

ability, as well as providing a supportive environment, made 

it physically possible to actually begin such programs. 

One of the Van Leer projects had been conducted at Katherine, 

a small town approximately three hundred kilometres south of 

Darwin. Most of the Aborigines who had been involved in the 

project lived at the town camp and their children attended the 

local primary school. The teachers involved in the project 

became aware that the conditions for the Aborigines attending 

the school were entirely different from those which the Anglo-

Australian children experienced. The teachers responded to the 

Aboriginal culture by visiting the town camps and getting to 

know the parents and community elders. The Aborigines then 

felt less restrained about coming to the school. They 

developed 'personal' relationships with the teachers.3°  

Sensing changing attitudes, some 'traditional' Aborigines from 

Yirrkala, a small community situated in the coastal region of 

north-eastern Arnhem Land about 700 km east of Darwin brought 

a case before the Supreme Court of the Northern Territory.3' 

The government had leased part of the Gave peninsula to 

Nabalco, a company interested in mining bauxite as well as 

acquiring an area of land to develop a town with housing 

facilities for miners. The land was part of the Arnhem Land 

reserve which had been gazetted for Aboriginal use only, in 

1931. 
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As Justice Blackburn listened to the evidence, he perceived 

that the problem was one that had originated at the time of 

the British occupation of Australia, when all land came under 

the jurisdiction of the Crown: 

desert and uncultivated country had always been taken to 
include territory in which live uncivilized inhabitants 
in a primitive state of society.32  

Justice Blackburn examined law cases in other countries which 

had inherited a British system of law to see whether there had 

been any precedent in allowing a communal native title to be 

respected. He studied cases from North America, Africa, India, 

New Zealand and Australia. 

Justice Blackburn found in favour of Nabalco and the 

Aborigines had to see a huge area of the reserve handed over 

to the mining company. This case brought before the Australian 

people the need for changes in the administration of 

Aborigines. Gough Whitlam, the leader of the Australian Labor 

Party promised Land Rights as an election issue in 1972. 

In the 1972 federal election, the Northern Territory produced 

no swing to Labor and the sitting member S. Calder of the 

Country Liberal Party comfortably retained his seat. 

Nevertheless, for the first time in twenty three years the 

Labor Party won a victory in the House of Representatives in 

the Federal government in Canberra. After so many years of 

Liberal! National Party dominance, there would have to be 

changes. Gough Whitlam swept into victory and was determined 

to bring about those changes. At the same time, Aborigines 

established a 'tent embassy' on the lawns of Parliament House 

in Canberra to draw attention to their lack of 'human rights'. 

By 1973, the new Labor Government in Canberra instructed 

Justice Woodward to inquire into appropriate means of 

recognising and establishing traditional rights of Aborigines 

over land, ways of vesting title to land, including rights in 

minerals and timber and establishing suitable procedures for 
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examining claims.33  Woodward was not asked to justify the 

granting of land but rather to investigate to whom, where and 

on what basis land would be granted. The inquiry took several 

year and it was not until December 1976, and even after the 

sacking of the Whitlam government that the legislation was 

finally passed which brought into existance the Aboriginal 

Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act (1976). It was originally 

tabled by the Labor government and was passed with support 

from all parties in the Commonwealth government. 

The Woodward Commission recommended two Land Councils be 

established in the Northern Territory, one in Alice Springs to 

cater for the Centre and the other in Darwin to look after the 

rights of the people in the North. Both councils were 

independently financed by the Commonwealth government. In 

1978, the Bathurst and Melville Islands broke away from the 

Northern Land Council and established the Tiwi Land Council. 

Members of all the councils come from the communities in each 

council's area of responsibility and although Woodward had 

suggested that communities should have "as much autonomy as 

possible in running their own affairs, and that people should 

be free to follow their own traditional methods of decision-

making ,34 Land Councils acquired considerable power to act as 

'owners' of the land. 

It is clear that there were considerable changes in the 

attitudes towards land on the part of the Commonwealth 

government which took steps to acknowledge 'traditional' 

Aboriginal rights to land and a culture that was different 

from the Anglo-Australian. The ability of the Aboriginal 

people to maintain links to their land and to maintain their 

culture were seen as important to the maintenance of the 

group. 

The political developments on the 'homeland' were not without 

consequence for some in Darwin. Furthermore, the Gurindji and 

those from Yirrkala fought for land rights as well as working 
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conditions and this moved the political activity onto a 

different plane. Land rights were not an issue for the 

majority of Anglo-Australians or European immigrants. It was 

an issue which only affected Aboriginal people from the 

various homelands and the Anglo-Australians who had taken 

possession of that land. 

The Aboriginal group, however, was the most divided of the 

four cultural groups in Darwin. The Land Rights (Northern 

Territory) Act (1976) gave particular significance to 

'traditional' Aborigines who had least contact with Anglo-

Australians and who tried to maintain their 'traditional' 

lifestyle. Where does this leave the group who were previously 

categorised as 'half-caste' Aborigines? They can no longer be 

called 'traditional', so where did they belong? The Anglo-

Australian legislators were able to acknowledge an Aboriginal 

culture but it was one which they endorsed not one which was 

forwarded by the Aboriginal people themselves. In this way the 

legislators were still able to insist on the criteria that 

determined who were 'traditional owners' and who were not. 

Here the Anglo-Australian group which held the political power 

were maintaining factional divisions within another group. The 

Anglo-Australians defined who were 'traditional' and who were 

'half-caste' Aborigines. In this way although the attitude 

towards land rights was more benign it was still an 

aggressively political attitude which was used to define and 

control Aboriginal people. 

The power of the legislators was revealed when some of the 

Larrakia people of Darwin tried to follow in the footsteps of 

their cousins in the remote homelands. They lodged a claim for 

the Cox Peninsula. This claim became known as the Kenbi Land 

Claim and embraced an area which was one hundred and fifty km 

from Darwin over a very poor dirt road. The Larrakia people 

did not expect to be granted the whole of the Cox Peninsula 

but claimed it, anticipating their claim would be reduced.35 
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Unfortunately for the Larrakia their claim lay directly across 

the harbour from Darwin including the settlement of Belyuen, 

formerly known as Delissaville not far from the township of 

Mandorah. The Cox Peninsula had become a popular holiday place 

where Darwin residents had weekenders, where they kept their 

boats and where the beach fostered a relaxed lifestyle. 

In 1978, the Government Gazette announced that Darwin's 

municipal area had been increased to include the whole of Cox 

Peninsula. This act of extending the municipal boundaries of 

Darwin became the subject of a 'Nationwide' program on the 

Kenbi Land Claim on the A.B.C.36  When the Kenbi Land Claim 

came before Justice Toohey, the Land Commissioner, he could 

not make a decision because the area claimed was no longer 

vacant crown land. 

Land was a contentious issue for other groups but in a 

completely different manner. Ever since the bombing of Darwin 

and the bulldozing of Chinatown, accommodation had remained a 

problem. In 1960 in the first annual Report of the Northern 

Territory Housing Commission, 50 houses were planned to be 

constructed that year, but there were 154 applications for 

accommodation.37  An Anglo-Australian public servant explained 

his situation. 

Ross Smith Hostel consisted of corrugated iron walls, 
corrugated iron unsealed roof, with a gap of a foot 
between the floor and the bottom of the wall and another 
gap at the top of the wall to the roof, and a corrugated 
iron door. People were recruited down south and were 
recruited by southern public servants who didn't bother 
to brief themselves on the actual situation. For twenty 
years after the war, conditions were quite difficult, if 
you treasured creature comforts.39  

This type of accommodation may have influenced many public 

servants when considering an appointment. Between 1963 and 

1970, the accommodation in Darwin provided by the Housing 

Commission increased considerably, the largest increase being 

in three bedroomed houses and in flats. Nevertheless, housing 

remained scarce. 
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The Anglo-Australian group was greatly increased by the post-

war migration scheme. Assisted passage helped to attract 

migrants from Britain, although there were not the numbers 

that had been expected. For other Anglo-Australians who came 

to Darwin to further their career in the workforce, this 

remained a stop over place. Many employers, the Commonwealth 

government and the Defence Forces particularly, aided this by 

their unwillingness to fund the removal of households to the 

Northern Territory. As the Commonwealth government with the 

Defence Forces was the largest employer in Darwin, this 

attitude had a marked impact on the length of stay of the 

people and their unwillingness to bring parents or other kin 

to Darwin. 

In the 1960s and 1970s more Greek families from Kalymnos moved 

to Darwin, following a pattern of chain migration set by 

previous migrants in the 1950s. As the Greeks moved within 

Darwin's urban area into secondary settlements chain 

migrations continued and the secondary areas became receiving 

areas for new migrants. In 1963, James recounted that a man 

arrived in Darwin from Kalymnos under the sponsorship of his 

cousin. He lived with his cousin's family in Stuart Park for 

two years, to save money so he could soon bring out his wife 

and son. In 1965 his wife and son joined him and the family 

bought their own home in Miliner. His brother-in-law joined 

the family in Miliner living with them for two years before he 

in turn could sponsor his family and establish his own 

house.39  Darwin and Kalymnos became sister cities and many of 

the new houses on Kalymnos were built with money from Darwin. 

There was a large number of people who chose to bring their 

parents from Greece. 

The first group of migrants in the post-war scheme had been 

'displaced persons' from the various camps across Europe. As 

it was perceived that these had been assimilated without any 

apparent difficulty, a much larger migration scheme was 

commenced.4° Most migrants were expected to come from Britain 
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such as Italy, Greece, Portugal and Spain, as well as people 

from northern European countries such as Holland, Denmark, 

Germany and Czechoslovakia.4' 

By the 1970s there were no longer 'displaced persons' in 

Europe and the economies of some of the other source countries 

had become so strong they were trying to attract workers from 

other less politically stable countries such as Turkey and 

Pakistan. Many such workers travelled to Germany and Sweden at 

this time.42  Britain had already attracted so many workers 

from other Commonwealth countries such as the West Indies and 

Bangladesh which had separated from Pakistan, that they placed 

restrictions and Australians as well were discouraged from 

settling in Britain. In Australia, the immigration laws which 

so restricted the Greeks in the 1920s no longer applied. They 

were able to come, usually having their own fare paid by a 

relative, although some later did make use of the assisted 

passage scheme. 

In her research in Melbourne, Jean Martin found that the Greek 

family rarely consisted of the nuclear family. Most of her 

interviewees maintained large households which included 

married children with spouse and their children as well as 

other kin or boarders.43  In the families that were interviewed 

in Darwin, this was not the case. Rather the grandparents and 

aunts, uncles and cousins lived in the same street or 

vicinity.44  This can be explained by a more rapid rate of 

affluence within the Greek community in Darwin. Post-war 

reconstruction provided opportunities for a man to become self 

employed or to work for other Greeks for good wages. Many 

Greeks who travelled to southern states in the post-war period 

found that the occupational opportunities had changed and that 

they could only work in factories which paid less and provided 

less and less opportunity to work overtime. 
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After 1972, the Commonwealth government's policy regarding the 

immigrant people changed from one of 'assimilation' to one of 

'multiculturalism' . This was more of an election ploy at the 

time than a thought out policy. 

Multiculturalism confronted the old assumptions that 
immigrants should identify exclusively with the dominant 
Anglo-Australian cultural forms. It was based on the 
assumption that people from different ethnic backgrounds 
should be free to maintain their native languages and 
customs, family and ethnic ties, even while accommodating 
themselves to the cultural pluralism which was now the 
officially preferred norm in Australia.45  

An interpreter service was established in Darwin and 

government forms began appearing in several languages.46  

The 1974 Turkish invasion of Cyprus led to many Greek speaking 

Cypriots coming to Australia as refugees. The Cypriots who 

came to Darwin, often had relatives there who were well 

established and able to act as sponsors. For the others, 

Australia's international reputation as a nation willing to 

take in refugees helped them to be accepted. The Cypriots were 

aided by the fact that before independence Cyprus had been a 

British colony and the citizens were classified as British 

subjects. The passenger lists for 1951 showed quite a number 

of Cypriots arriving in Darwin so there was already a base for 

these new refugees."' 

The Cypriots had a good knowledge of English and on the whole 

were better educated than the Greeks from the islands and were 

able to use their qualifications in Darwin. The Cypriots 

identified with Greek language, religion and culture. They 

were an ethnic group which had originally left Greece and 

settled in Cyprus. They had maintained their Greek culture 

over hundreds of years. When they arrived in Darwin, they were 

seen by the broader community to be part of the Greek 

community. This had the effect of broadening the overall base 

of the Greek community and it brought even more Greeks to 
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Darwin when these people began to bring their own extended 

families to this country. 

Betts argued that the multiculturalism debate brought migrants 

themselves into the political arena. Migrant opinions on 

immigration policy were sought by politicians. The migrants 

brought a widened perspective of the family to the debate. 

Migrants should have the right to sponsor adult relatives, 

including adult brothers and sisters.48  

The gradual increase of the Chinese community which had been 

carried out through marriage with Singapore or Hong Kong 

brides, received a jolt in the early 1970s when a number of 

factors led to a rapid increase in the number of people of 

Chinese origin in Darwin. There were other changes occurring 

overseas which impacted on Australia. 

The first was a gradual change in conditions within the 

'source' countries of Australia's post-war migration schemes. 

Initially migration had been influenced by a strong 'push' 

factor in the homeland. Conditions were unstable due to the 

effects of war and subsequent social and economic 

disharmony.49  By the late 1960s the areas of economic 

instability and military aggression had shifted to South-east 

Asia. The conflict in Vietnam had escalated to include 

American and Australian forces. 

One of Whitlam's election promises in 1972, had been to bring 

the Australian troops home from Vietnam as Australia had no 

sound moral grounds to be involved in the conflict. The people 

of Australia registered their disapproval of the war in 

moratoriums held in many state capital cities. The 

demonstrations involved huge numbers of people. The Vietnam 

war was broadcast on television and its reality invaded the 

living rooms of ordinary people in Australia. Images of naked 

terrified children fleeing from the soldiers did much to 

arouse public disapproval f or Australia's continued commitment 
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there. In 1973, Whitlam kept his promise and withdrew all 

Australia's forces from Vietnam. 

In the aftermath of North Vietnam's victory in 1975 boatloads 

of refugees began arriving in Darwin. Australia was forced to 

recognise it belonged in South-east Asia and that events there 

affected Australians. 

The prolonged drama of the boat arrivals in Darwin late 
in 1977 had immediate effects in the political sphere. 
Intellectual opinion had responded almost as abruptly. 
Here in the person of the refugee, was the 'problem 
migrant' writ large. Ethnically and racially distinct, 
oppressed, hunted, dispossessed. Evening after evening as 
the boats arrived the alien poor of the racist nightmares 
of the past were made real on the television screens of 
the present. Many intellectuals were overwhelmed by the 
analogy with the Jews and Nazi Germany. This, the most 
appalling barbarism of the twentieth century, was 
happening again in our region and Australia was part of 
it .50 

It was seen as a humanitarian duty for Australia to accept 

these refugees. The refugees were accepted. Most did not 

remain in Darwin because there was no facility to look after 

them. In southern and eastern centres, hostels had been 

constructed to cater for migrants arriving during the post-war 

immigration scheme. These now served the Vietnamese refugees 

and only a few remained in Darwin. 

The existence of refugee camps across South-east Asia from the 

former war zones in Vietnam, Burma, Laos, Cambodia, Thailand 

and Hong Kong brought the instability of the region home to 

Australia in a very forceful way. This was re-enforced when 

civil war broke out in Timor in 1975. The reports coming from 

Australia's closest neighbour were very confusing. The 

invasion of East Timor by Indonesia took place on 7 December 

1975 not quite a month after Sir John Kerr dismissed the 

Commonwealth government. Nevertheless newspaper reports 

suggested that the Labor government had already committed 

Australia to a policy of non-interference and were instead 
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interested in negotiating a treaty with Indonesia regarding 

the oil-rich fields in the Timor Sea.51  

Malcolm Fraser, leader of a caretaker rather than an elected 

government, in 1975, saw it was not politically prudent to 

involve Australia in any definite way just prior to a federal 

election of both houses of Parliament which became necessary 

after the dismissal of Whitlam's government. This was born out 

by Fraser's subsequent foreign policy where "the government 

was reluctant to take any initiative which might cause offence 

to the Suharto regime".52  

A large percentage of these refugees from East Timor were 

Chinese in origin. The Northern Territory News announced that: 

At a meeting in Darwin last night, Chinese evacuees of 
East Timor demanded that the Taiwanese Government arrange 
f or the evacuation of Chinese nationals remaining on the 
island. In a strongly worded telegram to Taipei the 
evacuees said they were deeply concerned at the apathy 
and moral insensibility manifested by the Taiwan 
Government to "our plight" in Timor. The telegram 
continued "there have been numerous reports of killings, 
mostly Chinese. We demand you send war ships into the 
area to evacuate loyal Chinese nationals and to guarantee 
the safety and lives of our people there". At the same 
meeting, the Chung Wah Society decided to try and 
co-ordinate all Chinese societies in Australia to urge 
the government to bring about a cease-fire in Timor.53  

The Chinese refugees from East Timor felt abandoned. They had 

proudly maintained their nationality and Chinese citizenship. 

Most had originally come from Taiwan but by the mid 1970s many 

had been born locally. Nevertheless, they had maintained their 

Chinese identity, having their own Consulate, the Chinese 

Commercial Association, and they maintained 17 Chinese schools 

where Portuguese was not taught. They mostly resided in the 

same neighbourhood where they ran their businesses as family 

concerns having the business in the front of the premises and 

the residence at the back. They maintained their dialect which 

was Hakka.54 
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By the end of December 1975, a 'Dunkirk' style evacuation of 

the East Timorese refugees was organised by a group of 

Australians. This action did not have the support of Canberra 

but did have the support of several Trade Unions, including 

the Seaman's Union, the Waterside Workers', the Amalgamated 

Metal Workers' and the Miscellaneous Workers' Union. Mr 

Peacock as acting Foreign Affairs Minister said that "if a 

refugee problem developed, the government would take a 

sympathetic and positive attitude" but when pressed a 

spokesperson refused to say whether this meant that East 

Timorese refugees would be allowed to settle in Australia.55  

That the Chinese people of East Timor were being persecuted 

became evident from personal anecdotes. 

I was a respected person, a leader in the Chinese 
community, and that was why the Indonesians paid me 
attention. I have relatives and friends in Indonesia and 
know Chinese are treated badly there. There were many 
beatings and they tried the electric shock on me. There 
were bombs and day and night you hear guns. The family 
had nightmares and couldn't sleep. We were always 
frightened. The young ones growing up became rough in 
their character with the violence they grew unsteady in 
their temperament, irritable and frightened. Something 
had been stolen from those young people; they did not 
trust. I could see my persecution coming again with each 
new group of soldiers wanting money. Our only hope was to 
leave. I asked all our relatives and friends and borrowed 
enough money to pay to get out.56  

By the end of January 1976, almost 3000 refugees had fled East 

Timor and the Australian government was considering the 

applications of over 800. Not all of these refugees were of 

Chinese origin, but they were the majority. Chan estimated 

that the percentage of people of Chinese origins among the 

refugees was as high as seventy five per cent.57  

Some of the people of Chinese origin remained in Darwin. By 

1980, the number of refugees from East Timor and Vietnam was 

large enough to encourage the opening of the Tamarind Centre 

and Community Refugee Settlement Scheme.58  The people had an 

impact on the Darwin Chinese Community, not only in the 
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obvious maimer of numbers and language revival, but in more 

subtle ways. 

In 1951 Australia had signed a United Nations Convention 

regarding refugees and had admitted to Australia a large 

number of displaced persons from central Europe at the end of 

World War II. In 1967 the Protocol Relating to the Status of 

Refugees was established as a mechanism for evaluating claims 

by people who sought refugee status.59  The arrival of 

refugees, this time from South-east Asian countries where 

there were wars, as well as political and social instability, 

meant that they were following a precedent set a decade 

earlier. It showed Australia that there would always be people 

on the move and that trying to attract people from Europe 

would only become more difficult as European countries 

stabilised and the union of the European Economic Community 

became a stronger political unit. 

In March 1977, a Green Paper on Immigration Policies and 

Australia's Population was tabled in the Australian 

Parliament. The Paper considered options available to 

Australia. This paper generated considerable debate and public 

response. The main government objectives remained the same. 

The social objective involved a commitment to family reunions; 

the economic objective aimed to contribute to national 

economic development by responding to labour market needs and 

providing entrepreneurial skills; the population objective 

aimed at augmenting the natural increase to achieve population 

growth; and the humanitarian objective aimed to fulfil 

Australia's international humanitarian commitments by 

participating in efforts to achieve political solutions to 

refugee problems and by providing aid to support and 

facilitate local integration of refugees or assist with 

resettlement 60  

The family reunion scheme originally aimed at the reunion of 

Australian residents with their close family such as spouses, 
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dependent minor children and aged dependent parents. As 

officials involved with the resettlement of migrants gained 

more knowledge, other factors were taken into account. It was 

understood that for a community to maintain its cultural life 

the immigration of compatriots was necessary. 

It was also accepted that for a large number of different 

cultures the extended family was the norm and the emotional 

bonds between, for example cousins could be as strong as those 

of the nuclear family.6' This resulted in a more liberal 

attitude towards the immigration of parents-in-law, cousins, 

aunts and uncles of the families of those who had originally 

come to Australia. Because of the easing of restrictions the 

base of the Chinese community in Darwin became stronger, more 

diverse and vitalised. 

During this period of the 1960s and 1970s Darwin ceased to be 

a rontier town. Events which were happening away from Darwin 

impacted upon the membership and the rights of the membership 

of the four main cultural groups in the town. 

The Anglo-Australian group's membership was increased by an 

influx of public servants as well as those who came from 

Britain on the assisted passage of the post-war immigration 

scheme. The public servants were following a pattern of 

behaviour that had been set much earlier of the government 

bringing public servants to Darwin usually for a two year 

contract to perform specific tasks. Hasluck did try to 

overcome this practice by recruiting and training officers 

before bringing them to the Territory, making sure that they 

knew the kind of conditions in which they would be working. 

The 'short term' public servants, however, caused a breach in 

the social organisation of the group because their loyalties 

were in Canberra not in Darwin. The local professionals wanted 

more say in their own affairs. This period of the early 1950s 

showed clearly the strong paternal attitudes of the government 
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in Canberra. In this way, what was happening in Darwin was not 

being initiated there but was the consequence of actions and 

attitudes in Canberra. This showed that even the Anglo-

Australian group which was the most politically powerful was 

subject to events and policies which were developed without 

consultation with those living in Darwin. 

The Aboriginal group demonstrated that during this period it 

was learning to make political demands. The group, however, 

was subjected to the consequences of events taking place 

outside of Darwin. On the Aboriginal homelands there were 

claims for better working conditions which gradually grew to 

claims for land rights. An Act was passed but the Aborigines 

continued to be defined by the government not by themselves. 

Therefore, the controlled social relationship between the 

Anglo-Australians and the Aborigines remained. It did, 

however, alter slightly. The policy of 'assimilation' was 

drcpped to be replaced by 'self-determination'. 

This change of policy and the 1967 referendum showed that the 

Anglo-Australians had become more sensitive and sympathetic to 

the Aboriginal situation. It was easier to offer the 

Aborigines legislation in the form of new liquor laws, the 

abolition of the 'exemption certificate' and Australian 

citizenship, but real issues like equal wages and compensation 

for land lost were much harder to achieve. The discriminative 

practices might be changing but there remained many areas 

where they acted firmly to control Aboriginal people in terms 

of political representation, educational opportunity, social 

status and real assistance. 

The clearly identifiable ethnic groups, the Chinese and the 

Greek, both moved from being so small as to have difficulty 

maintaining their group, to augmented membership. Both 

received new members due to acts of aggression. In both cases 

the Darwin groups were subjected to the consequences, in this 

case positive consequences, of events over which they had no 
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control. They had both consolidated their position after the 

war when new lobs and opportunities became available but they 

needed larger numbers. These arrived and the groups thrived. 

Both were examples of success. The Chinese gained considerable 

political status and among the Greek entrepreneurs there were 

cases of 'rags to riches'. Both groups enjoyed a high profile 

making Darwin an icon of a successful multicultural city. 

Neither of these groups was any longer controlled by 

discriminatory legislation but they negotiated their own 

boundaries. In this way they maintained their cultural 

identity firmly located in Darwin. The Anglo-Australians had 

shifted their xenophobia to the point where they saw a 

positive advantage (cultural, political, social and economic) 

in embracing rather than suffering the migrants from non-

English speaking backgrounds. 
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11. 

Cyclone Tracy - Evacuation 

Political and Planning Uncertainty. 

Events were happening in Darwin to change the whole landscape 

of the city and change other parts of the population. The 

arrival of Cyclone Tracy on Christmas morning in 1974, brought 

about another era of great change. Cyclone Tracy did not come 

out of a blue sky and unexpectedly devastate Darwin and its 

population. Cyclones were a fact of life in the north. 

Numerous cyclones had wreaked considerable havoc on the town, 

in 1897, in 1919 and another in 1937. These had caused damage 

to property but little loss of life. The cyclone tracks which 

had occurred in the area since 1959 revealed that although 

there had been little damage there continued to be 

considerable cyclone activity.1  

There had been a cyclone that had hovered near Darwin ten days 

before Christmas 1974. It had gone out to sea and nothing had 

happened. People were busy with the pre-Christmas 

preparations. It was the traditional time f or end-of-year 

office parties. Workmates gathered together over barbecues 

with eskies full of cold beer. It was also an exciting time 

for Darwin. It appeared that finally the town would be 

extensively developed. A number of citizens were involved in a 

town planning project. H. Long from the Council and B.James 

from the A.B.C. were two such enthusiasts. They wanted Darwin 

to retain its 'flavour' . They liked the relaxed style of 

living in Darwin where one was made to rely on oneself. It was 

a challenge to one's personal development. People made their 

own entertainment.2  The tropical climate and the tropical 

lifestyle were ideal. Through most of 1973 and 1974 groups of 

citizens were involved in assessing planning schemes, 

encouraging comments from the community at large. 

On the morning of Christmas Eve, the sky looked rather dark 

and some informants noticed that there were no 'traditional' 
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Aboriginal people in town. They all seemed to have left.3  

Nevertheless people hurried about with all the last minute 

activities before the Christmas break. Fridges and freezers 

were full of special treats for the table, Christmas trees 

were decorated and the presents were under the trees. The wind 

began to pick up but it often did that. 

Darwin had become an important meteorological centre, an 

analysis centre. The analysis was carried out from 30 degrees 

north. Data was plotted manually and charts were sent to the 

World Meteorological Organisation. Cyclone Tracy appeared on 

19 December west-north west of Darwin and warnings were sent 

to outlying areas but not to Darwin. Cyclones had been known 

to veer away at the last minute just as Cyclone Selma had done 

the week before, when it had come quite close to Darwin but 

finally veered out to sea towards the Vernon Islands and blew 

itself out without causing any harm. 

Ray Wilkie was in charge of the Meteorological Station and he 

was monitoring the cyclone but saw no reason for alarm even on 

the morning of Christmas Eve. Winds were quite strong but the 

airport remained open and planes continued to land and take 

of f.4  One informant who was making his way to Darwin, from the 

region of Adelaide River, saw columns of mist rising from 

every piece of water in the district. It had become so cool 

that there was condensation over the water.5  At midday a 

warning was issued. 

Intense tropical Cyclone Tracy located by radar fifty 
kilometres west-north west of Darwin, moving east-south 
east at 6 kms per hour. Destructive winds and rain are 
expected between Point Charles and Vernon Islands.6  

Even at this stage the eye was predicted to cross over 

Casuarina, a northern suburb of Darwin at 2.00 am but the 

cyclone could still veer away and panic was to be avoided. The 

Weather Bureau's officers were cautious even though they were 

stressing that the cyclone was very small and very intense. 

Tracy had first showed up as a weak low 700 km north-east of 
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Darwin. By the 22 December Tracy was 230 km north of Darwin, 

almost stationary and intensifying. On Christmas Eve it 

started moving slowly south west, rounding Bathurst Island 

then altering course to south-easterly directly towards 

Darwin. By the time the eye passed over Darwin airport at 

4.00am Christmas morning, it had shrunk in diameter from 14 to 

8 kms. At 3.05am the airport anemometer registered gusts of 

140 knots (72 meters per second). After leaving Darwin Tracy 

continued slowly east-south eastward across southern Arnhem 

Land and into the Gulf country of Queensland.7  

By 8.30 in the evening of the 24 December, 1974 the wind was 

so strong it was difficult to keep cars on the road. Many 

people carried on with traditional Christmas meals with 

relatives. J. Haritos was helping his brother out in the 

supermarket. At 9.00pm when they closed the shop he placed 

stock up on pallets. His brother's boat was in the backyard so 

he let the tyres down on the float and filled the boat with 

water, so it would not blow away. Old lessons from a lifetime 

in Darwin were remembered. The wind was a roar and the 

lightning was a strange blue-green in colour.8  

At 11.30pm the electricity was cut off. Most informants 

commented on the roar of the wind. The sound was terrifying.9  

"We just stood there for a few seconds while the lounge room 

just disintegrated around us, the walls just falling apart".1°  

Another informant described how six people huddled in a shower 

recess, which had a reinforced concrete roof. The rest of the 

house disappeared and when they crawled out as the eye passed 

over they found they had huddled in the only part of the house 

that remained. During the passing of the eye, they stood 

outside the shower and could see clear skies and stars above. 

But the walls of the cyclone quickly closed in again and they 

returned to the shower recess to wait out the next onslaught 

of the sound and the fury of the tropical cyclone.11 
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The cyclone was one of the strongest ever experienced in 

Australia. The damage that it wreaked on the town caused 

Darwin to be declared a 'Disaster Areal . It brought home to 

all the people living in Darwin that whatever their cultural 

origin, their place of residence lay in the tropics and that 

cyclones were a part of that environment. It brought its 

lesson so forcefully that it caused many to flee from the 

town. 

As the winds gradually eased and the new day began to dawn, 

dazed people who had huddled wherever they could, began to 

emerge and gaze in awe at what unfolded with the growing 

light. Their town was gone. Many thought that their house had 

received the brunt of the cyclone but the rest of the town 

would be all right. But it was not all right. It became 

apparent that it was not easy to move around. Loose sheets of 

corrugated iron which had been blown of f the roofs of houses 

littered the streets, loose electric wires lay on the ground 

and even metal electric poles lay in contorted heaps on the 

ground. It was not easy to move around on foot, let alone by 

motor vehicle. 

M. Hayes, cameraman for the A.B.C. managed to save all his 

camera gear and within an hour of the sun rising, he and a 

friend drove where they could around the town filming the 

shocking sight in front of them. After the runway was 

cleared, and the first R.A.A.F. plane took off, that film was 

onboard and within twenty four hours was being shown around 

the world.12  

Shocked men and women began to check up on family, friends and 

neighbours. One group had to leave their house in the height 

of the storm as it was disintegrating around them. They made 

their way to Darwin Primary School. The man was from the legal 

profession and he felt very guilty 'breaking and entering' the 

school as the door was locked.13  Others, having checked up on 

each other, then on those close by, began congregating at the 
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nearest school. "We went down to see what was happening. The 

radio was off, there was no electricity, and there was a need 

to know how extensive the damage was"."' Another made his way 

to the Civil Defence Headquarters. These were located at the 

old Police Station at Parap and had been damaged but not 

extensively. The police cells were still intact and dry.15  

Gradually the people of the town began to form themselves into 

working groups, helping each other, clearing parts of the road 

to make access easier. One woman described how her husband's 

Chinese boss came looking to see if they were all right. The 

Chinese boss had lost his own house but as his mother's was 

still standing, the whole extended family was congregating 

there. Employees became part of the family.16  

At Darwin High School a group of 'hippies' organised a kitchen 

and began distributing food. 

We had the lovely measure of anarchy abroad where people 
were just doing what needed to be done in their 
households or streets or informal things. You could see 
that there was this counter-revolution looming - someone 
was going to come and return things to normal.17  

Those involved in the formal structures of government moved 

quickly to take control. A meeting was called for 6.00pm on 

the evening of Christmas Day. The Civil Defence was not 

represented. Strider recalled, "it was clear to me that they 

were going to evacuate Darwin and I didn't think they should 

but if I'd gone to the meeting there'd been ill-will so I 

didn't go".'8  Those who attended included Dr Gurd from the 

hospital, Redmond from services, McLaren from law and order. 

These people were all Anglo-Australian and were of a 

bureaucratic turn of mind. The decision was made to evacuate 

the town of many thousands of people. Forster, on behalf of 

the Administrator, claimed the basis f or the evacuation was 

essentially medical - no water, no sewerage and no 

electricity 19 
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Many who were alive walked around grinning and feeling smug 

for being alive. People were helping each other. Those who had 

shelter shared it with others. Chin's store gave out dry 

underwear and clothes.20  Some only had the night attire they 

stood in. It was important to wear boots because of all the 

glass. Many tired to carry on as normal because of the 

children. It was Christmas time. 

I had my scheme of priorities perfectly clear by the time 
the light came - it was really important to be alive and 
not very much else was important at all.2' 

On Boxing Day morning planes began arriving, one carrying 

Major General Stretton who had been placed in charge of the 

newly formed National Disaster Organisation. This proved 

problematic as the Legislative Assembly had sat to discuss the 

emergency and appointed Dick Ward as first controller of the 

emergency but this act was disallowed by the Conuiionwealth 

government which appointed Ray McHenry.22  

Part of this governmental uncertainty came about because the 

administration of the Northern Territory was in the process of 

sweeping reforms. Before the 1972 federal election, there had 

been a push for the Territory to become a state with its own 

independent government as in any of the other states. By the 

time the Labor Party came to power in the federal government 

in 1972, it was acknowledged that reforms were long overdue 

but the aim of statehood was reduced to self-government. There 

were those who argued that the Territory could not afford to 

become a state and therefore lose a considerable amount of 

financial support from Canberra. 

In the early post-war period, a Legislative Council had been 

the only avenue for democratic expression for the Anglo-

Australian group in the Territory. By 1974, much had changed. 

For example in 1958, those of the Darwin Chinese community who 

had not been born in Australia became eligible for Australian 

citizenship. This included some who had fought for Australia 
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in the defence forces and had seen overseas service. When they 

returned to Australia and Darwin as civilians again they did 

not have the right to vote.23  Only after 1958 did this become 

possible. 

Members of the Greek group gained this right at the same time 

and after the reforms of 1960, 1961 and 1962, Aborigines were 

eligible to place their names on the electoral roll and vote 

in the federal government elections. 

There had been a number of accusations of illegal voting by 

owners of pastoral properties for their Aboriginal employees 

and their dependents. It was alleged that the votes which were 

all lodged as postal votes had been filled in by the owner and 

that the Aborigines on the property had no knowledge of the 

voting system.24  No case was proven but the Electoral 

Commission began a campaign in May 1965 to bring a Civics 

Course to Aboriginal people. With the Amendment of the 

Commonwealth Electoral Act in 1962 which gave the right to 

vote to Aboriginal people, enrolment on the electoral roll was 

left as voluntary rather than compulsory as it was for other 

Australians.25  The Commission focused firstly on people who 

were leaders in their communities and taught them the 

principles. They conducted mock elections and the Aborigines 

were able to cast their votes correctly without assistance.26  

By the late 1960s, the Legislative Council was an instrument 

for the voice of all the groups. 

This was a period when the Territory's people were learning to 

exercise their rights and the Council was learning how to 

function with more authority before self-government became a 

reality. There was a lot of interest among the townspeople. 

The Council's work received publicity through the media. There 

was a considerable role for the Assistant Administrator and 

the Crown Law Officer who worked closely together.27 
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The Territory election in October 1974, was held to elect new 

members to the Legislative Assembly which had been announced 

in March of that year. The new Legislative Assembly which sat 

for the first time in November 1974 was still unsure of its 

role because of Commonwealth government delays in accepting 

the recommendations of the Joint Committee which had been 

appointed to make recommendations for constitutional reform in 

the Northern Territory.28  The Country Liberal Party won a 

resounding victory. No Labor candidates were elected but 

independent candidates made up the number. At the time of 

Cyclone Tracy, self-government was not a 'f alt accompli' and 

there was the confusion of both Canberra and Darwin passing 

Acts to cater for the emergency. Labor completely overlooked 

the local organisations and the effort that had already been 

displayed. 

On 11 February, 1975, Dr Letts announced in the Legislative 

Assembly, 

I believe that the Minister for the Northern Territory, 
Dr Patterson, will introduce into the Australian 
Parliament today, a bill for the Darwin Reconstruction 
Act. There are indications that the government will seek 
to force the passage of this bill through all stages 
within the next two days. I believe that it would be 
unprecedented in Australian parliamentary history for 
federal legislation which may override state legislation 
to be drafted, introduced, passed urgently without any 
reference at all to the local legislature involved, that 
is without giving the people of the Northern Territory 
the opportunity to see the bill and to make comments or 
criticisms 29  

On the same day, the member for the Northern Territory, 

Calder, asked the question, 

Especially in view of the really great amount of 
responsibility that members of the Legislative Assembly 
have been showing since the cyclone disaster in Darwin, 
will the Minister advise the Parliament when executive 
power and responsibility will be passed to the Northern 
Territory Legislative Assembly so the Territorians may 
have a rightful say in their own affairs? 

30 
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Dr Patterson answered to the effect that Territorians had been 

dispersed away from Darwin and the Legislative Assembly 

building was a ruin. He also made the comment that in view of 

the disaster "important matters dealing with constitutional 

reform may have to be looked at again".3' For Territorians 

this was a rebirth of paternalism and all the frustrations 

stemming from the colonial-type attitudes came to light again. 

In the meantime Stretton who was given almost absolute power 

was in charge from Boxing Day until New Year's Eve when the 

other interim body took over. Stretton, it was believed would 

give stability to the situation as the only person in 

charge.32  Nevertheless, it had not been necessary to totally 

dominate the locals.33  

The first report despatched by the Director-General of Natural 

Disasters Organisation came via M.V. Nyanda to Sydney Radio. 

No local communications except police radio cars. 
Sewerage broken down, power out and difficulties with 
water supplies. Consider large scale thinning out of 
population necessary, possibly 10,000 people. Confirm 
probability of reception camps for those people who have 
no relatives outside Darwin. Appreciate 12 generators and 
lighting equipment to be loaded on HMAS Stalwart for 
lighting of refugee centres now located in four 
schools . 

The evacuation was not to be compulsory but as the 

hopelessness of the conditions became apparent, many people 

left voluntarily. Their decision was helped by the 

Commonwealth government's agreement to pay the cost of return 

air fares and to give assistance to road evacuees. For those 

who did not want to abandon pets, the RA.AF  and the civil 

airlines agreed to carry animals. However, many claimed that 

as the evacuation got underway many women were placed under 

immense pressure to leave.35  By 31 December 1974, 35,360 

people had been evacuated, 25,628 by air and 9,734 by road. 

Priorities were on the basis of health, gender and age, such 

that priority one was pregnant women, sick and injured; 

priority two was women and children, priority three was the 
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elderly, four and five priority were married couples and 

single people.36  During the relief operations no regard was 

paid to particular ethnic groups. Many persons of Aboriginal 

descent were evacuated to capital cities. Others were moved 

from Darwin to settlements within the Northern Territory at 

their own request, assisted by Connair, the Territory's 

airline.37  

Most of the remaining Aborigines from Bagot. Compound moved to 

the Ludmilla Public School. A check was made on fringe camps 

and at Delissaville and the people were found to be safe. The 

'traditionally' raised Aborigines understood the signs of the 

cyclone and had removed themselves from the Darwin area. Some 

Larrakia people removed themselves to their land, which made 

up the Kulaluk Land claim. Some Aboriginal people who had 

been brought up in the town and without having the opportunity 

to learn the signs of nature, remained in town, but few wanted 

to be evacuated. Many remembered the experiences from the last 

evacuation during World War II and had no desire to be split 

up from their family. Many chose to stay in Darwin.38  

On 25 December, 1974, at Casuarina High School, people began 

arriving as soon as it was light and they could move through 

the streets. There was no real plan. People just gravitated 

there. People seemed to move towards jobs that they had skills 

for and took it upon themselves to do them. They identified a 

need and got and did it.39  The evacuation had started and 

people were to wait at the school. There were about 4000 

people there. The buses collected them and took them to the 

airport. But a lot of other people came around the school 

looking for information. There was a great need to know what 

was happening. 

Many people managed to cope with the primitive conditions very 

well. There were communal kitchens, and no money was charged 

for anything. People would come into the cafeteria and queue 
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up for their evening meal. It was pretty basic meal - steak, 

potatoes and two vegetables.40  

For personal bathing, we used to go to a fire hydrant 
just near Casuarina water tower. In the evening you'd 
have a bit of a queue up of people who'd all have their 
cake of soap. And you'd sit in the gutter in front of the 
fire hydrant and someone'd turn it on - not too hard and 
you'd sort of wet yourself and lather up and then rinse 
off and get a couple of buckets to take home. 

41  

Nevertheless, with so many people living close together, there 

was bound to eventuate some unpleasantness. The first spark 

came when nine Greek men were arrested for looting.42  This was 

a charge which carried particularly unpleasant overtones for 

many people. 

There were many who remembered the looting by the Australian 

soldiers, the military police and civilians from after the 

evacuation in 1941. Stories had been passed down where a 

person would go visiting another and suddenly see their own 

lounge suite there.43  A Greek shopkeeper hurried around to his 

store at 7.00am on Christmas morning only to find that the 

looters were already there in the act of carrying out armloads 

of champagne from the liquor store.44  

When there were no walls left and no doors, many became quite 

frantic about their possessions. 'Looting' was the gravest sin 

one could commit in those last days of 1974 and the early days 

of 1975. Even before the charge, there had been short 

tempers. Greeks and Anglo-Australians were not accustomed to 

living so closely together. The Greeks liked to be close 

together but the Anglo-Australians wanted a bit of space. The 

Greeks looked after their own group and felt no compunction to 

help anyone else. This was understandable given the Greek 

viewpoint about the 'in-group' and the 'out-group'. The 'in-

group' received most attention. 

The Anglo-Australians did not see things in the same way. They 

were all helping to feed everyone and keep the situation 
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running as smoothly as possible. They thought the Greeks 

should be helping too.45  This situation was not helped by the 

arrival of 500 police from other states who had not been 

through the cyclone and came to keep order. When the elootinge 

case finally came to court, the Greek men pleaded that they 

were all of the one kin group and had been helping each other. 

The situation got out of control when a New South Wales 

constable punched one of the men, breaking his jaw while he 

had been locked in the cells.46  

A large part of the population was evacuated using aircraft. 

Within a few days thousands of people were transported to 

southern, eastern and western centres. The hostels used to 

receive migrants in the post-war period were used. Here again, 

the Greek viewpoint caused some problems. This time it was 

because of the priority of the passengers. According to 

Bucknall, some Greek men dressed as women so they could be on 

the same plane as the rest of their family.47  This only 

widened the gap of misunderstanding between the Anglo-

Australians and the Greeks. 

The disaster of Cyclone Tracy was a most devastating 

experience for the people involved. It became a baptism of 

fire for the newly formed Natural Disasters Organisation and 

because of this became the subject of considerable research, 

not only on the construction of cyclone proof communication 

systems, cyclone proof housing, but also the effects of trauma 

on people after a catastrophe. The Department of Social 

Security found that leaving a husband behind in Darwin was a 

strong incentive to return - 39 per cent of non-returned 

evacuees and 64 per cent of returned evacuees left Darwin as 

part of an incomplete family.48  The ethnic background of the 

people was not mentioned in the report but there were some 

statistics on the occupational status of people who chose not 

to return to Darwin and on those who chose to return. The 

sample was not large but it gives some indications. In all the 

categories including professional, skilled and semi-skilled 
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labour, public servants, private enterprise and self 

employed, the combined total of those who returned and those 

who stayed was greater than those who left and chose not to 

return . 

As the local people were moved out, plane loads of men without 

their families were moved to Darwin. These included police 

officers who were armed and were there to keep law and order 

but because they had no shared experience with the cyclone 

survivors, they brought with them their own ideas about how to 

accomplish that aim. Misunderstandings on both sides caused 

friction. Workers were also brought in and the defence forces 

sent men to help with the clean-up. So once again, Darwin 

returned to being a predominately male town where the people 

were sent to Darwin for a specific job of work - roads were 

cleared, houses repaired or demolished. 

Emergency repairs commenced with Darwin Hospital, and by 31 

December 14 major government buildings were re-roofed. 

Domestic dwellings were repaired with no distinction being 

made between private or government-owned houses. Almost every 

building had been damaged and more than 80 per cent of 

domestic buildings were destroyed.5°  The Darwin Reconstruction 

Commission was established on 28 February 1975. Of the 

buildings owned by the Housing Commission, only 45 of the 1145 

houses were undamaged. By the time the Reconstruction 

Commission had been wound up in 1978 over 2,506 dwellings had 

been built or restored.5' 

On one level it made sense to remove oneself from the 

devastation. It made sense to let others who were not 

traumatised take over. But for many it was not that easy. They 

had no sooner arrived at a safe haven, had a good night's 

sleep and some warm food, when they wanted to return. Many had 

run in panic but then they wanted to go home. They wanted to 

see what could be salvaged from their belongings. They did not 

want strangers rummaging through their possessions. But they 
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could not return because the way back had been closed. To be 

eligible to return one had to prove that one had accommodation 

and preferably a job. Only those who were issued a permit 

could return.52  

The power vacuum which was created by Cyclone Tracy had far-

reaching effects. The actions of the Legislative Council had 

been disallowed. Ray McHenry was appointed controller. He led 

a team of bureaucrats who were then taken over by the Darwin 

Reconstruction Commission. This commission took over from the 

Cities Commission which had been part of the process of 

development that had been taking place during the town 

planning consultations in 1973 and 1974. Nevertheless, reports 

came back to Darwin that many people who had been evacuated 

were distressed because they did not know what was happening 

with their homes, their possessions. The flow of information 

had virtually stopped. 

Dr Reid and B. James travelled to Canberra and organised a 

Darwin Residents' Group. They invited people from the 

Department of Urban and Regional Development, the Cities 

Commission and from the Social Welfare Department. Part of 

the distress suffered by many residents, was caused by media 

reports which serisationalised the amount of looting, and 

particularly the replanning scheme which was presented as a 

clean sweep of the board. There had already been existing 

feelings of antipathy due to the bureaucratic and overbearing 

attitude of Canberra. In the case of Darwin Hospital, 

Darwinites objected to the costly new building that was an 

exact replica of the Woden Hospital in Canberra. Instead of 

tropical design features it included snow eaves. The 

Residents' Group was able to disseminate information and when 

the plan for the rebuilding of Darwin was drawn up, it was 

displayed in the major cities of the country, not just in 

Darwin 
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People who were not allowed to return to their homes were 

distressed about just what was going on. They heard rumours 

that everything was simply bulldozed together and dumped and 

this did happen but there were cases where Navy personnel, for 

instance, found a photo-album and took care of it so that its 

owner could have it back.54  Many of the exiled people belonged 

to the Anglo-Australian group. This group had increased in 

number in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Many of them were 

housed in the migrant hostels because they did not have kin to 

take them in. This was in accordance with the cultural values 

of the group where the mobility of the nuclear family was very 

important for the ability to function in the workplace. 

Greek informants explained that their parents stayed in 

Adelaide with close friends who lived there but the teenaged 

Sons stayed at the hostel. This was because the hostel was the 

place where news came to first. There was an intense need to 

know what was happening.55  Another Greek informant told of how 

she, too, stayed in the hostel because of the news, even 

though she had been met by representatives of the local Greek 

community who were offering help and accommodation to Greek 

evacuees .  56 

There were some Chinese people who had already left Darwin 

before the cyclone hit having taken advantage of the Christmas 

holidays to visit family in other states. Such was the case 

for A. Fong Lim, a prominent member of the Chinese community. 

He was in Sydney with his family and returned to Darwin on the 

first plane that would take him. He was later appointed as one 

of the trustees of the 'Cyclone Tracy Trust Fund'. Over $8 

million was donated for the relief effort and the money had to 

be distributed as fairly as possible.57  It was a measure of 

the prestige of the Chinese people that they were represented 

on this group. Fong Lim lost his elder brother in the cyclone 

but remained to carry out this important task.58 
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Some other Chinese did not leave. They were property owners 

and owners of businesses and they remained. Another 

businessman a Greek, explained that he did not even consider 

evacuation. For him the material things did not count. They 

could be replaced. It was the emotional things that were more 

difficult to come to terms with. J. Haritos explained that 

there had been a special atmosphere in the pre-cyclone Darwin. 

There was an open air culture where the Darwin Amateur Musical 

Society would put on shows as would the Darwin Comedy Society. 

Everyone would come and join in the fun. Everyone knew 

everyone else and it was very relaxed. After the cyclone that 

all changed.59  Similar sentiments were expressed by Strider an 

Anglo-Australian, who pointed out that the pre-cyclone people 

understood about tropical living but those who moved in after 

the cyclone were different.6°  

It became apparent that many Chinese and Greek people remained 

because they had the accommodation to be allowed to stay. For 

other Greeks, owning property proved a strong incentive to 

return to Darwin.6' Most had been home owners rather than 

renters of accommodation. It was permissible to 'camp' on 

one's home site. Many just put a tarpaulin over what had been 

the floorboards and lived under the house. This was quite easy 

as most of the houses were raised on stilts more than two 

metres high. 

The Chinese and Greek home ownership had come about because 

the Chinese had been a long standing group in Darwin over many 

generations and had returned to rebuild after the war. The 

Greeks had been involved in the construction industry and by 

working f or other Greeks many had been able to buy their own 

block of land and build their homes in a few years.6  By 2 

January 1975, permits to return were being issued to those who 

owned property, had businesses to attend to or were carrying 

on essential work. No permits were being issued for women and 

children to return.63 



An Aboriginal informant related how being evacuated had shown 

her that Aborigines in other states lived differently from 

those in the Northern Territory. She had been raised in the 

Retta Dixon Home and at the time of Cyclone Tracy was a young 

woman. She noticed the Aboriginal organisations in South 

Australia and then later when travelling to Sydney visited 

Redfern where there was considerable political activity by 

Aborigines. She saw the Aboriginal Medical Service there and 

learned how it worked.64  

The effects of trauma differed for each individual but there 

was a marked increase in the break up of marriages after the 

cyclone.65  The reports which looked at the effects of trauma 

did not highlight the ethnic background of the people 

interviewed.66  Nevertheless, the objectifying of the people 

did not help the situation. They were being acted upon and not 

being given the opportunity to make the decisions about their 

own well-being. There were some involved in the formal 

structure of the Reconstruction Commission, however, who 

understood the need that people felt to be allowed to 

participate in the decision about their town. 

In April the city's residents organised the Darwin 

Reconstruction Fair and invited public and private 

organisations to participate. Singers such as Rolf Harris and 

Roy Orbison travelled to the city to entertain the people. The 

fair attracted an excellent response and more and more people 

demanded to be allowed to return.67  

The process of returning took years and many lived in 

demountables and makeshift dwellings, but they wanted to come 

home. Informants reflected that the ones who stayed through 

the reconstruction period suffered least but those who were 

forced to leave faced added trauma." The Reconstruction 

Commission was able to complete its duties by 1978. Even 

though there had been a change of government and the sacking 

of the Whitlam Labor government was disruptive in its own way, 
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the Commission was not disbanded as had happened after World 

War II. This time the new government honoured the promises of 

the previous government and the funds were available to see 

the city rebuilt. 

The Northern Territory achieved self-government. The Liberal! 

National government won the election which followed the 

dismissal of Whitlam's government in 1975. A consultative 

committee was set up to supervise the transfer of functions to 

the Legislative Assembly. There was a progressive transfer of 

functions from July 1978 when the Commonwealth Department of 

the Northern Territory was abolished and a separate Northern 

Territory government was established.69  The official day of 

hand over was 1 July, 1979. Then the elected representatives 

of the people became ministers in the first Cabinet and all 

the departments of government were handed over. The Department 

of Aboriginal Affairs was not included as this would remain an 

area administered by the Commonwealth government according to 

the referendum of 1967. 

The particular political situation of the transition period 

affected the response to Cyclone Tracy. Because the government 

was a transition establishment, it was overridden by other 

bodies. The response to the devastation of Cyclone Tracy had 

been one which was greatly appreciated, but the people wanted 

to help themselves and re-build their own city the way they 

wanted it.7°  

It showed that the paternalistic attitudes from Canberra were 

still alive. There had not been the faith that Territorians 

could manage f or themselves. People were not treated 

differently according to ethnic origins as they had been in 

the evacuation of 1941, but ethnic responses were noticeable 

as the people responded to the crisis. Examples of this were 

the returning of some of the Larrakia to the Kulaluk land 

claim area, a small area near Nightcliff. 
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The homeownership of many of the Chinese and the Greeks had 

been the result of those particular groupst commitment to the 

area. They were settled there as permanent residents. This 

encouraged many to return. In being moved out of the city, the 

orders were given for all with no cultural divisions. Anglo-

Australian people were treated no differently from others, 

even to the point of being housed in migrant hostels. 

The paternalism was not the re-enforcing of discriminative 

legislation to control the cultural groups. It was instead an 

attitude which was the direct result of the colonial type of 

government that had been practiced in the Northern Territory. 

All, regardless of their cultural origin, or demonstration of 

ability and competence were subjected to the paternalistic 

attitudes prevalent in Canberra. 

When the Northern Territory was finally given self-government, 

statehood was not part of the process. Total independence from 

Canberra was a battle yet to be fought. 
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12. 

Schooling in a Cultural Context. 

The ability of the group to maintain its culture has been 
examined through the manner in which parents raised their 
children and through the way people lived in a community with 
shared language, beliefs and customs. There were, however, 
other more formal ways of maintaining culture. The Greeks had 
begun to hold classes in the hall beside the Greek Orthodox 
Church during the early 1960s in order to maintain the Greek 
language and Greek customs. 

The Greek Orthodox Church had conducted Sunday School in the 
early days of 1915-1919 but there was no formal teaching of 
language and custom until the post-war time. Even so when the 
school in a more formal sense began in the 1960s the first 
classes were conducted in the priest's house. As the 
population grew the Greek community which formalised itself 
into the Greek Orthodox Community of the Northern Territory, 
decided that a proper school was needed. The first school was 
in the hall beside the Church and the school remained there 
until the late 1970s. In 1982, the school had become so large 
that the Community bought a former school site at Nightcliff. 
It was funded by donations and voluntary labour given by 
members of the Greek community. The school was also able to 
claim a subsidy of $35 per student from the federal government 
under the new policies of multiculturalism. 

The expanded school in Nightcliff was conducted on weekends, 
and the classes ranged from a transition class, Year 1 through 
to Year 6 and a mixed class of high school students, some of 
whom were expanding on their language and others who were 
studying Modern Greek at the local high school. The school 
attracted a number of students who were studying Greek as a 
subject for matriculation and considerable help was offered by 
the school. In this capacity they encouraged non-Greek 
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children to attend and learn the language. Their students 
also included Aborigines and Asians as well as Anglo-
Australians. Subjects taught were Greek language, Greek 
history, culture which took in dancing, singing and the 
significance of the ancient costumes which people wore from 
different parts of the country. The curriculum was mixed with 
ideas from present day Australia so that the students 
understood that there was an important heritage to hold onto 
but that it could be incorporated into a modern lifestyle in 
Australia. 

During Cyclone Tracy the school in the Greek Hall was 
destroyed even though the Greek Orthodox Church remained 
almost undamaged. Some of the valuable costumes the school 
owned were saved but the school closed for the year of 1975. 
In 1976 the school started up again. The repairs to the hail 
were funded and carried out by members of the local community 
and these premises were adequate until the 1980s. 

The school sponsored students who were learning the Greek 
language at both the Darwin and Casuarina High Schools. A 
computer was donated by the Hellenic Macedonian Association 
which had a special program for Greek language. The school 
also supplied teaching aids to Tennant Creek High School as 
well as the local high schools in Darwin. The school had been 
incorporated with other Greek schools in Adelaide and 
Melbourne where they had all adopted a curriculum which was 
written in Melbourne which brought the school's activities 
into the wider scope of serious study using techniques based 
on Greek as a Second Language. These techniques were different 
from those used in Greece where the Greek language was the 
first language and required a different teaching approach. 

The only item which had come to the school from Greece was the 
collection of national costumes which had contained a large 
variety as well as high quality costumes. The school had been 
working to instigate sister-school relations with a College in 
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Melbourne. The College Principal had visited the Darwin school 
and there were planned seminars with the teachers.1  

The Greek Orthodox Community of the Northern Territory was an 
umbrella organisation which incorporated the sub-committee for 
the school, the Greek Orthodox Church, the Hellenic Macedonian 
Association, the Kalymn±an Brotherhood and the Pan Hellenic 
Youth Society. It, also, carried out consular duties in 
Darwin. The Cypriot Community was separate but they still 
worked hand in hand with the other Greek organisations and 
felt themselves to be part of the Greek community in Darwin. 

The greatest help from the government had come not with the 
election of a Greek as a representative in the Northern 
Territory government but rather the development of the 
Department of Ethnic Affairs which came about after 1972, when 
the policy of multiculturalism was adopted. The school had 
also received considerable aid from the Minister of Education 
after 1979 when that post became part of the new Northern 
Territory government. The Education Department, however, did 
not interfere with the curriculum or the running of the 
school. 

The Greek Glente was always held on the Queen's Birthday 
weekend in Darwin. The date was not particularly significant 
other than it was a long weekend and in the Dry season. Its 
location had always been on the Esplanade, which had been 
changed into the Bi-Centenary Park, where it overlooked the 
ocean creating an ideal place for the Greek Community's most 
important fund raising activity of the year. 'Glente' meant to 
have a good time and that was an important aim for the Greek 
community which gave a little bit of Greekness to the rest of 
the community of Darwin. It included Greek food, drink, 
singing and dancing. Through this activity the Greeks reached 
out to the rest of the community and had a good time together 
with it. 
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In the 1980s research into the child raising practices of the 
Darwin Greek community revealed that many of the practices 
from Greece were still maintained. Teasing was used to 
highlight the need for observation and the membership of the 
'in-group' and the 'out-group' was taught to the younger 
generation.2  Teachers at the local Pre-School found that many 
Greek children arrived at school with almost no knowledge of 
English. A special course of English as a Second Language had 
been incorporated into the curriculum of the Pre-School. 

The strong maintenance of Greek culture and language in Darwin 
reflected the larger number of Greek people in the community 
as well as the relaxed attitudes of the government. Under the 
policy of multiculturalism, there was a tolerance of 
difference by the Anglo-Australians and enough political 
freedom for the Greeks to feel they could maintain their 
difference and which allowed the Greeks to be actively 
involved in making decisions about their own community. The 
government no longer saw the need to impose restrictions on 
Greeks in either membership of the unions or entry into 
particular jobs. The Greeks continued to prosper in Darwin. 
There was a pride in expressing their difference. It made it 
clear to the other communities that they were Greek and that 
they were part of a distinct community. 

The Chinese school was re-established in Darwin in 1981 when 
the premises were hired from the Alawa Primary School on 
Saturdays. Classes, however, had also been held for a much 
longer period prior to this. Before the war classes were 
conducted by the Kuo Min Tang for students to learn the 
Chinese language and the reading and writing of the Chinese 
language. 

Some of the Chinese students were able to continue their 
education in China. The Chinese people had a deep respect for 
education which came from their Confucian tradition. For 
several hundreds of years, the manner in which Chinese 
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government officials were selected was through an examination, 
where the candidate wrote an essay based on the classics of 
Confucius. The important aspect in this method was that anyone 
could sit for the examination. There was no distinction 
according to class, wealth or birth. There was only a 
distinction of gender. Accordingly any male Chinese who had 
prepared well in the classics could sit for the examination.' 

This system of official selection brought about a deep 
reverence for learning and an understanding that the way to 
power, wealth and social status lay through education. 
Therefore, the fathers of Chinese students encouraged their 
sons to visit China and receive a traditional education. The 
fact that there was no secondary education in Darwin until 
1956 caused this practice to continue. 

Classes of Chinese language were resumed in 1970 by the Chung 
Wah Society in its hall beside the Chinese temple. The 
Reverend Loh came from Rabaul and he was a trained teacher as 
well as a minister of the Uniting Church. He started classes 
mainly in simple reading and how to speak the common language. 
The dialect taught was Cantonese. The hail and temple were 
badly damaged during Cyclone Tracy. The temple had previously 
been damaged during the cyclone of 1937 and again during the 
bombing of Darwin during World War II. The Chinese group 
showed their confidence in the locality by rebuilding their 
temple. 

It was customary only to rebuild a temple if it had been 
destroyed by an Act of God. To be sure that it was appropriate 
to rebuild, an elder made the journey to Singapore to ask for 
guidance. The message was received. "Rebuild only if you are 
sincere in your belief and according to your means and not for 
publicity's sake".4  The siting of the new temple was important 
as, if done correctly, it would mean prosperity and happiness 
to the people, so care was taken and guidance sought. The new 
temple was built on the same site as the necromancers had 
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selected in 1887, facing the same direction as they had 
considered the location in relation to sky, water and land. 
The new temple was formally opened in September 1978. So even 
after over one hundred years of residence in Darwin, the 
Chinese were careful to place their temple according to the 
traditional principles of fung-shu!. 

The Chung Wah Society was an association whose main function 
was to look after the temple, an important place for people of 
Chinese culture to meet. They met regularly at the hall of the 
Chung Wah Society and there was also the capacity to offer 
help if that was needed. The hail of the Society had been 
filled when the first refugees began arriving from East Timor 
and many were very pleased to find Chinese people in Darwin. 
The East-Timorese had since set up their own club. They proved 
to be very active and ambitious and had expanded noticeably. 

The Hong Kong Club was also set up after representatives of 
the Northern Territory government in 1980 visited Hong Kong to 
recruit staff. They found that Anglo-Australian public 
servants were not willing to stay in Darwin for long periods 
of time. The government wanted more stability in their staff 
and since Hong Kong was due to be handed back to China in 
1997, saw an opportunity to recruit staff there. They were 
particularly interested in professional people to fill 
positions, particularly in areas dealing with finance. Over 
fifty came from the first recruitment which included 
administrators and teachers. Most have since brought their 
families to Darwin. The Hong Kong Club was more of a social 
club. They organised trips on weekends. They had no building 
for their functions so met at the Chung Wah hail.5  The Chung 
Wah Society also sponsored sporting events for the younger 
members. They had very good tennis players and golf players 
who competed with other Darwin clubs. There were also 
basketball and soccer teams as well as netball and volley ball 
teams which competed in local competitions. 
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The Chung Wah Society arranged trips to Hong Kong and China. 
Small groups travelled regularly each year. Some of the people 
were born in Australia but were proud to be of Chinese descent 
and thought it important to maintain links with the culture. 
R. Chin related that there were still relatives of his family 
who owned property in China and collected rents from the 
Chinese government even though his family had been in Darwin 
f or six generations.6  

By 1981, the number of students who were interested in 
learning the Chinese language and the customs of China had 
grown sufficiently f or the Alawa Primary School to be leased 
on Saturday mornings. Over a hundred students attended the 
school in eight classes. The Chung Wah hall had been just one 
big hall but leasing the Primary school with proper classrooms 
made a big difference. The Chinese school was set up with 
government support and the administration received $38.50 per 
student as a subsidy from the federal government, but as with 
the Greek School, there was no interference with the 
curriculum or the running of the school. The teaching staff 
comprised local Chinese people who were interested in 
participating in the activities of the school. Some were 
trained teachers but not all. The teaching was conducted on a 
voluntary basis. 

The subjects included Chinese language and Chinese culture, 
reading and writing. The classes went up to the equivalent of 
Year 10. Darwin and Haikou became sister cities and there had 
been exchanges of students who had learned Chinese at Darwin 
High School but that program was run and funded by the Darwin 
City Council, which arranged a year long exchange for the 
students. The Chinese school attracted a number of students 
from non-Chinese families. 

The school played an important role in maintaining the 
cultural heritage of the Chinese living in Darwin. The 
students were Australian but they had a strong attachment to 
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their heritage and needed to learn about it. The school had no 

contact with other Chinese schools in Australia but it did 

receive a gift of text books from the government in Taiwan. 

The Taiwanese government had assisted Chinese schools in many 

parts of the world in this way. 

The Chinese school was run quite separately from the Chung Wah 

Society and the temple. This was an administrative convenience 

as the school needed decisions made on a regular basis but the 

Society only had monthly meetings. The school was formally 

incorporated to become the Chinese Language and Cultural 

School of Darwin Incorporated. A representative of the Chung 

Wah Society and the Hong Kong Club were included on the school 

Committee as they were the three main organisations of the 

Chinese Community in Darwin. The people from those three 

organisations spoke different dialects of the Chinese 

language. 

The school mainly taught Mandarin which was a national dialect 

of China. This was partly due to the arrival of many refugees 

of Chinese origin from East Timor where there had been many 

Chinese schools and where Mandarin had been taught, and partly 

due to their connections with the government of Taiwan where 

Mandarin was spoken. As more migrants arrived from Hong Kong, 

they wanted to continue with Cantonese which was the dialect 

spoken there. The school accommodated them and ran two classes 

of Cantonese alongside the six classes of Mandarin. In this 

way the school responded to the changing membership in the 

Darwin Chinese community. Before the war most of the Chinese 

who came to Australia spoke Sze Yup but since the war that had 

changed. 

In the late 1980s, there was a resurgence of interest in the 

Chinese language and the Darwin High School began courses in 

Mandarin. Students in this class have been mainly Chinese but 

some Anglo-Australians have studied this difficult language. 
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Darwin had not been able to attract any significant investment 

from centres of Chinese culture such as Singapore or Hong Kong 

but it had eventuated that some of the Chinese who arrived 

from East Timor had managed to build up successful businesses 

in Darwin in a very short time. One of the largest businesses 

in Darwin, Jape Associates, was begun by an East-Timorese 

refugee. 

The Chinese continued to celebrate the Chinese New Year each 

year with a street procession and exhibits of Chinese culture, 

food and crafts. But it was maintained that on the whole the 

Chinese community preferred to keep a low profile and not 

highlight its differences, a legacy from the days of the 

'White Australia Policy', but that might change in the 

future . 

Many Chinese had become Christian, particularly those from 

East Timor who were Catholic. Nevertheless, they continued to 

visit the Chinese temple and carry out ancient customs there. 

There had been some difficulty with the newer refugees mixing 

with the older families who had been in Darwin for many 

generations mainly because of the different dialects spoken. 

They had found, however, that the temple and the school were 

places where they could come together and where differences 

were overcome. 

The Chinese school was a direct response by the members of the 

Chinese community to maintain the language, customs and 

beliefs of the cultural group. It was an initiative which 

helped overcome the differences within the group and built a 

strong consensus regarding the cultural aspects which it 

wanted maintained. 

The Anglo-Australians had established a Primary school as 

early as 1913 and the Catholic Church had also opened a school 

in Darwin. Before the war a library was established and with 
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the development of air transport lending services were 
extended to people in remote areas. 

The first schools established by the Anglo-Australians took in 
all children other than Aborigines and the classes included 
Chinese and Greek children. There was no special class for 
them to learn English they just had to 'pick it up' as they 
progressed through the school. There was no secondary 
education and the Anglo-Australian children travelled south to 
attend boarding schools. Those who could not afford this were 
left with no further education. 

One of the major problems for the Education Department, was 
the need to provide services to a very small population which 
was scattered over immense distances. From 1924, the northern 
part of the Northern Territory adopted the Queensland system 
and received staff from that state and some students were able 
to receive correspondence lessons from Queensland. Alice 
Springs and the southern part of the Northern Territory 
received a similar service from South Australia. In Darwin, 
older students were able to receive some instruction from 1921 
and two scholarships became available for students to attend 
boarding school down south. 

During World War II only the schools at Alice Springs and 
Tennant Creek remained open as all the children were evacuated 
from Darwin. By 1944, however, thoughts were already turning 
to changes which would be adopted when the civilian population 
returned to Darwin. The Prime Minister suggested a uniform 
curriculum for all schools in the Northern Territory and the 
South Australian Department of Education greeted the request 
with enthusiasm. They agreed to staffing of schools, 
inspection of schools, providing curricula for schools, 
classification of schools, appointment and control of 
teachers, classification of teachers, and the transfer and 
promotion of teachers.' 
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These agreements involved the provision of services to 'white' 
children and did not include the schools run on missions by 
the different religious organisations. This agreement had the 
effect of reducing the Commonwealth government's 
responsibilities to the initial establishment costs and the 
provision of the necessary school buildings. It also meant 
that the decisions about Anglo-Australian schooling were not 
made in Darwin. The South Australian government supplied the 
teaching staff and the curricula. 

The practice of teachers coming to the Territory for a two 
year contract continued and contributed to an instability in 
the Anglo-Australian community. The people involved with 
schooling were not familiar with the particular conditions in 
the Territory nor were they committed to the development of 
the Territory. 

In the early 1950s the Welfare Branch took over the education 
of Aborigines in communities from the Commonwealth Office of 
Education. Harry Giese felt it was important that the 
education programs were directed from the Territory not from 
outside. In this way the schooling of Aborigines was the first 
sector of education sponsored by the government that gained 
independence from Canberra.9  Nevertheless, the Aboriginal 
schools were not an expression of Aboriginal culture. 
Aboriginal schools were still administered and staffed by 
Anglo-Australians and Aborigines were taught what Anglo-
Australians believed the Aborigines needed to know. 

Under the new system, teachers were encouraged to attend 
courses at the Australian School of Pacific Administration 
while they attended Teachers' College. The Welfare Branch also 
set up a special scholarship scheme for Aboriginal students so 
that they could travel to larger centres such as Sydney or 
Newcastle and receive a secondary and sometimes a tertiary 
education. Giese maintained that many prominent Aborigines of 
the 1990s, such as M. Dodgson and B. Cummings benefited from 
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this scheme.1°  

Nevertheless, the system established by the Welfare Branch was 

one where the cultural customs and values of the Anglo-

Australians were taught. The Aborigines did, however, receive 

some traditional training because they were growing up on the 

remote communities among the people of their clan group. 

There were some attempts by the Welfare Branch to foster 

Aboriginal culture. During the 1950s, S. Haag and E. Evans 

conceived the idea of taking a group of Aborigines to Sydney 

and Melbourne. They gathered together a group of forty five 

dancers, fifteen from Yirrkala, fifteen from Bathurst and 

Melville Islands. Their dancing styles were very different 

using different techniques and different interpretations as 

their legends were different. More came from Daly River 

because they wanted some fire-makers and some women joined the 

group as well. 

The group rehearsed for some time in Darwin then set off to 

Melbourne. They were booked into the Palais in St Kilda and 

the performances were packed. Newspaper reports were very 

enthusiastic about the performances as nothing like that had 

been seen in Melbourne before. The group travelled on to 

Sydney where they appeared in the Elizabethan Trust Theatre at 

Newtown. This was quite a small theatre and proved to be ideal 

for that type of performance. C. Evans recalled 

Sydney was marvellous. The final night, unknown to the 
Aboriginals they had these balloons descend from the sky 
and the Aboriginals, they really revelled in it. Well, 
the audience just went mad because it was one of the most 
exciting finishes to a performance that I've ever seen.1' 

Whether the Aborigines involved enjoyed the experience as much 

as E. Evans did was not recorded but it brought the culture of 

'traditional' Aborigines to Anglo-Australians who were very 

removed from the situation in the Northern Territory. Even 

though the performances had been initiated to display parts of 
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the 'traditional' Aboriginal culture it was another example of 
the widening rift between 'traditional' Aboriginal people and 
'half-caste' Aboriginal people. The attitudes of the Anglo-
Australians who made the decisions about Aboriginal people 
seemed determined to perpetuate this division. 

After 1972 bilingual education programs were introduced in 
some remote Aboriginal schools. Aboriginal teaching assistants 
were involved with teaching the vernacular in the early grades 
while non-Aboriginal teachers taught English as a second 
language. By the time students reached the upper primary 
levels all the teaching was conducted in English. After 1976 
federal funding was made available for individual education 
programs which allowed a few Aboriginal groups to take over 
some control of their own children's education. There were 
established a small number of independent locally controlled 
schools. One such school was in Alice Springs where the 
bicultural nature was reflected in the curriculum of standard 
English as well as Aboriginal language. There was considerable 
involvement of the local community in the aspects of 
Aboriginality which were taught and by whom. Another school 
in the Northern Territory, Yirrkala Community School in East 
Arnhem Land was one of the few which remained in the 
government school system but was also able to exercise a 
measure of independence, where the all-Aboriginal school 
council controlled the selection of principal, teachers and 
curriculum. This might become progressively easier as more 
Aboriginal students graduate from Batchelor College.12  
Nevertheless these schools remain in centres where 
'traditional' Aborigines had gained a measure of power. 

For Aborigines of mixed descent there was a much harder battle 
to be acknowledged as having a particularly Aboriginal 
culture. Schools in Darwin had large numbers of Aboriginal 
students but few specifically designed programs for Aborigines 
were implemented. Those that were, remained short-lived and 
were considered to be equivocal of success.'3  That Aborigines 
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experienced inequitable schooling outcomes was revealed by the 

Aboriginal Education Policy Task Force, which found, 

In the compulsory school years, 1 in 8 Aboriginal 
children aged 5 to 9 years do not go to school or pre-
school, and for those aged 10 to 15 an appalling 1 in 6 
do not have access to appropriate schooling.'4  

In a study conducted by Harris in 1992, he asked teachers in 

Darwin schools to comment on Abroginal students. One of his 

questions was, what strengths do Aboriginal children bring to 

school? The summary of answers included Social responsibility, 

emotionally expressive, physical agility and independence. To 

the question about academic difficulties experienced by 

Aborigines, the summary of answers included, literacy / 
language, reading / writing, irregular attendance and lack 

school culture capital. ' At the end of the study Harris 

asked the teachers to comment on whether their school was 

optimistic or pessimistic about its ability to meet the needs 

of Aboriginal children. The results were inconclusive as about 

half were pessimistic and half were optimistic, but Harris 

draws the conclusion that the school principals have "enormous 

influence in setting the tone of a school and in shaping at 

least overt teacher attitudes to Aboriginal students.,," 

In another study, Malin found much more conclusive results. 

She asked a panel of educators and parents to comment on the 

teaching of an Anglo-Australian teacher and an Aboriginal 

teacher. She found that there was a "clash in perceptions of 

what consitutes good and appropriate teaching between 

Aboriginal parents and teachers and Anglo-Australian 

educators 

It seems that the difficulties created by having Aboriginal 

and Anglo-Australian students in the same setting have not yet 

been resolved. Aboriginal people have been unable to enjoy the 

kind of schooling that the Greeks and the Chinese were able to 

offer to their students. Austin made a study of the schooling 

opportunities available to young Aboriginal people in Darwin 
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between 1911 and 1939. The school at the Half-caste Home 

received considerable criticism. Bleakley's Report of 1928 

highlighted some of the inadequacies but as late as 1935 

Lampe's Report shows that there were considerable deficiencies 

with the teaching provided.'8  As other schemes were proposed 

to make the education of Aborigines more tuned to employment 

opportunities, Cook, the Chief Protector of Aborigines during 

the 1930s fought to maintain the idea of offering Aboriginal 

students the same curriculum as other students in other 

Territory schools. Even though Cook declared publically that 

"children were receiving the statutory State school education 

prescribed for white children", Lampe's Report showed that 

this was not so.'9  

Apart from the very limited number of independent schools in 

East Arnhem Land and at Alice Springs, Aborigines remained 

under the control of the mainstream governmental system which 

meant that their own input was limited. The Anglo-Australian 

members of the Education Department continued to define what 

was an appropriate Aboriginal program, the method of teaching 

and the emphasis of the program. This was in agreement with 

the continued attitudes of control which had been prevalent 

over the entire period. Even when the policy of self 

management became official, the rate of progress towards such 

a goal was defined by the Anglo-Australian officials. During 

the 1980s the one community initiative school in Darwin which 

had been established - the Bagot Pre-School, was closed down. 

Many Aboriginal people in the Northern Territory had their 

ceremonies and activities, but as the make up of their group 

was so fragmented, they were relevant to only a few of their 

number. One famous event was the annual football final at 

Ngungu on Bathurst Island. At this time the Tiwi people opened 

their town to everyone and Australian Rules Football scouts 

from Melbourne and Perth made the journey after some of the 

local sportsmen proved themselves able and capable of handling 

the tough conditions in southern competitions. 
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At these events there was a lot more than football. There was 
both a Catholic religious service and an Aboriginal religious 
service. The industries of the town were open for inspection 
allowing the visitor to see the fabrics printed with 
traditional designs which were then made into a selection of 
clothing. Craft enterprises including pottery and bark 
painting were also represented. The Tiwi people used this 
opportunity to show what they could do. Their school was 
organised by the Catholic Church which had a long tradition on 
Bathurst Island, but it was also a bilingual school and all 
the early classes were conducted in the Tiwi language. The 
School had its own printery as the textbooks used in the 
school had to be locally written and printed. No other people 
spoke the Tiwi language so everything was original and 
especially produced for the school. In this way the Tiwi 
school showed that their community had been able to maintain 
much of the traditional language and values whilst adapting to 
the Anglo-Australian ideas of top competition sport. 

Back in Darwin, a local child-care centre, established to 
cater for the children of a college for Aboriginal people from 
communities all over Australia, was re-organised so as to 
attract the parents to use it. Initially the parents who came 
to the college to attend courses brought their children with 
them but failed to make use of the child care centre. They 
brought instead another relative who was charged with the 
responsibility of looking after the child. 

The new director was a woman who was herself raised in the 
'traditional' manner on a remote community. She was a 
distinguished linguist being able to converse in Kriol, 
several languages from Arnhem land as well as having a working 
knowledge of Walpiri. She used her 'skin name' rather than her 
Anglo-Australian name when dealing with the students and their 
children. This meant that they knew how to relate to her. She 
communicated with those with whom she had an avoidance 
relationship, by either speaking through another, or by 
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avoiding eye contact and presenting her side aspect. As a 

'traditionally' raised Aboriginal person, she was able to 

utilise all the aspects of non-verbal communication which were 

so important to the students. She was also in a position to 

pass on such knowledge to the children in her care. 

Practices were altered so that the children spent most of the 

day under a tree outside as they would have in their 

communities rather than inside in the air-conditioned 

environment. If the children were tired they could fall asleep 

where they were on a blanket under the tree with the noise of 

the other people all around them. These circumstances 

paralleled those of remote community life. She encouraged the 

students to continue to bring a relative to the college with 

them but for the relative to come and be part of the child 

caring arrangements at the centre. The result of these changes 

meant that the centre was extensively used by the college 

students. It meant that the children were provided every day 

with a hot meal from the college dining facilities; they were 

vaccinated at the appropriate times according to the Health 

Department regulations; they were exposed to English while 

maintaining their own first language; they were exposed to 

toys and other objects that stimulated the Anglo-Australian 

child but not deprived of the things they would have been 

stimulated with on their home community.2°  

There was another initiative where Aborigines were trying to 

do things their own way. L. Baines director of the Danila 

Dilba Aboriginal Medical Service, explained that the Medical 

Service was started by a group of Aboriginal women including 

V. Stanton, B. Cummings and S. Ross. B. Cummings told of her 

visit to Redfern after being evacuated from Darwin after 

Cyclone Tracy. There she was able to see the kinds of 

activities other Aboriginal people were engaged in.2' The 

Medical Service there was able to bring people together in an 

environment where they could feel more comfortable. The clinic 

at Bagot was mainly for Aboriginal people from remote 
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communities. These women wanted to establish a medical service 
for all Aboriginal people, regardless of where they were 
from.22  

S. Ross had had experience writing submissions to government 
departments as had V. Stanton who had been involved in the 
establishment of F.O.R.W.A.A.R.D. which was an organisation 
aimed at helping alcoholic Aborigines. F.O.R.W.A.A.R.D. 
provided a place for the men to stay and helped to 
rehabilitate them from alcohol abuse. It protected them from 
the rough treatment that they would otherwise experience from 
the police and the prisons. With their past experience these 
women were able to present a submission to the Commonwealth 
government and received aid for the establishment of the 
Danila Dilba Medical Service for Aborigines. It became an 
urban centre which acted as a place where all Aboriginal 
people could gather and receive help. 

There had been a great deal of antagonisms between different 
Aboriginal clans as well as between people from the city and 
the bush which had been fostered by the policies of the 
previous administrations of the government. Therefore, the 
women saw it as essential to break down these barriers and 
unite Aboriginal people. The centre used many Aboriginal 
health workers and this helped the clients feel more relaxed. 
as they were able to appreciate the particular situations of 
many of the clients.23  Often they needed advice rather than 
pills and the health workers worked often as counsellors. L. 
Dames commented that many medical problems suffered by 
Aborigines were stress related. The use of alcohol led to much 
domestic violence and poverty. Such program as these were 
evidence that Aboriginal people were able to help themselves 
once they had been introduced to the processes that were 
necessary to be able to receive funding from the Commonwealth 
government. 
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Such initiatives as the Pre-school, the Danila Dilba Medical 

Service and F.O.R.W.A.A.R.D. are measures taken by Aboriginal 

people from within the group to break down the imposed 

divisions which had been fostered by the policies of the 

Anglo-Australian administration. Because the Aboriginal group 

had the least secure economic basis, their continued existence 

would be dependent on the funding policies of the Commonwealth 

government in Canberra. 

Meanwhile with the return of the civilian population to Darwin 

after the war changes occurred in the Anglo-Australian schools 

and eventually the libraries were opened again. Nevertheless 

problems arose. The Supervisor of Education was based in South 

Australia. The responsibility f or the provision of equipment 

was with the Commonwealth government in Canberra. This dual 

nature of the responsibility f or education remained a major 

stumbling block to real advancement. In 1949 apprenticeship 

training and adult classes were offered. By 1963, there were 

1400 enrolments in Darwin in these courses. 

As the population was growing it became more and more obvious 

that the 1944 agreement with South Australia needed review. 

In 1961 there was an investigation into the educational needs 

of the Northern Territory. The investigation was extensive and 

looked at not only such things as classroom activities and 

equipment and their appropriateness to the educational and 

intellectual level of the children, but also at the problems 

of administration and the range of educational requirements 

for different levels of education. The report was never made 

public and the many recommendations were not followed up. The 

particularly sensitive issue of the control of education was 

recommended to be handed over to the Northern Territory but 

nothing came of this either.24  

Another committee was appointed to make a report on the 

educational needs of the Northern Territory, this time by the 

Legislative Council. They concentrated on three main areas 
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which were the administration and staffing of the Northern 
Territory schools, the existence of separate educational 
administration for community and Aboriginal schools, and the 
difficulties arising from the incomplete structure of post 
primary education in the Territory.25  This report made 

several recommendations. It recommended that an Educational 
Branch of the Northern Territory Administration be formed, 
that a single system should be responsible for both community 
and Aboriginal schools, and that an appropriate curriculum be 
developed which would prepare students for further university 
study.26 These educational reviews were not happening in 
isolation. Other states and indeed other countries were 
feeling the effects of the post-war 'baby boom'. The pressure 
of numbers had exposed considerable weaknesses in education 
systems. Part of this came about by the launching by the 
Soviet Union of Sputnik One. The scientific progress made by 
the Soviets made the Western nations seem unprepared. 
Particularly in the United States of America criticism was 
launched at the teaching of science in schools.27 In 
Australia the issue revolved around funding. To teach science 
one needed expensive laboratories and equipment. Not only 
that, there had been the dual system of state and church 
schools. Protestant Anglo-Australians fought to maintain their 
private system of schooling while the Catholic section of the 
community fought to have their traditional Catholic schools 
improved. This agitation came to a head in 1962 with the 
Goulburn 'lockout' in New South Wales where all Catholic 
schools closed for a week and 640 Catholic children were 
enrolled at the state schools.28  

In the Northern Territory, the ferment over education was 
addressed by another report. This time the focus was on 
teaching methods in Aboriginal schools. In the United States 
of America and in New Zealand there were bilingual programs 
adopted at several schools. One of the most successful was the 
school at Rough Rock for Navajo people which was conducted in 
their native language from pre-school to university level.29 
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Not only the understanding of language teaching was influenced 
by these advances but the whole assessment program for 
children was examined. 

It was discovered that many factors other than intelligence 
influenced students' poor performance in classrooms. It was 
found that what had in the past been labelled mental 
deficiency was socially induced and remedial.3° Other 
educators discovered that poverty and cultural background 
could also influence one's performance in schools. 

The report produced in the Northern Territory did not 
recommend bilingual education for Aboriginal children. There 
were a number of grounds for this. There was insufficient 
knowledge of Aboriginal languages to make it possible to find 
trained teachers capable in the languages. Aboriginal 
languages were very numerous and in one community often 
several languages would be spoken. Which one would be taught 
in schools? There was also concern as to which method of 
language teaching would be used. The report finally 
recommended that bilingual education not be introduced in the 
Northern Territory.3' 

The result of all this discussion and activity over education 
was that all across Australia it became a political issue. 
Almost no section of the community was untouched by this 
debate. During his 1972 election campaign Gough Whitlam took 
part in a nation-wide television broadcast 'The Great 
Education Debate', a three hour marathon which reflected the 
great concern about education. 

In the Northern Territory changes were gradually brought in. 
The change from the 1944 agreement came about in 1968 when the 
responsibility for community education in the Northern 
Territory was vested in the newly created Department of 
Education and Science. Under this agreement control remained 
with the Commonwealth Department of Education and Science and 
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the South Australian Department of Education which would co-
operate over the provision of all levels of education. The 
agreement was bound to fail as it had not changed the vital 
issue of control and the dual system remained. 

In 1970 the South Australian Department of Education decided 
on a planned and gradual withdrawal from the Northern 
Territory Education Service. Two grounds were given for the 
withdrawal. The first was that the continued dual 
responsibility was not conducive to good administration and 
secondly that South Australia saw the difficulty of providing 
sufficient teachers to staff the Northern Territory schools as 
their first priority was to staff those of South Australia.32  
The withdrawal of the South Australians was welcomed by most 
Territorians. They saw it as bringing them one step closer to 
be able to take control of their own education system.33  

With the change of government in 1972, the Commonwealth 
Minister for Education came to an agreement with the Minister 
of Aboriginal Affairs so that the education of Aborigines and 
adult education would become the responsibility of the 
Minister of Education. Urvet maintains that this was a 
financial decision rather than an educational one as the 
Commonwealth was finding that offering bonded scholarships to 
teacher trainees for Special Aboriginal Schools was twice as 
expensive as unbonded scholarships.34  The Northern Territory 
Education Division was established from this amalgamation and 
administered the much enlarged education system. The Division 
handed over responsibility to the Northern Territory 
government on 1 July 1979. 

For the first time since the first school was opened, the 
Anglo-Australian people of the Northern Territory had a say in 
their own schools. A large part of the schooling was directed 
to training for employment situations after schooling but 
there remained a very strong cultural component in the 
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schools. This component was chiefly the cultural values of the 
Anglo-Australians. 

By the 1980s some of the local high schools were teaching the 
languages of the other cultural groups. This was a response to 
the local situation and was possible because the Anglo-
Australians had finally been given control of their own 
education system. The paternalistic attitudes of the 
Commonwealth government and the South Australian government 
had worked against the Anglo-Australian group in Darwin taking 
control of their own system. It showed that even though they 
were part of the national majority they were still subjected 
to some of the attitudes which lingered from the colonial-type 
administration. 

In 1993, a consultation was conducted by the Northern 
Territory Children's Services Resource and Advisory Program to 
investigate the use being made of child care facilities by 
people from non-English speaking backgrounds. The researchers 
looked into the particular problems of training staff to deal 
with children from many cultures as well as endeavouring to 
identify culturally appropriate child care practices. The 
consultation found that the majority of people employed as 
child carers were Anglo-Australians. They found that the 
preferred type of child care used by people from non-English 
speaking backgrounds was informal care with people from their 
own cultural group, family members or family friends. Very few 
made use of the child care centres. In the event that they 
had to use the facilities they were particular to check out 
whether there was an employee who had some knowledge of the 
language of the child. Most considered it very frightening for 
small children to be separated from their mothers or other 
family members and be left with a group whose language they 
did not understand. Many parents admitted that it might be 
useful for the child to be exposed to English but most were 
far more interested in the maintenance of the first language 
and the training of the particular cultural aspects which were 
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considered important before the child was exposed to 

conflicting ideas.35  This meant that people from non-English 

speaking backgrounds were in a position to resist the cultural 

values of the Anglo-Australians and preferred to maintain the 

language and customs of their own group. 

The Anglo-Australians in other parts of Australia had 

dominated the education services in the Northern Territory for 

over one hundred years. During that time many of the attitudes 

of the Anglo-Australians had come under review. They had 

changed from racist attitudes which insisted on legislation to 

control all the other cultural groups, to attitudes of 

multiculturalism which fostered cultural pluralism. 

There had been boundaries established by the elite to 

differentiate themselves during the period before World War II 

but after the war those changed. The war brought members of 

other cultural groups into the institutions of the Anglo-

Australians. For example, the president of the Returned 

Servicemen's League was a prominent Chinese citizen. Not only 

Chinese but Greeks and some Aborigines were entitled to 

membership in this rather conservative organisation of the 

Anglo-Australians. war service had broken down some of the 

barriers between the Anglo-Australians and the other cultural 

groups. 

There was a much stronger emergence of cultural divisions 

which were being negotiated by the groups themselves. There 

were very few reminders of the strong discriminative attitudes 

that had existed in earlier times. Most of the advances that 

had been made by the members of the different groups was the 

result of a change of attitude on the part of the Anglo-

Australian group which still controlled the political power 

but whose relaxed policies of multiculturalism fostered a 

resurgence of cultural pride in the other groups and an 

atmosphere which was politically neutral enough for them to 

stress their difference. 
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The Aboriginal group had made progress towards breaking down 

the internal barriers and there was hope that as more gained 
tertiary educational qualifications they could take greater 
part in the education of their own people. For those in 
Darwin, however, the battle for educational equity had not 
really even started. 
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Conclusion. 

Beare et al suggested that by making comparisons, 
classifications resulted and meaning was clarified.1  There 
have been studies of different cultures using historical 
perspectives but these have confined themselves to one 
culture. Making comparisons was perhaps unpopular because of 
the outmoded notions of racial and societal grading which were 
prevalent in the early part of the twentieth century. The 
ideas followed from Darwin's classification of fauna and flora 
and were adapted to the human race by later thinkers and 
writers, particularly the Social Darwinists of the late 
nineteenth century such as Herbert Spencer and Ernst Haeckel.2  
This study makes no attempt to grade or judge cultures. 
Writers such as Sahlins, McClymer and Reynolds focused on the 
way one culture interacted with another. I have looked at four 
different cultural groups and by comparing the way each 
responded and the way each was acted upon, hope to gain new 
insight into the interaction between cultures in Darwin. 

The patterns of movement showed that some Chinese and Greek 
people, moved to Darwin when there was a combination of 'push' 
and 'pull' factors which made it advantageous for them to do 
so. The Larrakia and other tribespeople showed a marked 
reluctance to leave their country. The Anglo-Australian group 
were prepared to travel north but more reluctant to settle. 
Their families remained where they perceived their cultural 
homeland to be. This was initially Britain but gradually 
included parts of Australia. After the 1960s when Britain 
discouraged Anglo-Australians from returning 'home' through 
passport restrictions, their cultural homeland became firmly 
placed on the Australian continent. Few saw their homeland 
place as specifically Darwin but nevertheless as it was part 
of Australia, it was theirs. In this light, the Anglo-
Australian and the Aboriginal groups were in conflict over 
parts of the same land which would be their homeland. Castile 
posited that groups might maintain the myth of a lost homeland 
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over many generations.3  For the Aboriginal people there was a 

widespread loss of access to their homeland. This meant that 

the cultural groups of the Anglo-Australians and the 

Aborigines were in direct conflict for land in and around 

Darwin. The Aborigines are 'first nation' people trying to 

hold to their homelands, while the Anglo-Australians are 'new 

nation' people trying to claim those homelands f or themselves. 

Ethnicity is about group difference. An ethnic group is one 

"which has a membership which identifies itself, as 

constituting a category distinguishable from other categories 

of the same order".4  The Anglo-Australian elite stressed their 

difference and distanced themselves from the Anglo-Australian 

workers. As such they could fit Adams' ideas of 'ethnic 

identifications' .5 The Anglo-Australian workers saw themselves 

as part of the wider Anglo-Australian group which was the 

dominant culture in Australia. They saw the elite as people 

with different values from themselves but sharing a common 

cultural and linguistic background. Some workers proclaimed 

their particular group solidarity by becoming members of the 

union,while others were members of their group by virtue of 

their position in the workplace. 

There is doubt that the Anglo-Australian group could be called 

an ethnic group because although they behaved partly in an 

ethnic manner, they did not feel themselves to be ethnic. They 

thought of themselves as 'normal' . They saw themselves as part 

of the population majority and saw the other groups as ethnic. 

Ethnicity must first begin in the mind of group members. They 

must know that they are ethnic. Differences arising from 

working conditions are more likely to create a sub-culture. A 

sub-culture then, must be considered to be different from 

ethnicity in that the sub-culture shares many aspects with the 

dominant culture such as language, traditions and the same 

cultural roots, but there are distinct differences through 

workplace participation. 
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The Chinese and the Greek groups on the other hand had a clear 

understanding of their homeland which was where their cultures 

originated. Erickson6  argued the basis of ethnicity was a 

'distinct within-culture group'. Tonkin et al agreed the term 
was a political one, with all the connotations of moral and 

social difference. They argued "(the term) had a bias towards 

otherness".7  Bottomley explored the possibility of 'ethnos' 

being sustained in a plural society.8  This development was 

moving away from otherness towards the conditions 

characterising virtually every modern society, because of the 

marked increase in world wide migration, the changing of 

national boundaries and the rise of nation-states.9  The word 

'ethnicity' has gradually changed from a specific term to one 

which is more vague. It has also become more frequently used 

because of the increasing phenomenon of different ethnic 

groups coming into contact with each other within nation 

states. 

Ethnicity is about boundaries between the groups. Since ethnic 

people not only see themselves as members of a distinct group 

but are seen by others to belong to that group.'°  Ethnicity is 

about defining social behaviour between groups and across 

boundaries. In the case of Darwin, the social interaction was 

shown to be subject to change and was influenced by events in 

other places. Changes to ethnicity also occurred because the 

Anglo-Australian group had more political power and exercised 

it in such a way as to affect ethnicity. In some cases (for 

example with the Chinese up to World War II) Anglo-Australian 

attitudes and actions encouraged the Chinese to keep to 

themselves in their business and family life. In other cases 

(for example the break up of Chinatown after World War II) it 

forced a form of residential integration. Erickson 

distinguished boundaries as being 'cultural boundaries', found 

"whenever some regularly identifiable cultural difference is 

present"1" or 'cultural borders', "said to exist when cultural 

difference became grounds for differential allocation of 

rights and obligations between those who met in interaction." 
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"The first kind of boundary was politically neutral often 
insulating the culture from confrontation and modification 13  

and often negotiated by the members but the second kind of 
boundary was politically aggressive being used as a means of 
domination or control.'4  

This description fits the relationships that developed in 
Darwin between the Anglo-Australians and the Chinese and the 
Anglo-Australians and the Greeks. The social interaction 
varied depending on external political factors, workplace 
competition and changing attitudes of tolerance of the Anglo-
Australians. Both the Chinese and the Greek experienced 
cultural boundaries. The Aboriginal, the Chinese and the Greek 
were all subjected to cultural borders at one time. However, 
the group which experienced most control and restrictions was 
the Aboriginal. 

The Larrakia and the other tribespeople had learned the work 
of the Anglo-Australians. Reynolds documented many examples of 
Aboriginal efforts and mentioned that when some tried to set 
up on land for themselves, the communities "were broken up as 
a result of official policy".'5  In Darwin, the Aborigines 
tried to adapt but were treated by the Anglo-Australians as a 
group which needed special working conditions and were denied 
access to union membership. Aboriginal people were aware of 
their difference but not in the same manner as the other 
groups around them. They were aware that the clans had become 
mixed up. The differences which were important to the 
Aborigines, such as kinship relationships, were of no 
consequence to the Anglo-Australians. The Aborigines adhered 
to different priorities in a different structural framework. 
In this way the Aboriginal group behaved differently from the 
other groups because the internal differences were just as 
problematic for them as the differences that were perceived 
between them and the other groups. 
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There developed an additional division within the Aboriginal 
group through the activities and ideas of the Anglo-
Australians. This division was between those who were 
perceived by the Anglo-Australians to be 'half-caste' 
Aborigines and those who were perceived to be 'traditional'. 
In Aboriginal terms the division was between those who had a 
greater chance to remain on their spiritual land and those who 
had been removed from their spiritual land. This division was 
further stressed by Anglo-Australian policies whereby Anglo-
Australians retained the power to define the membership of 
each sub-group as well as defining 'traditional' Aboriginal 
culture. For those whose culture could be so classified there 
were land rights if other criteria were fulfilled but those 
Aborigines of mixed descent remained without land rights or 
cultural acceptance. Nevertheless, the Aboriginal people were 
gradually working towards overcoming the divisions within 
their group. 

McClymer'6  pointed out, that ethnic groups which were able to 
overcome differences within the group because they had more in 
cotmnon with each other than they had with the dominant 
culture, presented a larger more powerful image to the 
dominant culture. The Chinese and Greek groups in Darwin were 
able to overcome differences within their group and meld their 
groups into two unified entities. It becomes apparent that 
the Chinese and the Greek are clearly ethnic groups which 
think of themselves as ethnic, maintain links with homelands 
where their cultures originated and yet perceive themselves as 
minority cultures in another nation where they share 
nationality not culture. During times when their numbers were 
low, the differences were not stressed but when the groups 
regained sufficient numbers, the groups themselves negotiated 
clear cultural boundaries. 

The actions of the Anglo-Australians of perpetuating and 
reinforcing the division between the 'traditional' Aborigines 
and Aborigines of mixed descent take on a clearer meaning. 



Because of the internal division, the Aboriginal group has not 

become a unified entity which might have become more powerful 

and made more aggressive claims to the homeland that the 

Anglo-Australians were determined to keep as their own. The 

Anglo-Australian culture has only gradually thought of itself 

as separate from Britain where its roots lay. The Anglo-

Australian culture then, is still in the process of formation. 

The competition for homeland between the Aboriginal and the 

Anglo-Australian groups meant that the Aboriginal group were 

deliberately controlled. It also meant that it was the only 

group where the Anglo-Australians had, through legislation 

brought about an internal division. 

The Chinese invested their earnings in privately owned 

businesses which gave them a commercial base. Having 

established that base they proceeded to establish an ethnic 

community. Their activities became more diversified so that 

their commercial base became more stable and prosperous. Their 

strength as a group could not be attributed to their numbers. 

These had been attacked with legislation that affected their 

movement and determined the relationship between a man and 

wife and between parents and children. This legislation did 

not, however, have the result of breaking up the family unit. 

The Chinese learned to live within these restrictions. Even 

when they began to alter their commercial base by entering the 

professions and trades, they did not change the basic unit of 

the family. This remained the most important structure in the 

group. Other important social structures were maintained. The 

groups only had to make small allowances for living in Darwin. 

As an ethnic group, the Chinese had clear social structures 

which made it easy for the members to feel they belonged. 

Viewed from the perspective of the group member, ethnicity is 

about being part of a group whose responses are known and 

familiar. It is about likeness rather than difference and the 

familiarity of the actions, language, customs, religion and 

values gave a sense of belonging and emotional security. Each 
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new generation might initiate some changes but the group saw 

one of its chief functions as passing on the culture to the 

next generation. The members gained much strength by their 

solidarity not only as a business community but as an ethnic 

group. By maintaining their own culture the members were less 

likely to feel alienated in Darwin. They suffered less 

emotional and spiritual stress of separation from their 

homeland because they maintained all the structures of Chinese 

life in their new home. 

The relaxing of immigration policies on the part of the Anglo-

Australians in the post World War II period made it easier to 

reunite extended family members. These attitudes also affected 

the Greek group which was trying to re-establish itself in 

Darwin, by enabling it to bring out wives, children and kin. 

This group was strengthened by the early establishment of the 

family as the basic structure of the group. The Greeks formed 

their own Church, a factor that united the whole group but the 

increase in numbers also allowed for the natural development 

of in-groups and out-groups within the community which 

provided the traditional dynamic of Greek village life. The 

men were able to adapt to the changing economic conditions. 

In Darwin they became builders and property owners and 

prospered. It must also be pointed out that the Chinese and 

the Greek groups were able to achieve a marked degree of 

economic prosperity through self employment and this helped to 

reinforce the group as a whole. When they prospered so 

markedly there was no incentive to behave in a non-ethnic way. 

They were able to adapt their economic activities, relying on 

strong traditions which meant that although the economic base 

changed the practices of maintaining the family as a basic 

social structure did not. The Chinese and the Greek groups 

then, were ethnic groups with clearly distinguishable 

membership, boundaries and cultures. 

Because the Aboriginal, the Chinese and the Greek cultures 

were so ancient, the basic social structures of the elementary 
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family and kin system were deeply rooted in the consciousness 

of the people. Methods of time-honoured child rearing had been 

developed which maintained and reinforced their social 

behaviour. The people were able to adapt to the changed 

economic circumstances without changing their private 

activities in the family. Their geographic stability had 

encouraged social stability within the group which in turn 

influenced the measure of cultural stability which was able to 

be maintained. 

With the family structure of the Aborigines, the Chinese and 

the Greeks, each person gained status and power via that 

structure. The structure demanded that a particular role be 

practiced so if a person was owed allegiance it was because of 

their place in the structure not on the basis of personal like 

or dislike. The roles altered as the individual progressed 

through life. Bernstein'7  argued there were both visible and 

invisible relationships of cultural reproduction. He looked at 

cultural transmission, arguing that there were transmitters 

and acquirers where a visible transmission created an explicit 

hierarchy, with rules of relationships which were clearly 

marked. Both transmitters and acquirers learned the particular 

rules. This structure is evidenced in the clearly defined 

structure of the family and kinship systems of the Aboriginal, 

the Chinese and the Greek groups in Darwin. 

Bernstein, in his analysis, included 'sequencing rules and 

criteria' as part of the transmission. The sequencing rules 

regulated the progression of the transmission in time and 

established sequences. The criteria was that which acquirers 

were expected to take over and explore to evaluate their own 

behaviour and that of relevant others.18  When these were 

visible or explicit, acquirers of the culture saw clear 

progression across time of the different roles by the example 

in the family. For the Aboriginal, the Greek and the Chinese, 

the maintenance of the kin group gave examples of the changing 

roles across three generations. Having older members of the 



family also ensured that the cultural criteria were maintained 

and passed on. The classifications of the groups were strong, 

visible and explicit. 

The Anglo-Australian group had invisible or implicit 

structures for cultural transmission. Bernstein explained that 

some transmissions consisting of invisible or implicit 

hierarchy, sequencing rules and criteria, could lead to weak 

classifications. That meant that the acquirer was socialised 

into an 'ongoing inter-actional present where the past became 

invisible' The Anglo-Australian group in Darwin had 

invisible transmissions giving the impression that individuals 

did not have to fit into a structure. As time progressed, the 

State took over more of the functions of the family. 

Barth maintained that cultural boundaries were not significant 

in relation to the actual cultural differences they enclosed 

but rather the manner in which they defined social 

interaction.20  From the evidence in Darwin, I would argue that 

this is not so, as the Anglo-Australians treated the groups 

differently. Unlike the ethnic groups of the Chinese and the 

Greek, the Aboriginal people were actively excluded from the 

'development' of the area. The legislation of the Anglo-

Australians was specifically aimed at their exclusion and the 

destruction of their culture. 

Because of government policies, three generations of 

Aborigines had been removed from their land and separated 

other members of their families. The loss of family was a 

major traumatic experience because a person gained status 

through relationships. The traumatic effects were not realised 

by the Anglo-Australians because they gained status in a 

different way. Their attitudes regarding the significance of 

the family were reflected in the manner in which they treated 

the Aborigines. The restrictions placed on them were designed 

to control the group which was seen not as an ethnic group but 

rather a group which was in competition with the Anglo- 
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Australians over land. Ironically the Anglo-Australian elite 

which carried out Aboriginal policy in Darwin were themselves 

under pressure from both the working class and those in 

Canberra who were reluctant to give them greater autonomy. 

By comparing the four cultural groups across time in Darwin, 

one gains an insight into the way in which groups based on 

language and culture, change their own nature and identity and 

alter their mode of interaction with each other. There was a 

marked degree of stability in the cultures of the Chinese and 

the Greek groups while the Aborigines also showed stability of 

cultural practices where that was possible. Conflict based on 

the competition for a homeland between the Aborigines and the 

Anglo-Australians indicate that theirs was a political 

struggle over land and resources rather than an ethnic 

struggle. Both groups saw themselves as the natural and 

legitimate owners of the place, that the whites called Darwin. 

The Anglo-Australian group by virtue of its military capacity 

represented the dominant group and had the political power to 

act upon each group differently. That power, vested in the 

ruling elite in Darwin, was used to strip the Larrakia of 

land, institutionalise so-called 'neglected children' and 

train the girls particularly to fill the role of domestic 

servants, a role that helped make Anglo-Australian family life 

more bearable in what was virtually a colonial outpost. The 

same power was used to control the movement and location of 

the Chinese at least up until the aftermath of World War II. 

Its effect on the Greeks was limited to that period when the 

Greek government was thought of as an enemy power in 1916-

1918. 

The dominance of the Anglo-Australian laws and institutions is 

still evident in Darwin today but the resilience of ethnic and 

Aboriginal groups and a gradual change in mainstream attitude 

and policy means that Darwin has emerged as one of Australia's 

most diverse and vibrant cities with a surprising lack of 

overt antagonism between the groups. 
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